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THREE TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT OF 
GUIDANCE OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this study was to compare and contrast 3 different 
methods of measuring students' achievement of school guidance program 
objectives. This study concerned a stratified random sample of 100 male 
high school seniors of a large catholic technical high school in Chicago. 
The school has 9 objectives covering 3 domains: academic, personal and 
career. Basically the objectives were concerned with the folloWing: 
accuracy of self-assessment, appropriateness of course selections, 
achievement commensurate With ability, Willingness to self-disclose, 
intrapersonal and interpersonal self concept, career knowledge, ability 
to relate self t;:, careers and decision mald.ng ability. 
Students first rated themselves on the extent to which they felt 
they had accomplished the objectives and then independently the school's 
9 eounselors ·«iid t·he same. These self-ratings (method I) and eoUllselor 
ratings (method II) were compared to indices of accomplishment (method 
III) that were computed from the students' scores on: the Tennessee 
Self Concept Scale, Iowa Test of Educational Development, Assessment 
of Career Development, and the strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, and 
locally designed questionnaires including classroom teachers' ratings. 
Significant canonical correlations were found between the methods. 
Analysis of the product-moment correlation tables between the methods 
showed ample evidence of convergent validity of the measures but poor 
evidence of discriminant validity. A factor analysis was performed in 
which 4 factors emerged and were labeled counselor halo effect, student 
self-esteem, career development, and academic achievement. The coun-
selors' ratings were found to be a function of the extent to which a 
student achieved relative to his measured potential, and the students• 
self-ratings were related to their overall level of self esteem. 
Student self-ratings could be used to measure their intrapersonal and 
interpersonal self concepts (instead of the TSCS), and counselor ratings 
could be used to measure the extent to which students achieved to their 
measured I.Q. 
In conclusion, counselor ratings were found to be very biased and 
therefore invalid. student self-ratings showed greater evidence of 
discriminant validity because there was considerable method overlap 
between the self-ratings and the indices of accomplishment. Both 
methods are essentially paper-and-pencil self-reports. Evidence was 
present for dividing guidance program objectives into the 3 domains of 
academic, personal, and career development. The results indicate the 
need for further refinement of the methods used and counselor training 
for greater discrimination of student accomplishment of the objectives. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Evaluation of educational programs has received significant 
emphasis in the literature (Pratt 1975a). Guidance programs are, of 
course, no exception (Pratt 197.5b; Zytowsld. 1975). Several studies 
have demonstrated the efficacy of the systems approach to organizing 
and evaluating all types of educational programs including guidance 
programs (Miller & Grisdale 1975). A formal systems approach begins 
with a needs assessment of the students or client population, and the 
results are then used to write broad goals. 
specific behavioral objectives are written. 
Fr"m the list of go.als, 
At the same time the 
objectives are written, strategies for measuring them are agreed upon 
as well as criteria for accomplishment. From the objectives, a program 
is designed, implemented, evaluated, and then the program is either 
revised or new objectives are written. In either case the system is 
seolf -'t"enewing. 
ll.artin Katz (1972) ,of Educational Testing Service has strongly 
urged school counselors to follow such an approach in setting up, 
organizing and evaluating their programs, but he also acknowledges the 
complexities and shortcomings of such an approach. Katz feels, though, 
that in spite of these shortcomings school counselors must try to assess 
outcomes, and then use the data that are generated from these assessments 
to revise their programs. He also feels that using evaluation results to 
redesign programs would provide an excellent decision-making model for 
students. 
1 
2 
Assessing outcomes or measuring achievement of objectives of educa-
tional programs is not an easy task. Objectives are usually classified 
as cognitive, affective, or psychomotor. Each type requires a different 
evaluative criterion. The problem is how to best ascertain the degree to 
which stated educational program objectives are being realized given the 
limitations of the school environment, the time and training of staff, 
and the program budget. Conducting· evaluation in a school setting 
usually does not allow for the types of controls that are felt to be 
necessary for scientific inquiry. It is important, therefore, for 
practitioners to know and understand the differences in purpose between 
scientific research and program evaluation. The goal of scientific 
inquiry is the advance of scientific knowledge including the exact 
relationship between dependent and independent variables. The goal 
of evaluation, however, is collecting data that will help school or 
. 
program personnel make decisions about programs, that is, how to 
modify them or perhaps whether to evan continue them. It is not 
interested ·-oer se ·in establishing eause and ·effect ~elationship· s, 
----
Evaluation studies attempt to provide answers to the questionS& Is 
the program working? Is it doing the job that it was created for? 
Is it worth continuing? ~ihich parts, if any, need bolstering? 
Most school guidance programs have developed to the point now 
that they have clearly stated objectives of which faculty, students, 
and parents are fully aware. Going one· step further, every school 
and ~chool system should be trying to evaluate the extent to which 
these objectives are being accomplished by the students. Until the 
beginning of this decade, the standard way of evaluating school 
guidance programs was to have students, parents, teachers, administrators, 
outside experts, and/or counselors rate the degree to which various 
services such as testing, counseling, and referral were practiced as 
part of the established guidance program.(Pine 1975). If all the services 
were being offered satisfactorily in the opinion of the raters, then the 
program was judged to be successful. Little thought or effort was given 
to actually determining what the students were learning or how they were 
changing as a result of having a guidance program in the schools. 
In the late sixties and early seventies several reports in the 
literature have appeared using 11 outcome measures' that is what students 
lmow and can do as a result of the guidance program (~vysong 1968; 
Fleming 1971; Schwartz 1972; Woolley 197J; Dixon 197J; Deal et al, 1974; 
Heilwell & Jones 1975). Attempting to assess just what the students are 
11 getting out o:f"1 guidance programs in relation to the program objectives 
would seem to be the best way to determine their efficacy. 
This present study was done with a stratified (according to ability) 
random SalJ!.Ple of 100 seniors of a. larg~ local Catholic boys high school. 
This high school is a technical school located on the north side of 
Chicago serving all ability levels with the exception of the lowest ten 
per cent as measured by a standardized achievement test. Forty-two per 
cent of its graduates attend 4-year colleges, 21 per cent attend 2 year 
colleges and 27 per cent either go right to work or enter the armed 
services. The number of students in each of the J tracks (ability 
levels) corresponds to the percentage of students in the senior class 
in each track, and an approximately equal number are drawn from each 
counselor's caseload. 
The school's guidance program objectives are considered to be 
stated generally enough so that all schools could identify With them 
yet specific enough to be measurable. They were written following a 
needs assessment of the student body and in consultation with the 
faculty and administration of the school. The conceptual framework 
proposed by Wellman (1967) as a.l'J. outgrowth of the National Study of 
Guidance was used as a guide, hence the objectives are divded into 3 
categories: academic (educational), personal (social), and career 
(vocational). In each of the 3 areas, there are objectives for each 
of the 3 levels that are spelled out by Wellman: awareness, accommoda-
tion, and action. The objectives are: 
Academic Cbjectives 
4 
1. Each student Will assess his academic strengths a.l'J.d weaknesses 
including his abilities, study habits, classroom attending behaviors, 
skill development, and motivation. 
2. Each student will execute a course of studies relative to his assess-
ment of hi,s abilities, interests, values and goals, 
3. Each student Will make plans to improve his academic performance if 
necessary. 
Personal Objectives 
4. Each student will identify his personal concerns. 
5. Each student will form a positive self-concept. 
6. Each student will form satisfying interpersonal relationships With 
peers, family, teachers, and others. 
Career Objectives 
7. Each student will gather career information from a variety of sources. 
8. Each student will evaluate the career L~ormation in relation to his 
abilities,interests, and values, 
9. Each student will develop and implement decision making skills to 
formulate short and long range career plans. 
5 
For purposes of this study, the sample population of students were 
asked to make a self-rating of how well they felt they knew, had done, 
or could do what is stated in these objectives. These self-ratings 
constitute the first method of this study. Similarly, each of the 
school's 9 counselors were asked to rate how well they felt each of 
their students in the sample population had accomplished the objectives. 
The counselor ratings are the second method. And finally, each of the 
students in the sample population was administered a battery of stan-
dardized questionnaires and tests along with some locally designed 
questionnaires. The results were tabulated and an individual numerical 
score or "index accomplishmen~' was computed for each objective for 
each student. Details on the computation of this index for each 
objective are contained in Chapter III. These indices ,of accomplishment 
constitute the third method of this study and are the most comprehensive 
and presumably the most objective measures. 
Purpose of Study 
The focus of this dissertation is to examine similarities and 
differences among') different methods of measuring the students• 
achievement of Guidance Department objectives. If a school district 
or school can determine that student self-ratings and/or counselor 
ratings led one to essentially the same conclusions about which 
6 
objectives were being achieved as more expensive, time-consuming methods, 
then much time, energy, and money could be saved, It is hoped that this 
study will stimulate other schools or districts to try alternate methods 
of evaluating their guidance programs, and then report which methods are 
best suited for various types of objectives. 
Specifically, this study will examine which of the 9 objectives 
can be validly measured by student self-ratings and/or counselor ratings 
instead of the more expensive and time-consuming indices of accomplish-
ment, Each index was computed by mathematically manipulating the stu-
dents' scores on a self-concept inventory, career development inventory, 
vocational interest test, and 4 locally designed questionnaires in 
addition to ratings obtained from 45 classroom teachers. The subjects 
were all senior boys in high school representing a Wide ability range 
and diversity of illlll1ediate plans after graduation. The ) ability 
levels are: accelerated (N-21), average (N=55), and basic (N=24), In 
addition to providing useful data for school guidance programs, this 
investigatdr believes that further research could improve the evaluation 
methodology employed in all guidance program settings. This informa-
tion.can also serve as a helpful reference for counselors and adminis-
trators in program settings in deciding what strategies to employ to 
measure each objective of their program, Obviously, better decisions 
about the future directions of the program will result from better 
evaluation methodology, Ongoing ~ummative and formative evaluation is 
a must for all programs in our current tight budget situation. Decisions 
about what to modify in educational programs or whether or not to even 
continue them should be made on data or evidence generated by comprehensive 
7 
evaluation studies and not the impressions and prejudices of educational 
administrators. 
This study asks the following question: For which objectives can 
the Senior Self-rating of Accomplishment of Guidance Program Objectives 
or the Counselor Rating of Individual Student Accomplishment of Guidance 
Program Objectives be used to measure achievement of the. objectives 
instead of the indices of accomplishment? 
The following null hypotheses were tested: 
1. There is no significant relationship between the student self-
ratings and the indices of accomplishment for each objective. 
2. There is no significant relationship between the counselor 
ratings and the indices of accomplishment for each objective. 
J. There is no significant relationship between the student self-
ratings and the counselor ratings for each objective. 
4. There is no significant relationship between the combined self 
and counselor ratings and the indices of accomplishment for each objec-
tive. 
Limitations and Scope 
1. All subjects were senior boys enrolled in a Catholic high school 
in a large city. Only two of the students in the sample are Black. 
Hence, one must be very cautious in generalizing the results to other 
schools. 
2. Even though the guidance program objectives are stated generally 
enough so that other school personnel in Virtually any setting should 
easily be able to find great similarities with their own, they are still 
the product of just one high school. 
8 
). The purpose of this study is not to evaluate these objectives 
or the school's guidance program but to compare and contrast J different 
strategies for evaluation of guidance program objectives. 
4. The J methods chosen are essentially paper-and-pencil methods 
and are only a few among many alternatives available to the practitioner. 
Organization 
Chapter I has presented an introduction and brief overview of the 
research project. Chapter II presents a review of the literature 
relevant to the present study. Chapter III will include the methodology 
of the research design, description of the instruments utilized, details 
on the computation of the indices of accomplishment for each objective 
including a rationale, the subjects, and the statistical procedures 
employed. Chapter r1 delineates the results of the data analyses and 
Chapter V offers a summary, conclusions and recommendations. 
CHAPT:EE II 
REVIEW OF THE UTERATURE 
This chapter discusses a review of the literature related to 
evaluation of guidance programs, evaluation theory, the reliability and 
validity of adolescent self reports as well as counselor ratings, and 
studies using the same instruments employed in this study. 
General Overview 
Summarizing 3 years of literature on school guidance programs, 
Gelatt (1969) suggested that the debate regarding the title, role, 
function, status, and training of guidance workers would remain until 
guidance clearly identifies its purposes and objectives and then evaluates 
the effectiveness of its procedures and the accomplishment of its objec-
tives. He then called for research to be designed and conducted in the 
schools where the research questions were and are being asked. 
A review of the subsequent literature reveals that it contains a 
host of studies which attempt to define, implement, and/or evaluate a 
multitude of evaluation models and processes. 11 Accountability' became 
an educational byword. 
Pine (1975) delineated and defined 9 different approaches for 
evaluating school counseling effectiveness. Even though this study 
is concerned with only the last one, it is useful to keep it in perspec-
tive in relation to all the rest. 
1) Tabulation Approach - keeps records of the number of clients 
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seen, number of counseling sessions conducted, nature and kind 
of problems discussed and so on. 
2) Follow-Up Approach - involves contacting as many program 
graduates as possible either by mail or in person to determine 
their current status and ascertain their opinions about the 
program. 
3) Expert Opinion Approach - Calling in outside experts for their 
reactions. 
4) Client Opinion Survey Approach- involves development and/or 
adoption of an attitude scale to determine the client populations' 
reactions and feelings to the guidance services as they are 
currently being offered. 
5) External Criteria Approach- standards are set up against whicl1. 
a program is then compared. 
6) Significant Other Opinion Survey Approach - involves develop-
ing and/or adoptL~g an attitude scale to determine the reactions 
and feelings of teachers, parents, ,and a<iministrators toward the 
program as it is currently being offered. 
7) Descriptive Approach - issuing a report in which program practices 
are analyzed and described in detail. 
8) Case Study Approach - a longitudinal view of a client or clients 
describing specific practices tried successfully or unsuccess-
fully. 
9) Experimental Approach - uses basically 3 designs1 "after-only 
design" (this study), "before and after design," and the "before 
and after with control group design." This approach is the only 
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one which seeks to measure changes in the client population. 
This literature review llmi ts itself to descriptions of reports 
utilizing the Experimental Approach only since this is the approach used 
1n this study. 
Studies in the Field 
Studies which attempt to measure the outcomes, that is what students 
know and can do or have done, of school guidance programs nearly always 
follow a systems approach. In 1975 Miller and Grisdale reviewed a number 
of available guidance evaluation materials and programs. They found 
materials ranging from simple evaluation instruments to comprehensive 
process guides for the planning, development, and utilization of a total 
systems approach to evaluation. studies reported in this review include 
those found by Miller and Grisdale in addition to others. From their 
survey they concluded that the guidance evaluation area has four great 
needs. First, local practitioners need to share the results of needs 
assessments to establish high-consensus guidance goals. Next, evaluation 
measures need to be designed for these goals. Third, research must begin 
to match guidance practices with student attainment of these goals. And 
fourth, counselor competencies must be defined which relate to program 
development and evaluation. 
Central to a systems approach is the continuous use of our distinct 
types of evaluation. stuf!'lembeam (1971) has defined these four as con-
text, input, process, and product evaluation ( CIPP). Context evaluation 
helps set goals and objectives for guidance by generating data concerning 
student needs. Input evaluation helps guidance workers design programs 
by generating data about the ability of the school to support various 
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methods in addition to the effectiveness of the methods themselves. 
Process evaluation helps With program implementation by generating data 
about the efficiency and effectiveness of procedures that are being used. 
Finally, product evaluation helps With program reVision by generating 
data about the effectiveness of guidance procedures for producing 
specific guidance outcomes. 
The folloWing program reports are grouped into these 5 categories~ 
systems approach, context evaluation, input evaluation, process evalua-
tion, and product evaluation. Each of these reports include evaluation 
instruments, sample evaluation items, and process guides which provide 
information on procedures needed to design evaluation instruments. 
Systems Approach 
~ Szstems Approach .!£ !:E.! Development of Pupil; ~~ Services 
(Cook 1973) is a handbook or manual which spells out 10 steps for imple-
menting a systems approach for planning, developing, and evaluating 
guidance programs. This text includes a discussion of how tot 1) conduct 
needs assessments, 2) state goals, 3) det~r.mine goal priori ties, 4) op-
erationalize goals, 5) identify functions, 6) relate functions to goals, 
7) design new programs, 8) test programs, 9) operate programs, and 10) 
evaluate the programs. Sample data collection instruments as well as a 
comprehensive discussion of how this approach was implemented in the 
Bedford, Massachusetts Public Schools is included. 
The ~ Ensland ~ Kit for Evaluatin~ Guidance Program Effective-
ness (New England AMEG 1974) is a collection of booklets that were pre-
pared to enable guidance departments to use an accountability model in 
evaluating their guidance programs. Teams of consultants are available 
in the New England area to help guidance workers to utilize these 
materials and to evaluate and interpret their locally collected data. 
These consultants follow a 3 stage process to help a local school 
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design an evaluation program and interpret their results. Before this 
consulting program even begins though, the local guidance staff and 
administration are required to make a total commitment to the evaluation 
process. The outcome that is promised is a guidance program With clearly 
stated objectives and evaluation procedures to measure accomplishment of 
the objectives. 
The~ Public Schools Accountability Model !.2:: Counselors is a 
joint product of local, state, and federal funding With consultant 
assistance from the American Institutes for Research in the Behavioral 
Sciences. A comprehensive program is described that includes details 
on the development and evaluation of guidance programs. All 4 types of 
evaluation that were defined earlier are included: context evaluation, 
input evaluation, process evaluation, and product evaluation. This 
project report incluQ..es the following: 1) a detailed description of the 
needs assessment techniques utilized, 2) the guidance model that was 
developed, 3) the procedures for the design of the program's learning 
units with objectives, strategies employed, and evaluation. 
!h! Comprehensive Career Guidance Slstem Project (Jones 1971, 1972) 
is the result of a federally funded effort to create and then field-test 
aspects of an individualized guidance system for junior and senior high 
school students. Along with the production of the guidance materials, 
Jones (1972) produced a manual describing the systematic planning model 
followed in the project. This .5 stage model includes the following 
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steps: 1) defining developmental needs and their related objectives, 2) 
classifying the objectives according to what they have in common, 3) 
identifying and selecting various strategies to obtain the objectives, 
4) carrying out the strategies, and 5) evaluating and improving the 
strategies, The final chapter provides a list of specific objectives 
along with materials to help in accomplishing the objectives. 
Operation Guidance (Campbell 1972, 1974) is a project which pro-
duced a total package of materials that local .school districts can use 
in implementing a systems approach in designing career guidance pro-
grams. The 10 step model includes 1) context evaluation, 2) establish-
ing program goal priorities, 3) writing behavioral objectives from goal 
statements, 4) selecting appropriate input evaluation methodology, 5) 
selecting appropriate input evaluation techniques, 6) trial implementa-
tion, 7) process evaluation, 8) product evaluation, 9) adoption, and 
. 
10) recycling. Under development since 1971 this program has been 
field tested in 6 schools in 5 different states. These materials are 
available -from Ohi(j· St-a-te University Center. 
The student Guidance System (Hays, 1974) is concerned With accom-
plishing 1 major goal with students, that is, that students will weigh 
several alternatives in a reflective manner in developing personal and 
career goals. In order to determine whether or not this is actually 
happening, the program has defined specific outcomes as well as practices 
to produce these outcomes. Finally, examples of a progress report used 
to evaluate the program are given. 
The California Personnel and Guidance Association Monograph Series 
contains 4 monographs discussing and illustrating various approaches to 
implementation of a systems approach in evaluating guidance programs. 
(O'Hare & Sullivan 1971, O'Hare and Lasser 1970, ¥.itchell & Saum 1972, 
and Bates and Keirsey 1972). 
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The Pennsylvania Department of Education has produced Guidelines 
f2.! ~-§tudy of .! School District Guidance Program (1974). Specific 
details are provided for conducting a guidance self-study. First, data 
is collected and analyzed from the guidance program's various publics. 
N.ext program objectives are defined along With strategies for accomplish-
ing them and methods of assessment. Finally, the guide shows how to 
develop a plan for implementing a revised guidance program. Heavy 
emphasis is placed on illustrating a compendium of instruments for 
collection and analyzation of data from various publics including 
instruments for discerning the community, the school, and expectations 
that significant others have of guidance. 
Context Evaluation 
The purpose of this type of evaluation is to provide data not only 
about what the ,needs of the target :p.opul.ation are, ·'but which ·ones should 
be met before others. Hence, once a list of needs is prepared some 
method such as Q-sorting must be used to rank order these needs to 
establish program priorities. 
The Kentucky state Department of Education has prepared a Needs 
Assessment Procedure (Kentucky State Department of Education 1974); 
Phipps 1974). The needs assessment procedure contains the folloWing 
5 stepsa 1) a set of possible career guidance goals is prepared, 2) 
data is collected from various groups, J) goals are interrelated to 
determine areas of commonality among groups, 4) the gaps between 
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priority goals and the extent to which they are actually being met is 
determined, and 5) goals are selected for the program. A questionnaire 
asking respondents to check 20 goals from a list of 100 was used. Exam-
ples of procedures used to analyze the data are included. 
The Mesa Public Schools also conducted a Needs Assessment Study 
(1972) with interviewers from the .American Institutes for Research in 
the Behavioral Sciences. Four different decks of cards (educational-
vocational, academic-learning, interpersonal, and intrapersonal) With 
1 need statement per card were used. Interviewers helped the partici-
pants sort each deck into priority ranldngs. Included in this report 
is a detailed description of the process, a list of the needs state-
ments and results of the study. 
A Counselor's Workbook has been prepared by the South Dakota 
Department of Education (1974) to help counselors use an accountability 
model for guidance. In this workbook a needs assessment procedure is 
described. The instrument used for collecting data on student needs ia 
included. ,:rhis .insV\lDlent."asks responden·ts not only to. i.ndi.eate w:hat 
their needs are, but also their strengths and the extent to which they 
feel the current program is Meeting their needs. Lastly, the needs 
statements are linked to a list of program objectives. 
Bernkopf et al (1975) factor analyzed the reactions of 86 eighth, 
tenth and twelfth grade students to a carefully developed needs assess-
ment instrument. Although they had postulated 4 factors (self-aware-
ness, decision-maldng, eareer development, and interpersonal relations), 
a 2-factor solution was found to be the most appropriate. The 2 factors 
were eareer development and interpersonal relations. 
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Input Evaluation 
The purpose of this type of evaluation is to provide data about the 
' potential of local resources, including staff competencies and the 
potential of various guidance practices to actua.lly effect client 
accomplishment of the guidance program objectives. Procedures classi-
fied as input evaluation include surveying existing research results 
and assessing local staff competencies and available resources in the 
agency and in the community. 
A survey of a number of such methods was prepared entitled Handbook 
of Career Guidance Methods (Campbell et al. 1973). The details and 
specifications of'the guidance methods, which are needed for special 
student populations, are included. In addition, research evidence is 
presented about the·relative merits of different groupings of methods 
along with a list of alternate methods. Local practitioners can utilize 
the data provided in this handbook to evaluate the appropriateness of 
specific methods they are using or may wish to use. 
strategies for choosing and implementing new programs in education. 
Two chapters, "Retrieving Relevant Knowledge'' and "Choosing a Solution'1 
contain numerous ideas and suggestions for input evaluation programs. 
In addition, the appendix contains lists of strategies and tactics for 
collecting data. 
An entire spectrum of counselor competencies is included in 
Counselor Competencies prepared by the Texas Education Agency (1971). 
Four broad Competency areas are defined. They are planning, organizing, 
and evaluating; counseling; consulting; and coordinating. This guide 
could serve as a tool for inventorying the strengths and weaknesses of 
counselors in local districts. 
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LikeWise Career Guidance Competencies (Mi tehell ( 1974) posits that 
systematic program planning in guidance points out the great need for 
the development of new counselor competencies. She suggests 6 areas of 
competenc~ 1) program planning, 2) ~mplementation, 3) consulting, 4) 
linking, 5) staff development, and 6) evaluation. Still another list 
of counselor competencies was developed by the Illinois Guidance and 
Personnel Association (1976) in their presentation of a competency-
based counselor training model. This model contains 8 general areas 
of counselor competenc~ 1) counselor as person, 2) counseling skills, 
3) consultation skills, 4) human appraisal skills, 5) career develop-
ment, 6) coordination, 7) research and evaluation, and 8) referral. 
Process Evaluation 
Process evaluation has as its purpose to provide information about 
the efficacy of guidance practices, the extent to which certain practices 
are actually being carried out, .and .. the attitudes .. of .clients toward 
these practices. The Cincinnati Public Schools' Guidance Assessment 
Project (Terry 1975) produced as part of a ESEA Title III project, a 
method for monitoring the use of counselor time. IBM cards and sean 
sheets were used. Six categories were developed for classifying time. 
They were individual student counseling, individual student information 
service, individual adult conference in school, student group activities, 
solitary in-school activities, and adult group and out-of-school 
activities. Actual time spent in each category was compared to pre-
viously identified student needs and the guidance program objectives. 
Recommendations are included on how to make counselor use of time more 
congruent with student needs and program objectives. 
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The Fort Wayne Community Schools created a model of what they 
consider to be effective guidance operation entitled Accountable 
Management ~ Effective Guidance Operation (Baugh 1971). Performance 
objectives were written for counselors, administrators, parents and 
teachers. Central to this model is the belief that counselors should 
accept responsibility for seeing to it that every student experiences 
certain predetermined services, every teacher experiences consultation 
services, and the administration is provided with accountable feedback. 
Many forms are provided to aid with the implementation of this model. 
Samples of the forms used in collecting process evaluation data are 
included: 1) student voucher card, 2) student personal assessment 
profile, J) guidance program log, 4) teacher voucher card, 5) counselor 
personal contact log, and 6) counselor's time-function use analysis. 
The Denver Public Schools (Linquist 1973) in conjunction with the 
University of Colorado worked to combine a staff development approach 
With an accountability approach for pupil services staff. The $irst 
step involved the identification and formal statement of the current 
duties of the pupil services workers. The second step then translated 
these role statements into a set of outcome statements, that is declara-
tions about exactly how the students are to benefit as a result of the 
adults' efforts. 
Product Evaluation 
This type of evaluation provides answers to questions concerning 
which objectives of the guidance program have been .met. The literature 
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contains evidence of local program efforts to design test items for their 
own objectives, national efforts to form a working bank of objectives 
with associated test items, computer systems for monitoring student 
progress on guidance objectives, and analyses of existing instruments 
to match appropriate items and/or scales to specific objectives. 
The Connecticut Department of Education (Deal, Halbert, and 
Kaufmann 1974) selected goals and objectives modified from O'Hare and 
Sullivan (1971) that could be reasonably assessed by paper-and-pencil 
instrumentation. Two different instruments were developed (Johnson and 
Hi tc hell 1974 a and b) • One was for 13-year-olds and 1 for 17-year-olds. 
Both were administered to a state wide sampling in 1974. The instruments 
as well as a discussion of the results are included in this report pro-
viding concrete examples of items that can be geared to specific objec-
tives. 
Behavioral Objectives l:n, Guidance (Fleming, 1971) prepared for 
the Broward County Schools, Florida, is an excellent guide for trans-
lating goals into objectives and these in t~ to .§tval~tion items. 
Goals are listed first, followed by specific student objectives so 
worded that they define how the program wiJ.l operate. Finally, guide-
lines for evaluation are presented. Even though evaluation items are 
presented in the report, this was not its main purpose. This report's 
main interest is to provide specific examples of how to translate 
goals into evaluation items. 
Educational objectives and criterion-referenced test items for a 
number of educational areas are available in the Instructional Objec-
tives Exchange (1974). Measures of self-concept and attitudes toward 
school are 2 areas which are included that relate to guidance. Included 
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in the self-concept packet are JO objectives related to peer group re-
lationships, scholastic attitudes, family relationships, and general 
self esteem. The attitude-toward-school packet is made up of 42 objec-
tives associated with attitudes toward the teacher, school subjects, 
learning, peers, and the social structure and climate of the school. 
New areas are added to the Exchange as demand dictates. 
Part of the National Assessment ~ Educational Progre~: CareJr 
and Occupational Development (1971) is career and occupational develop-
- . ' 
rnent objectives and criterion-referenced test items. Five major areas 
of objectives are included: 1) preparing for making decisions, 2) im-
proving career and occupational capabill ties, J) possessing sld.lls 
that are generally useful in the world of work, 4) practicing effective 
work habits, and 5) having positive attitudes toward work. Results of 
the data collection as well as the actual test items used are available. 
The Priority 9ounselini Survel (Smith 1970; Smith and Johnson 
1971) as an instrument which is capable of being hooked up to a student 
record system. It has been used in the Covina Valley Unified School 
District, California to provide data that, when compared to existing 
student records, gave evidence for estimating student progress to 
accomplishing educational and career planning objectives. Data is first 
collected about students' academic interests, occupational interests, 
academic abilities, job values, career plans, grades and test scores, 
self-estimates, post graduate plans, and current courses of study. Each 
student is monitored by a computer and discrepancies are highlighted. 
Those students so singled out are called in for counseling assistance. 
This survey is available commercially and can easily be used for product 
evaluation by comparing student data to other data to evaluate student 
plans and self perceptions. 
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ir/estbro.ok (1974) analyzed 6 different career development tests to 
identify and label the learner behaviors they measured. There were 609 
i tams in the 6 testsa ETS Guidance Inquiry, Readiness of Vocational 
Planning, Cognitive Vocational Maturity Test, Career Development Inven-
tory, Assessment of Career Development, and the Career Naturity Inventory. 
Each item in the 6 tests was examined to define the behavior required of 
the learner and the setting or situation in.which this behavior occurred. 
The total number of items was reduced to 117 and were then diVided into 
12 categories. Westbrook concludes that it is possible to use these 6 
tests not only to look at career development for 'a particular student or 
group, bu~ also specific objectives can be measured with the various sub-
parts of the tests. 
The Lower Dauphin School District in Hummelstown, Pennsylvania 
(1972) utilized a. self-concept and motivation inventory on a pre- and 
post-test ba·sis to· at.tempt .to evaluate a c1a&6room v-oca,tional g-\ti:dance 
program for junior high school students, but found no significant dif-
ferences. They concluded that the instrument was incapable of measur-
ing what the real outcomes of the program were. 
Dixon reporting for the Clark County School District (197.3) in 
Las Vegas, Nevada reports measurable success in all phases of their 
Objective-Based Career Guidance Program after l year of implementation. 
Information was collected from 300 ninth grade students and 700 tenth 
grade students. Results are reported for 3 areas: information about 
self, information about careers, and decision-making. 
Halliwell and Jones (1975) used criterion-referenced tests and 
questionnaires With students, teachers and parents to assess the out-
comes of a district-Wide guidance program. They report that 9 out of 10 
product objectives were satisfactorily accomplished. In addition they 
report substantial unanticipated side effects in such areas as more con-
structive use of counselor time. In a lengthy commentary the authors 
discuss 5 problems and their possible solution relating to conducting 
effective evaluation programs in sc~ool settings. Several recommenda-
tions are made which could save practitioners from falling into several 
avoidable pitfalls. The authors address themselves to the following 
questions~ 1) what are realistic expectations for evaluation? 2) how 
detailed and specific do behavioral objectives have to be? 3) how does 
one get all staff involved in cooperative evaluation planning? .4) why 
is extensive pilot testing necessary? 5) what is an adequate research 
design for a school setting? 
In 1968 Wysong used a student self-rating instrument to determin~ 
if it could ai•stiftgoiSh' ·~ween cgrOUJ"S d'f, high sc:hool ·students Who were 
achieving guidance objectives and those who were not. The method of 
distinguishing students who were accomplishing the objectives from those 
who were not, was the utilization of counselor judgment or ratings. 
Similarly, Bardo (1972) found that comparing student self -report data 
to criterion measures established by counselors is a feasible approach to 
evaluating school guidance programs. It should be noted that neither 
author .attel!1Pted to compare the re.sults of each student's self reports 
to more objective standardized measures as this study does to determine 
the efficacy of such self-reports. 
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In the Newport-Mesa Unified School District of California (Woolley 
1973), the guidance personnel are asked to provide written reports at 
the conclusion of the school year listing the names of students who 
improved that year. Evidence for improvement, however, is drawn from 
the highly subjective anecdotal records of the guidance specialists. 
The effectiveness of the guidance serVices were evaluated in the 
non-public schools of New York (Schwartz, 1972) by comparing the 
referred students with non-referred students on several measures: 
grades; attendance; attitudes toward school, toward learning process, 
and towards school-mates; and teacher ratings of classroom behaVior. 
In general the referred students showed improvement on post-measures 
over pre-measures, but the specific objectives of the program were not 
stated, and no attempt was made to determine the impact of the guidance 
program on the non-referred students. 
To summarize this section, 7 studies were found in which a school 
or district reported following a systems approach in organizing, imple-
ment.i·ng -and evaJ..ua.ting their .. gud.danee pr.og,rams. In addi,tion ,,sev:er-al 
guidance examples of the implementation of the 4 types of evaluation 
as defined by stufnebeam (1971): context, input, process and product, 
were disc us sed. 
Reports on Evaluation Theory 
Martin Katz (1972) of Educational Testing SerVice strongly urged 
school counselors to follow a systems approach in setting up, organizing 
and evaluating guidance programs, but in the same paper acknowledged 
the complexities and shortcomings of such an approach. Katz felt that 
in spite of these shortcomings, school counselors should try to assess 
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outcomes, and then use the data that are generated from these assessments 
to revise their programs. Using evaluation results to redesign programs 
provides an excellent decision-making model for students. 
o• Hare (1969) proposed that evaluation of guidance programs 
could be achieved by applying a learner-based evaluation procedure 
developed for classroom instruction to the guidance process. The pro-
cedure is composed of 3 parts. First, an investigator should attempt 
to evaluate the outcomes, that is, the specific student lalowledge, 
skills or attitudes that are increased or diminished in students as a 
result of the program. Next, an informed selection of textual and 
other materials should be made, and thirdly, an attempt to match the 
efforts of counselors and teachers to student accomplishment of the 
objectives should be tried. That is, which specific practices produce 
which results? 
Wellman and Gysbers (1971) likewise urged their fellow educators 
to assess outcomes that are stated in terms (usually behavioral) that 
permit measm-ement of specific student ·knowledge, skills, performance 
or attitudes. They suggested using baseline comparison group designs, 
Within group designs, and experimental designs. 
West (1971) called on university training program personnel, 
agency supervisory personnel, and practicing counselors to jointly 
specify counseling outcomes. He canmented that until there is agree-
' 
ment among all these groups on what the purposes of counseling are, as 
well as what are realistic expectations for counseling, the field is 
likely to be very directionless and produce very little research that 
could actually affect practice. 
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Pulvino and Samborn (1972) described a communications system for 
planning and implementing guidance program activities. Five phases of 
accountability are discussed includinga 1) dialogue With public, 2) joint 
development of measurable objectives, J) counseling process, 4) evalua-
tion, and 5) communication of evaluation results. They conclude that 
accountability is the natural result of utilization of these 5 steps. 
Accountability is defined by them to mean answering the question: nWhat 
difference did counseling processes make in the lives of the individuals 
with whom we worked?tt Counselors by answering this question should be 
able to demonstrate their unique contributions to society. 
Gubser (1974) presented guidelines developed by an Arizona task 
force for establishing objectives for counselors. It went further and 
made suggestions for the development or minimal performance standards 
for counselors and guidance programs. 
Humes (1972) argued that the accountability movement can be a 
positive force in the guidance movement. Using criterion-referenced 
techniq.ues .sho,1Jld enable cotmselors- to demons.~ate ,the :effec-ts ,of their 
guidance practices. He called for the application of a Program Planning 
and Budgeting System (PPBS) management approach to guidance programs. 
Kistler (1974) developed a model for teaching accountability 
skills to counselors and counselor trainees. He compared and contrasted 
both counselor education and educationa~ administration accountability 
literature to define what counselors are to be held accountable for as 
well as how this could be measured. This accotmtability sld.lls teaching 
model contains 8 phasesa 1) theory and mission, 2) needs assessment, J) 
management plan, 4) data collection, 5) data utilization, 6) data analysis, 
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7) professional development, and 8) system refinement. The objectives, 
learning activities, and outcomes of each phase as well as a required 
reading list are delineated in his study. 
Smith (1974) also developed an 8 phase model but hers is for 
evaluation of student personnel work. After investigating actual 
practices of practitioners across the country and overvieWing existing 
models of evaluation, she developed a model which she feels is able to 
accommodate a variety of philosophies, purposes, objectives and tech-
niques. The 8 phases are: 1) pre-operational orientation and training, 
2) assessment of environment and department of student personnel work, 
J) assessment and definition of needs, 4) definition of product objec-
tives, 5) definition and implementation of process objectives, 6) defini-
tion and implementation of appraisal techniques, 7) feedback, and 8) re-
definition of components. 
Krumboltz (1974) defined an accountability system which would 
collate counselor accomplishments With costs, In order to implement 
l:d s ideas , .. pr.acti tioner s wo.uld .fi.r.st have to c;iefine. the domain of 
counselor responsibilities in concrete terms. They would further have 
to be Willing to: use student behavior changes as evidence of their 
accomplishments, translate their activities into costs, be genuinely 
interested in self-improvement, and publish reports of failures and 
unknown outcomes. A sample accountability report gives examples of 
how costs could be estimated. The article ends With a call for 
experimentation to answer the practical implementation problems of 
the system. 
In summary, 10 studies were found urging practicing counselors 
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to utilize some form of "outcome measures' to determine the efficacy of 
their programs. Each contains a slightly different model for practi-
tioners to follow providing readers with a Wide array of choices. 
Reliability and Validity of Adolescent Self-Reports 
and Counselor Ratings 
A reView of the literature revealed that self reports of high 
school students have been used by a variety of investigators for a 
variety of purposes. In a recent comprehensive study Using ~­
Reports .1£ Predict Student Performance, Baird (1976) examined the 
literature for evidence of the concurrent and predictive validity of 
self-report information of students. His overall conclusion was that 
"the eVidence suggests that one can believe and make decisions based 
on self-report information in a Wide variety of areas as much as one 
can believe• and use test information." (Baird, p 11) Self-estimates of 
ability seem to be fairly efficient predictors of academic performance. 
Furthermore, Baird concluded that the most ~ficient f'.orm .of self-
estimate is asking subjects to judge their relative standing in a group 
of their peers. He felt that most students should be able to do this 
quite well after 12 years experience With formal education. "Estimates 
of this type seem valid, and students appear to estimate their own 
ability correctly." (Baird, p 15) In addition he also found self-
estimates of traits to be good predictors in a Wide variety of areas 
besides academic performance. Self-ratings have been found to be 
better predictors than SAX scores, personality scales, interest scales 
and measures of student potentials of later accomplishment among diverse 
groups of students. Examples of recent studies using self ~eports of 
high school .students follows. 
Cave (1973) correlated self-reported drug use of a 10 per cent 
sample of junior and senior high school students in the south Texas 
area with age, sex, ethnicity, family status, presence or absence of 
siblings, self -e steam, and the stability of self and peer group 
identification. Using the variable of drug orientation of the peer 
group as the dependent variable, he was able to obtain a residual path 
coefficient accounting for 92 per cent of the variance in the self-
reported drug use of the adolescents. 
Blackmore (1974) replicated a study of the relationship between 
self-reported delinquency and the official conviction records of 80 
boys aged 14 to 17. Analysis of their responses to a questionnaire 
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showed that just over 75 per cent of their known offenses were admitted 
. 
in the questionnaire. Findings support the continued use of self report 
techniques as a measure of delinquent behavior. 
Mobley {1974). studied h:i,g.h achool.-student-s for .delinquent ·behavior 
to try to establish homogeneous_ groups based on qualitatively different 
patterns of self-reports of delinquency. Further, he investigated 
whether or not, once these groups were defined, could they be differen-
tiated according to the social and demographic variables thought to be 
associated with delinquency? The self-report data were BC try cluster 
analyzed to form the groups and then clusters were compared for social 
psychological variable difference. Twelve groups in all were formed, 
8 groups of males and 4 groups of females. It was possible to form 
homogeneous groups based on patterns of self-reported delinquent 
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behavior. Groups overlapped in some delinquent behaviors and in some 
I 
cases different patterns of behaviors seemed to serve different social 
psychological functions. A relationship was also found between age and 
patterns of behavior. 
Deo and Sharma (1971) studied the relationship between self-concept 
and anxiety in a large population of North Indian adolescents. They 
administered a 69 statement self-concept inventory With a Likert scale. 
The respondents were instructed to answer each question twice, once for 
how they saw themselves now and again as they would like to be. Results 
show a linear relationship between self reported adjustment and the 
scores on the self concept inventory both in the positive and negative 
dimension and in the self-ideal discrepancies. Kamiyama (1974) divided 
junior and senior Japanese high school students into a positive self-
esteem and negative self esteem group according to their responses on 
a self report questionnaire. He found significant differences between 
the 2 groups in the expected direction for feelings for value systems, 
needs for everyday life, .time .. per,spective • .sati.s£action in. ,ev.wy-day 
life, and basic mood. 
Bradley (1974) studied the first semester college grade point 
average predictions of 56 high school counselors and classified them 
either as effective or ineffective predictors. All had previously been 
administered a personal questionnaire and the §ysenick Personality 
Inventory. Results show that female counselors were more effective 
than males, and that the 2 groups (effective predictors and ineffec-
tive predictors) differed on certain attitudes. Further, they report 
that effective predictors underestimated their predictive accuracy while 
ineffective ones overestimated it. Finally, as cited earlier Wysong 
(1968) found a high positive correlation between student self-ratings 
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of their own accomplishment of guidance program objectives and counselor · 
ratings of the students' accomplishment of the objectives. 
This section revealed that self-report data of high school 
students has shown strong evidence of both reliability and validity. 
Studies were found in a Wide variety of settings. In contrast only 2 
studies were found using high school counselor ratings of students. 
studies Using the Same Instruments 
A review of the recent literature revealed that With the excep-
tion of the Westbrook (1974) study, no reports are available in which 
the Assessment ~ Career Development developed by ACT was utilized. 
According to the manual several studies are pending, however. 
Ranson and others (1973) used the ~ ~ .£! Educational Develop-
~ to assess the ability of 44 students in a career education compe-
tency c·urriculum,to·mainta±n '6xpee-ted acaGem!ic: competen·oe. Two groups 
of 22 students each were compared to each other. One group beg.an in 
September of 1972 and the other in January of 1973. Both groups took 
the ITED in February and then again in May. Test results indicated 
that students registered much greater competence in math than in 
reading, language, social studies, science or use of sources. However, 
during this semester the student~ growth rate exceeded the expected 
growth rate in all areas except use of sources. No significant differ-
ences were found between the 2 groups, and whether students took the 
courses for credit or for enrichment had no effect on performance in 
science, social studies and mathematics. 
William Fitts, author of the Tennessee ~-Concept Scale which 
was first published in 1965, has participated in the production of the 
Dede Wallace Center Studies .2!1 ill,~ Concept ~ Rehabilitation 
Monograph Series. There are ? monographs in this series all of which 
contain a multitude of studies which utilized the TSCS. The series 
limited itself to discussing only the results of the TSCS. Each of 
the ? monographs of the series deals With a particular topical area 
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and attempts to. reveal the reliability and validity of the TSCS. 
Although each contains material that is relevant to the others, an 
effort was made to avoid repetition across the monographs. Monograph I, 
1h! Self Concept~ Delinquency, (Fitts and Hamner, 1969) summarizes 
studies on the relationship between self concept and antisocial behaVior 
and found significant relationships between TSCS scores and antisocial 
behaVior. Monograph II, Interpersonal Competencec !£!Wheel Model con-
tains no data presentation but elaborates in explicit detail the theory 
upon which the TSCS is based. l1on.ograph III, 1.ru!. .~ Conc.ept ~ ~­
Actualization (Fitts et al 19?1), focuses in on behaviors that are 
characteristic of highly integrated persons and shows that TSCS scores 
can distinguish such persons. Monograph IV, the .§!]! Concept ~ 
Psycho.Pathology (Fitts 19?2a) discusses the relationship between deViant 
behavior and self concept and again the TSCS was found to have predictive 
validity. Monograph V, the~ Concept and Performance (Fitts 19?2b) 
investigates how people behave in a training or employment situation in 
relation to their self concept and found significant relationships 
between behavior and TSCS scores. Monograph VI, Correlates~~ 
JJ 
self Concent (Thompson 19?2) presents a full range of studies showing how 
-
the TSCS correlates With other instruments in different populations, And 
finally Honograph VII, ~ Concept ~ Behavior: Overview ~ Supple-
ment (Fitts 19?2c) attempts to discuss all studies published up until 
-
its publication that are not included in the other monographs, In 
summary then it is obvious that the research utilization of the TSCS is 
very extensive and that the TSCS has shown impressive eVidence of both 
reliability and validity. 
The Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, the latest edition ofthe 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, was developed by Campbell (1974) to 
introduce Holland's theoretical framework to the layout of the profile 
and interpretation of the scores, In addition Campbell merged the men's 
and women's forms :into a single booklet. The manual reports many 
studies upholding the reliability and validity of this well known test, 
but this author found none which used the SVIB (or SCII) to measure out-
comes of a high school guidance program. 
Summary 
A review of the literature related to the present study has been 
presented in terms of several general topics. This investigator found 
that 2 literature reviews on guidance program evaluation have been pre-
viously published, 1 in 1969 and the other in 1975. At the start of this 
decade, accountability became a strong movement on the educational scene, 
Evaluation research in school settings has become commonplace particu-
larly with the aid of federal funding. Over JO reports of extensive 
guidance program evaluation studies now appear in the literature, 
practitioners can find a multitude of suggestions and models for con-
ducting needs assessments, writing objectives, developing programs to 
match guidance procedures to specific objectives, and conducting both 
formative and summative evaluation studies. 
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This literature review reveals that utili zing self -reports of 
students in any attempts at evalu~tion of the effects of an educational 
program can be a worthwhile effort. Adolescent self-report data has 
been found to be generally accurate and useful in not only distinguish-
ing 1 group of adolescents from another (e.g. drug users from non-users, 
delinquents from nondelinquents) but also in predicting future perform-
ance academically and otherwise. In contrast to an abundance of studies 
using adolescent ratings, only 2 studies which employed school counselor 
ratings of students were found and in both cases they proved to be use-· 
ful. 
The final section of this chapter surveyed studies in which the 4 
normed instruments used in this study were also used. 
CF.APTm III 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
This chapter Will describe in detail the procedures of this study, 
First the setting and population are described, This is followed by a 
brief overview of all procedures that were implemented to obtain the 
data. Next all the instruments, both standarized and locally designed, 
are described in detail, This chapter also describes the rationale and 
steps that were followed in the c~lculation of each index of accomplish-
ment, The final section of this chapter contains the statistical methods 
used to analyze the data, 
This study attempts to compare and contrast the 3 methods of 
measuring accomplishment of guidance program objectives. The first 2 
methods, student self-ratings and counselor ratings, are relatively 
simple when compared to the third method which has been labeled the 
11 index of accomplishment." An index is defined by the dictionary to 
be a ratio or other number derived from a series of observations and 
used as an indicator or measure of a certain condition, The "condition!' 
in this case is, of course, accomplishment of the objective, To create 
an index for an objective, it was taken literally and the question was 
asked, 11 If a student could really do what is stated in this objective, 
what would he do to prove it?'' The answer to this question is obviously 
different for each objective, and hence each one has a specially 
tailored index made just for it, Some are simple scores on a test or 
questionnaire while others are the result of complex mathematical 
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calculations. Each index is a number which is supposed to indicate or 
define relative accomplishment of an objective. 
Setting 
Gordon Technical High School is a Catholic comprehensive boys' 
high school located on the largely Caucasian north side of Chicago. 
Gordon Tech currently has an enrollment of 2700 boys. The school was 
founded in 1952 with an enrollment of )02 and steadily expanded its 
student body and curriculum. From 1965 to 197:3 extensive improvements 
were made and the curriculum expanded to 3 separate programs: college 
preparatory, trade school preparation, and a course of study preparing 
students for employment directly after high school. 
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Racially the school is 90 per cent Caucasian, 5 per cent Spanish-
surnamed, 2 per cent Black, and 2 per cent Oriental. Thirty-eight per 
cent of the fathers are skilled laborers, 17 per cent are semi-profes-
sionals, 12 per cent are self-employed, 12 per cent are service workel·s, 
10 per cent unskilled ~a'bor~s ,and 4 per .. cent .a.re. profes.sionals. .The 
median income of the parents is about $18,000. Eighty-seven per cent 
of the boys are Catholics, 4 per cent are Protestant, and 8 per cent 
report having no religious affiliation. 
Description of the Population 
A stratified random sample of 100 senior boys from a class of 
534 were selected proportionately to the number of students in the 3 
tracks or ability levels of the school's curriculum. First the class 
rosters of all senior English classes (all seniors are required to take 
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English) were studied to determine the percentage of seniors in each of 
the tracks. One hundred and twelve or 21 per cent were in track 1, 293 
or 55 per cent were in track 2, and 128 or 24 per cent were in track J. 
In selecting the sample 21 students, 2 or 3 from each counselor's case-
load, were taken from the track 1 class rosters; 55 students, approxi-
mately 6 from each counselor's caseload, were taken from the track 2 
class rosters; and 24 students, approximately 3 students from each 
counselor's caseload, were taken from the track 3 class rosters. This 
sample is therefore very representative of the ability levels of the 
senior class and also of each counselor's caselo~d. Table 1 gtves the 
I.Q. and grade point average breakdowns of each track. 
Table 1 
student Population Sample 
Range of Na- Mean Per- Mean G.P.A.. 
tional Pet"cen- certile .Atte '!" J£ight 
tile Rank of Rank Semester& 4 
N I.Q. Scores* I.Q. Point Scale 
Track 3 21 51 - 97 75 ;.4 
Track 2 55 18 - 93 58 2.6 
Track 1 24 4- 76 46 2.4 
Total 100 60 2.8 
*srs High School Placement Test, 1772 ... 
Table 2 shows that the future plans of the ~ample closely matched 
those of the entire senior class. 
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Table 2 
Future Plans of Sample Population Compared to 
Entire Senior Class 
U of Sample Percentage of Class 
Future Plans i.ii th this Plan With this Plan 
Attend 4 year college 45 42 
Attend 2 year college 21 21 
iiork full tirne 25 24 
Join .Armed Service 4 6 
Undecided 2 7 
The school's guidance department is staffed With 7 full time coun-
selors, 1 half-time counselor and a guidance director with half a caseload 
of students which he splits With the half-time counselor. There are 9 
counselors, then, in the department. Table 3 summarizes the relevant 
facts about the counselors. In general, they are all qualified and 
experienced professionals. 
· Table 3 
School Counselor Sample (N=9) 
C~aracteristic Range 
Age 26 - 52 
Sex 
Counseling Experience 1 - 15 yrs. 
Degrees Held 
Len~th of Tenure at School 1 - 15 yrs. 
Mean 
35.6 
9 males 
0 females 
6 years 
8 Masters in Guidance 
and Counseling 
1 Bachelors in Psycholog 
2 Y!!ars 
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General Procedures 
During homeroom period on April 23, 1976, the entire senior class 
~as administered the Senior Self-Rating of Accomplishment of Guidance 
Program Objectives (see Appendix A, p 117). This questionnaire was 
designed by the investigator to have students indicate whether or not 
they feel they know, can do and/or have done what is specified in the 
objectives of the school's guidance program. This questionnaire con-
stitutes the first alternative for measuring accomplishment of the 
objectives, the student self-report, 
The day after the administration of the Senior Self-Rating, all 
9 counselors in the guidance department independently filled out the 
Counselor Rating of Individual Student's Accompl;ishment of Guidance 
Program Objectives (see Appendix B, p ll9) for each of their students 
in the sample population. The counselors filled these out Without con-
sulting the student directly, but they did consuLlt all available guidance 
records. This scale constitutes the second alternative, the counselor 
ratings. 
During the first week in May 1976, the s~ple, consisting of 4 
groups of 2.5 seniors each, were instructed to report to an unused 
classroom over a 4 day period, Each student received a letter telling 
him to report to this classroom (See Appendix C, p 120) on either a 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday so that no more than 2.5 students 
were tested at one time, Each group of 2.5 was read the same directions 
(see Appendix D, p 121), All were then administered the same battery 
of questionnaires; the Academic Stren~ths ~ Weaknesses Checklist; 
~-Rating !E!E!• the Tennessee Self Concept Scale, the Assessment .2£ 
career Development, the strong Campbell Interest Inventor;y:, the Ques-
tionnaire .2E. Willinfi!less to Discuss Personal Concerns, and the Occupa-
tions Ranld.n~ Scale. 
Also during this first week in May, 1976, the Academic str.engths 
and Weaknesses Checklists Observer Form was passed out to J of the 
-
sample students' current classroom teachers. Each student' s schedule 
was examined and the first 3 teachers listed on it were selected. 
Forty-six different teachers were involved in rating the 100 students 
i':l ~he sample. SO'Ile teachers only had 2 or 3 st'Jdents to rate while 
others had as many as 27 student to rate depending on how many senior 
classes they happened to be teaching. 
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The last instrument used in this study, the Rating of Adeguac;y: !!!_ 
student Course Program Scale, was filled out by 2 master's level coun-
seling practicum students from Loyola University of Chicago. 
The data generated by all these instruments (all that is except 
the Senior Self Rating and Counselor Rating scales) were converted into 
1 index score for each objective. This index score constitutes the 
third method for measuring accomplishment of the objectives. Specific 
details for each of the instruments and for how each index was computed 
for each instrument are contained in the next 2 sections. 
Table 4 
Guidance Program Objectives 
Academic Area 
1. Each student Will assess his academic strengths and weaknesses 
including his abilities, study habits, classroom attending 
behaviors, skill development, and motivation. 
2. Each student will execute a course of studies relative to his 
assessment of his abilities, interests, values, and goals. 
). Each student will make plans to improve his academic performance 
if necessary. 
Personal Area 
4. Each student will identify his personal concerns. 
5. Each student Will form a positive self concept. 
6. Each student will form satisfying interpersonal relationships 
with peers, family, teachers and others. 
Career Area 
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7. Each student will~gather career .information from a variety of sources o 
8. Each student will evaluate the career information in relation to his 
abilities, interests, and values. 
9. Each student Will develop and implement decision-making skills to 
formulate short and long range career plans. 
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Instruments 
Table 5 on page 50 summarizes which instruments were used to 
measure achievement of each objective. It is helpful to refer to it when 
reading this section and the next one. Four normed instruments were 
administered to the students: the~ ~2£ Educational Development 
(ITED), the Tennessee ~-Concept Scale (TSCS), the Assessment of Career 
Development (ACD), and the Stron~-Campbell Interest Inventory. In addi-
tion to these normed instruments administered to the students, the 
investigator designed several others that were filled out by the stu-
dents, counselors, teachers, and 2 counseling practicum students. They 
are: the,Senior Self-Rating of Accomplishment of Guidance Program Objec-
tives, the Counselor Rating of Individual Student Accomplishment of 
Guidance Program Objectives, the Academic Strengths and Weaknesses 
Checklist; Self-Rating Form and Observer Form, the Rating of Adequacy 
of Student Course Program Scale, the Questionnaire on Willingness to 
Discuss Personal Concerns, and the Occupations Ranking Scale. Each 
Will be d~scussed with respect to nature, construction and scoring 
procedures as well as their contribution in measuring an objective. 
Table 4 again lists the objectives so that the reader may refer to it 
in the ensuing discussion of the instruments. 
~~of Educational Development 
The ITED is intended to provide measures of educational develop-
ment that are appropriate for all high school students, regardless of 
the specific curriculum they are following. The test content was 
dictated more by an evaluation of the general needs of the high school 
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graduate rather than by the specific material introduced in various ad-
vanced courses. (Science Research Associates, Inc. 1972) 
T~e test consists of 344 questions in a multiple choice format 
covering reading, language arts, mathematics, social studies, science 
and use of sources. The student is required to show his ability to 
express himself clearly and correctly, to analyze critic ally materials of 
the type that educated adults encounter in their reading, and to deal with 
mathematical problems and concepts. The 6 sld.ll areas are described in 
Appendix G, p 1Z4. 
This test is normally administered to all seniors each school year 
late in May for curriculum assessment purposes. It, therefore, did not 
have to be specially administered for this study. Five of the 6 sld.ll 
area national percentile ranks were used for this study although they 
were first converted as follows: 90th percentile or higher ~ 4, 6lst 
to 89th percentile= 3, 30th to 60th percentile= Z, and below 30th= 
1. The conversion scores are meant to translate to top 10 per cent, 
above average, average, and b~low avera,ge respectively. These con-
verted scores were compared to the students' self-ratings on the same 
4 point scale on the same skills to help determine the accuracy o£ 
their self-ratings of their own skills and abilities (Objectives 1 
and 8). 
Tennessee ~-ConceEt Scale (TSCS) 
The Tennessee ~ Concept Scale was chosen as a self concept 
measure because it offers more than just 1 score and is capable o£ 
*All except social studies 
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helping measure both objectives 5 and 6. The various content areas of 
the test are well conceived and the Total Positive Score correlates very 
well With other well known measures, .70 With Tazlor Manifest Anxiety 
Scale and up to • 70 W1 th some of the MMPI scales. The test items 1n the 
original pool were derived from surveys of the literature on self con-
cept and from analyses of patient self-reports. The final items in-
cluded only those which 7 clinical psychologists perfectly agreed :f'it 
within defined constructs. (Fitts, 1965) The Personal Self Scale is 
used to help measure objective 5, and the Family Self Scale and Social 
Self Scale are both used to help measure accomplishment of objective 6. 
These 3 scales measure and describe what the guidance department in-
tended when it wrote these 2 objectives. One hundred items yield 12 
scales of which 3 are used in this study. All scales are described in 
Appendix J, p 129. 
Assessment o:f' Career· Development 
The Assessment.!?!_ Career Development (ACD) was chosen because it 
was ~elo0ped .by the. Americ.an.College Te&t1.ng Propam.CACT) ·.upressly 
:f'or the purpose o:f' assessing the outcomes of career guidance programs. 
(.American College Testing Program 1974). It is a very new instrument 
and has not yet been reported in the literature. The ACD focuses on 
core aspects of career development that can be economically and objec-
tively measured through use of standardized group procedures. It does 
not claim to measure the psychological dimension·s of vocational maturity 
or· any other psychological constructs. The ACD resulted from the merging 
o:f' 2 lines of research done by Westbrook and Crites (American College 
Testing Program 1974). A content outline is described in Appendix K, 
p 1)3. 
ACD results are reported for ll scales and 42 specific questions 
as indicated 1n the outline. Of the ll scales, J cover career-related 
knowledge and 8 cover career-related experiences. Four of the ll 
scales are used in this study to help measure accomplishment of objec-
tives 7 and 9. The Occupational Characteristics Scale tests for know-
ledge of a broad range of occupations distributed across all levels of 
education and/ or training. Test items cover more than 200 occupations 
selected from each of 6 comprehensive occupational clusters. There are 
questions about duties, working conditions, and schedules and necessary 
worker attributes. The Occupational Preparation Requirements Scale 
tests for knowledge about the amount and type of training and/or 
education usually associated with various occupations. These 2 scales 
together are used to give an indication of just how extensive the 
st·adents' knowledge of the world of work really is (objective 7). 
The Career Pl.amdng .,Knowledge Scale ·and Career Pl.anniug Involve-
ment Scale are both used to help measure ~complishment of objective 9, 
that is, the students' decision making skills. These scales cover 
basic career development principles, reality factors (labor market 
trends, availability of financial aid et cetera), the career planning 
process itself in addition to how involved the students were in explora-
tory planning experiences that are available in the school and commmrl. ty 
both on a formal and informal basis. 
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory 
The SCII is the latest edition of the Strong Vocational Interest 
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Blank. A student's scores on the Occupational Scales of the SCII show 
how similar his interests and values are to the interests and values of 
people in occupations. Similar likes as well as dislikes are con-
sidered in computing these scores. A complete SCII Profile With 
explanation is contained in Appendix M, p 1:37. 
Twelve of the Occupational Scale scores are used in this study 
to help determine how well a student is able to relate his values and 
interests to various occupations (objective 8,) The ~udents were asked 
to rank order a list of these 12 occupations according to how suitable 
they felt they were for them, and then their rank orderings were com-
pared to the rank order of their actual Occupational Scale scores on 
these same 12 occupations. 
Senior ~-Rating of Accomplishment of Guidance Program Objectives 
This locally designed instrument constitutes the first method of 
measuring accomplishment of the guidance program objectives. It was 
designed by the investigator to have students indicate whether or not 
they f.eel they know, can do and/ or .havs done what is specified .in the 
objectives of the s~hool 1 s guidance program. It consists of 9 questions 
which are essentially a rephrasing of each objective in question form, 
Students responded on a 4 point scale. A copy is contained in 
Appendix A, p 117. 
Counselor Rating E!_ IndiVidual student Accomplishment E!_ Guidance 
Program Objectives 
This locally designed instrUment (see Appendix B, p ll9) constitutes 
the second method of measuring accomplishment of the guidance program 
objectives. It was designed by the investigator to have the counselors 
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indicate whether or not they feel their assigned students in the sample 
know, can do, and/or have done what is specified in the objectives of 
the school's guidance program. It too consists of 9 questions which 
are essentially a rephrasing of each objective in question form. The 
counselors responded on the same 4 point scale that the students did. 
Academic strengths and Wealmesses Checklistsa Self-Ratin_s ~ Observer 
Forms 
These 2 rating scales were designed by the investigator to help 
measure accomplishment of the first objective. The self-rating form 
asks the students to rate themselves on a 4 point scale on 14 different 
skills and abilities thought to be necessary for academic success. 
Part I consists of 9 skills including paying attention, taking notes, 
doing homework preparing for classes, participating in discussions, 
asking questions, preparing for tests, and overall motivation to achieve. 
Part II consists of 5 of the 6 skill areas tested With the ITED (see 
page 42). A copy of thl.s scale is contained in Appendix E, p 122. 
The observ;.er f.orm xas filled .o-ut.;5>y c.lassroom teae·he:F·S (3 ·for each 
student) who were asked to rate the students on the same 9 skills that 
make up Part I of the self rating form. See Appendix F for a copy of 
this- scale. 
To help determine how accurately the students were able to assess 
their academic strengths and weaknesses (objective 1), the students' 
self-ratings on Part I were compared to the mean of the 3 teachers' 
ratings on the observer form and to the students' converted ITED scores 
(see page 43) for Part II. 
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_!!ating 2!_ Adequacy 2!_ Student Course Program Scale 
In order to measure accomplishment of objective 2, that students 
made Wise course selections, a determination that a student's course 
selections match his abilities, interests and values had to be made. 
This rating scale was designed by the investigator for outside objective 
observers to review a student's course selections in relation to his 
school guidance records and then decide on a 4 point scale the extent 
to which they felt each student's course selections matched his abili-
ties, interests and values. Two 1.miversi ty master' s level co1.mseling 
practicum students were trained regarding the followinga the school's 
curriculum and weighted grading system and the standardized test scores 
in the guidance file. They independently reviewed each student's file 
and made a tentative rating. When they agreed (85 out of 100 times), 
they filled out the rating scale. If they disagreed, they discussed 
their differences until they did agree on a rating. A copy of this 
scale is contained in Appendix H, p 125. 
Que-steiQ!Ula.Uooe!!! Will.ingne:&s ~ D;t,soaas Per~ -~s 
This is a locally-designed attitude scale to help measure objec-
tive 4J that is the degree to which students are willing to self disclose 
personal problems and concerns to school personnel. The faculty fosters 
an attitude in students that the adults do care and can and will help 
them With their personal concerns. To determine if this attitude is 
prevalent, a comprehensive list of 50 different problems of a personal 
and interpersonal nature was developed. Examples include being too 
nervous, being bothered by sexual matters, learning to be more comfort-
able in talking with others, and getting along With parent(s) better. 
students are asked to indicate whether or not they would be Willing to 
discuss these problems With some adult at the school (not necessarily a 
counselor.) Answers are arranged on a 4 point scalet yes - definitely, 
probably, maybe, and no - never. A copy is included in Appendix I, p 126. 
Occupations Ranking Scale 
The Occupations Ranking Scale contains 12 occupational titles 
from the Occupation Scales of the SCII (2 from each of the 6 general 
occupational themes or Holland) listed in a column (see Appendix L, p 1J6. 
The students are asked to rank order them according to how suitable they 
are to their interests and values. A ranking of 1 indicates that of the 
12 occupations listed, the student feels that this 1 matches his interests 
and values the best. This scale is used to help measure objective 8, 
that is, students can effectively relate themselves to careers. The 
rank order produced by this scale is compared to the rank order or the 
students' scores on the Occupations Scales of the SCII (see page 45). 
The next section contains a clarification of each objective 
followed by a precise .<;\ascription or how eac-h index was CO,Irlputed. The 
rationale for each index is also included. 
Obj. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF COMPUTATION OF INDICES OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 
Brief Description of Objective Instruments Used To Measure Specific Scales (if applicable) Formula* 
Accuracy of Self-Assessment Ac St & Wk Ck: Slf Rting Frm Reading, language, math, science, m 1001- T -S 
Ac St & Wk Ck: Obsvr Frm use of sources i=1 ih ij .m 
max 
Appropriateness of Course Selection Rating of Adequacy of Student 
Program Scale rating on 4 point scale 
Achievement Commensurate With 
Ability actual GPA- Predicted GPA 
Willingness to Self-Disclose OuestioAnaire On Willingness To 
Discuss Personal Concerns raw score 
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lntrapersonal Self Concept [Tennessee Self Concept Scale Personal Self Scale 
; raw score of PSS 
Interpersonal Self Concept Tennessee Self Concept Scale Family Self Scale raw score FSS + 
Social Self Scale raw score SSS 
2 
Knowledge of Careers !Assessment of Career Development Occupational Preparation Require· national percentils ranks of 
ment$ Scale OPRS + OCS 
Occupational Characteristics Scale 2 
Ability to Relate Self To Careers Strong-Campbell lntst Invent. Engineer, accountant, rec.leader, rank order coefficient + awyer, photographer, craftsmen, dept Occupations RankinbScale abilit~ rating accurac~ score Iowa Test of Educt. evlpt. :Jr:i~~~~=i~~~~h, police, 2 
Decision Making Ability Assessment of Career Development Career Planning l<nowledge Scale national percentile ranks of 
Career Planning Involvement Scale CPKS +CPIS 
2 
*A complete explanation of each formula is contained in the next section. 
\..1\ 
0 
Computation of the Index of Accomplishment 
for Each Objective 
£bjective la Each student will assess his academic strengths and 
weaknesses including his abilities, study habits, 
classroom attending behaviors, skill development, 
and motivation. 
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Students need to develop the ability to "take stock o~' their 
strong and weak points. Accomplishment of this objective means that a 
student has made an accurate estimate of his abilities, the adequacy of 
his study habits, classroom attending behaviors, and basic skill develop-
ment as well as his overall motivation. In order to ascertain accom-
plishment of this objective, 3 things must be defined& l) the student's 
perceptions of his own strengths and weaknesses, 2) the "real!' strengths 
and weaknesses of the student, and 3) the relationship between the 
student's own perceptions and the "real thing." 
To detenaine .the .students' .percep,ti.cms of .h;i..s .own strengths and 
weaknesses, .students were administered the Academic Strengths and Weak-
nesses Checklist& Self-Rating Form on which the student rated himself 
on 14 abilities and skills across a 4 point scale. These self-ratings 
were compared to his teachers' ratings covering the first 9 items 
(Observer Form) and his converted ITED scores for the last 5 times (see 
page 54 for a definition of the converted scores). The "real" strengths 
and weaknesses, then, are defined as the mean of the teachers' ratings 
and the converted ITED scores. If the -student has made a thorough 
assessment of his academic strengths and weaknesses, his self ratings 
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of these should correspond significantly with his teachers' ratings of 
sld.lls and behavior in the classroom and his scores on a standardized 
test. The differences between his self ratings and his teachers' ratings 
and scores are considered to be an indication of just how accurate his 
assessment of himself is. Obviously the greater the difference between 
the 2 sets of data, the less accurate the student's self assessment is 
considered to be. The signs of the differences (i.e. whether the stu-
dent overestimated or underestimated) are dropped because they are not 
considered relevant in measuring accomplishment of this objective. 
This is not to say that they are not important, however, from a coun-
seling point of view. But in measuring accomplishment of this objective 
only the degree to which a student's self estimates correspond to more 
objective determinations is considered. 
In summary, the following steps were followed in computing the 
index of accomplishment for objective ~ 
lst - Students filled out the Academic Strengths and Weaknesses 
Checklist& Self. Rl.:t~ Form (4ppen.dix E). 
2nd - Three of the students' current classroom teachers 
independently filled out the Academic Strengths and 
Weaknesses Checklist• Observer Form (Appendix F). 
)rd - The mean of the 3 teachers' ratings was compared to the 
students' self ratings for each of the items or ques-
tions on part I of t..~e checklist, and the students' 
converted ITE~ scores were compared to the students' 
*ITED administered to entire senior class for curriculum assessment in 
May every year. 
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self-ratings for each of the items on part II of the 
checklist. Differences between self-ratings and teachers' 
ratings for part I and self-ratings and converted ITED 
scores for part n were computed. 
4th - The index was then computed for each student using the 
formula• 
Index for subject j = 100 E _ r rrij .. Sij~ 
i=l ~ax·m 
where m = number of items on scale (14) 
Tij = mean of teachers' ratings for i = l to 9 and 
converted ITED scores for i = 10 to 14 
S:tj = self ratings for each of the items 
dmax= maximum possible difference between T and S 
(since the ratings are done on a 4 point 
scale dmax = 3) 
Objective 2: Each student will execute a course of studies relative to 
his assessment- of his abilities, interests, values and goals • 
. Students are -enc~ged ,and aided to ,seJ.ect oour.ses on a matching 
ability level that also serve to broaden their interests and help them 
define their values and goals. In order to measure accomplishment of 
this objective, outside objective raters were utilized. Two local 
university master's level counseling practicum students were trained 
and informed about the school's curriculum, standardized test scores 
in the guidance file, and the school 1 s weighted grading system. In 
addition to standardized test scores, the guidance file contained a 
student's course selections for 4 years of high school, a report from 
his grade school, the results of a vocational interest survey, all 
grades, an information record of each student's career choices and 
counselor anecdotal notes. 
The 2 practicum students proceeded as follows. First they inde-
pendently reviewed a student's file and made a tentative rating on the 
Rating of Adequacy of student Program Scale. Next they compared ratings 
for each student. If both ratings were the same (this was true in 85 
of the 100 cases), then this rating became final. If they disagreed 
they discussed their differences until they did agree on 1 rating. 
Accomplishment of this objective was defined as a matter of profes-
sional judgment, and trained master's level practicum students were 
considered by the investigator to have been as professional and objec-
tive as was required. In summary, the following steps were followed in 
computing the index of accomp+fshment for objective 2: 
1st - Two trained outside objective raters (local university 
practicum students) compared each student's course 
selections tor his 4 year.s of high school to the informa-
tion av-ailable in ·the guidance file. 
2nd - Raters filled out the Rating of Adequacy of Student Course 
Program Scale (Appendix H). 
Index= rating of outside raters on the 4 point scale. 
Objective 3t Each student Will develop plans to improve his academic 
performance if necessary. 
This objective follows from the first 2 academic objectives and must 
be viewed in this context. The guidance program encourages students to 
first assess their academic strengths and weaknesses and then choose 
courses that will best meet and match their needs.· Students are then 
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further encouraged to perform to the best of their abilities in these 
courses. Students identified as not performing to the best of their 
abilities are singled out by counselors and teachers and encouraged to 
again analyze what it is that they are doing or not doing that is caus-
ing them not to perform better, that is, get better grades. Once the 
"problem' is defined then students are further encouraged to develop a 
plan or strategy to improve their grade or grades. Hence, in the word-
ing of the objective it would be necessary for a student to make plans 
to improve his academic performance if it was not commensurate With his 
abilities. Perhaps a more traditional way of stating this objective 
would have been to write, 11 students Will achieve at a level commensur-
ate With their abilities.11 However, the school's guidance department 
deliberately avoided stating it in this manner to emphasize the point 
With students that their grades are for the most part earned by them 
and are directly related to how well they pay attention in class, do 
homework, study for tests and so on. 
In order to assess this o.bjecti:v:e, sQIUe objecti:~e. ~JIIina.tion 
of a student's ability had to be used so that actual academic perform-
ance could be compared to it. Scores from the students' I.Q. examina-
tion* taken when they applied for admission to the school in January of 
their eighth grade were used to define each student's ability. Then his 
CUDlulative grade point average for 4 years of high school (8 semesters) 
was correlated With these I.Q. scores. The Pearson product-moment cor-
relation equaled 0.46. To get an index score for this objective, a simple 
*STS High School Placement Test, Scholastic Testing Service, administered 
in January, 1972. 
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regression analysis was performed between I.Q. national percentile rank 
and final high school grade point average. This yielded a grade point 
average predicted from I.Q. score. If the predicted grade point aver-
age equals or exceeds the actual grade point average, then it was 
assumed that the student was always able to implement a plan for 
achieVing to his potential. The index of accomplishment for this 
objective, then, was the actual grade point average minus the predicted 
grade point average. Comparing a student' s final eighth semester cumu-
lative grade point average to his grade point average as predicted 
from his I.Q. national percentile rank revealed how closely he was 
able to perform to his measured potential. 
To summarize, the following steps were taken in computing the 
index of accomplishment for objective 3: 
1st - A simple regression analysis was performed between national 
percentile rank of' I.Q. and eighth semester cumulative GPA 
to yield a predicted GPA using the folloWing formula& 
Y' ;: a+ bx '<4lere Y' = p~edicted GPA; .·a = .1.88; 
b = 0.014; and x = national percentile rank of' I.Q. 
2nd - The differences were found between the actual GPA and the 
predicted GPA. 
Index = Actual GPA - Predicted GPA 
Objective 4a Each student Will identify his personal concerns. 
In order to be able to help students With personal problems, the 
school personnel (teachers, counselors, and administrators) must know 
what they are which means that the students must feel free and comfort-
able in bringing them up or identifying them to the personnel. An 
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essential part of the guidance program at this school, then, is public 
relations With the students. The school personnel seek to establish a 
school climate characterized by mutual trust and respect between faculty 
and students so that students Will feel free enough to discuss their per-
sonal concerns With someone when or if the need arises. In other words, 
the school tries to foster an attitude in students that the adults do 
care and can and Will help them With their personal concerns. To deter-
mine if this attitude is prevalent would be to also measure accomplish-
ment of this objective. 
A questionnaire (Questionnaire on Willingness to Discuss Personal 
Concerns, Appendix I) was prepared. It consists of a comprehensive list 
of 50 different problems of a personal and interpersonal nature such a~ 
being too nervous, being bothered by sexual matters, and getting along 
with parents better. students are asked to indicate whether or not they 
would be willing to discuss them with some adult (not necessarily just a 
counselor) at school. The higher the score on the questionnaire, the 
more Willing the- student is ·to talk -and seek -beJ.p at school for personal 
and/ or interpersonal problems and concerns. The main focus and emphasis 
of this objective is on creation of an attitude in the student body. 
In summary, the folloWing steps were taken in computing the index 
of accomplishment for objective ~ 
. 1st - Questionnaire on Willingness to Discuss Personal Concerns 
was administered to students• 
2nd - Responses for each question were totaled. 
Index= total raw score of questionnaire. 
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9bjective 5t Each student Will form a positive self-concept. 
A student with a positive self concept is defined here to mean a 
student With a sense of personal worth, feelings of adequacy as a per-
son and feelings of satiSfaction With his own personality apart from his 
body and relationship to others, The Tennessee .2!1£ Conce.Et Scale's 
Personal Self sub-scale defines just this. Hence this sub-scale was used 
as the index of accomplisbaent for this objective, 
Index = raw score of Personal Self Scale of the Tennessee ~­
Concept Scale. 
Objective 6: ~ach student Will form satisfy;ng interpersonal relationships 
With peers, parents, familz, teachers, and others. 
This objective is stated in terms of what is satisfying for the 
student's interpersonal life, Therefore, a self report measure is 
appropriate. "Satisfying interpersonal relationshiP'' is defined here 
to mean that a student has feelings of adequacy, worth, and value as a 
family member and in his social interaction With other people in general, 
including peers and teachers, The Family Self and Social Self Scales of 
the Tennessee ~ Concept Scale measure just this. Hence a combination 
of these 2 sub-scales was used as the index of accomplishment for this 
objective. 
Index = (raw score of Family Self Scale + raw score of Social 
Self Scale) -:- 2 
Objective 7: Each student Will gather career in!ormation from a variety 
of sources. 
If students are to make wise career choices, they should have a 
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general knowledge of a broad spectrum of jobs and what is required to 
be employed. The school's guidance program attempts to encourage students 
to learn about different careers and career requirements by maintaining 
occupational files, and reference books in a special section of the 
library, encouraging teachers to discuss the career implications of their 
courses, inviting in guest speakers, sponsoring field trips, work-study 
programs and so on. Through these and other activities it is hoped that 
students will develop a broad general knowledge of occupational charac-
teristics and requirements. 
The Assessment ~ Career Development developed by the American 
College Testing Program has 2 scales which are applicable to this objec-
tive. The Occupational Characteristics Scale tests for knowledge of a 
broad range of occupations distributed across all levels of education 
and/ or training, and the Occupational Preparation Requirements Scale 
tests for knowledge about the amount and type of training and/or educa-
tion usually associated with various occupations. The percentile scores 
of the,se 2 scale.s ,ee ·combined m the computation of .;the index for this 
objective. Percentile scores are used instead of raw scores (as in the 
TSCS) because the scales have different numbers of items. Percentile 
scores equalize the contributions of each scale to the index. 
Index = (national percentile rank of Occupational Preparation 
Requirements Scale + national percentile rank of 
Occupational Characteristics Scale)~ 2 
Objective 8a Each student will evaluate the career information in relation 
to his abilities, interests, and values. 
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In addition to gaining knowledge about jobs and job requirements, 
the student must also learn how"suitable' various careers are for him 
and how 11 suitable'' he is for various careers given his abilities, interests, 
and values. The student, therefore, needs to have a thorough knowledge 
of himself and the world of work but beyond this, he must also be able 
to relate and match one to the other. This ability or facility to relate 
and match oneself With different jobs is the essence of this objective. 
In order to ascertain accomplishment of this objective, students 
were asked to review a list of lZ occupations covering a Wide range of 
interests (see Occupations Ranking Scale, Appendix L). There are approxi-
mately 2 occupations from each of Holland's (1973) 6 typesa police officer 
and skilled craftsman (realistic), engineer and medical technician 
(investigative), advertising executive and photographer (artistic), 
recreation leader (social), lawyer, realtor, and department store manager 
(enterprising), and banker and accountant (conventional), They were 
asked to rank order them according to how suitable they thought they 
were to ·,their inter>~sts md '~&lues, that 'is, how ·w~ll each matched them. 
Students also took the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory. Their scores 
on the Occupational Scales of the SCII were examined and were used to 
provide a second rank ordering of these same occupations. A Spearnan 
·rank-order coefficient of correlation between each student's rank order 
as determined by the SCII and his own rank ordering on the Occupations 
Ranking Scale was computed. This rank order coefficient of correlation 
is only half of the index of accomplishment for this objective however. 
In addition to being able to match oneself to occupations on an 
interests and values' dimension, this objective also states that students 
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must be able to relate their abilities to career information. This re-
quires that they have an accurate concept of what their abilities are. 
The method used for determining the accuracy of their concept of their 
abilities is exactly the same as the one used in Objective 1. (see page 
51) For this objective, however, only part II of the- Academic Strengths 
and Weaknesses Checklist: Self-Rating Form which compares student self-
ratings With ITED scores, is used. The resultant" ability rating 
accuracy scorei'- is added to the rank order coefficient in computi:ng 
this index for this objective. 
In summary, the following steps were taken in computing the index 
of accomplishment for objective 8: 
1st - Students rank ordered a list of 12 representative occupa-
tions from the Occupational Sc~les of the Strong-Campbell 
Interest Inventory in order of how suitable they felt they 
were for them (Occupations Ranking Scale). 
2nd - Students were administered the SCII. 
)rd - ,A Spear.nan rank ... arder ·-Coefficient or cor·relation was com- ~ 
puted between a student's rank order as determined by the 
SCII and his own rank order on the Occupations Ranking Scale. 
4th- An "ability rating accuracy score' was computed for each 
student using the following formulat ~ 
.Acc1JX'acy Score for subject j = 1 - 1~1 ~~J - ~j ~ ~ax·m J 
where m = the number of abilities (5) 
Iij = converted ITED scores 
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Sj_j = self-ratings from part II of the self rating 
form o£ the Academic Strengths and.Weaknesses 
Checklist 
dmax = maximum possible difference between I and S 
(since the ratings are done on a 4 point 
scale dmax = J) 
Index= (Rank Order Coefficient+ Ability Rating Accuracy Score) 
;..z 
Objective 9s Each Student Will develoE and imElement decision making 
skills to formulate short and long range career Elans. 
Giving the students the know-how and practice to make decisions 
Will help them establish what they Will do immediately after graduation 
from high school and ultimately what career they Will enter. The guidance 
department seeks to give students knowledge of basic career development 
principles, reality factors (labor market trends, availability of finan-
cial aid et cetera), and the career planning process i tsel£. The depart-
ment also seeks to involve students in e:xploratory planning experiences 
that are avilable in the school and community both on a formal and in!or-
Two scales from the Assessment E.! Career DeveloEl!lent, which was 
discussed previously, are used to measure accomplishment of this objec-
tivet the Career Planning Knowledge Scale and the Career Planning 
Involvement Scale. These 2 scales attempt to measure and describe what 
the guidance department intended when it wrote this objective. Percen-
tile scores are utilized instead of raw scores to equalize the contri-
bution of each scale to the index. 
Index = (national percentile score o£ Career Planning Knowledge 
Scale + national percentile score of Career Planning 
Involvement Scale) + 2 
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Data Analysis 
The students' self-ratings, counselor ratings, and indices of 
accomplishment for each objective (27 variables in all) were examined 
using the Statistical Package~~ Social Sciences (Nie et al 1975). 
Means and standard deviations, a paired sample t-test, Pearson product-
moment correlations, canonical correlations, and a factor analysis were 
generated. 
A 1-test for paired samples was performed to determine if there 
were differences between the self-ratings and counselor ratings for each 
of the 9 objectives. 
Canonical correlations were performed between the self-ratings and 
indices of accomplishment, the counselor ratings and indices of accom-
plishment, the self-ratings and counselor ratings, and the combined self-
and counselor ratings and indices of accomplishment for each of the 9 
objectives to determine if there were significant canonical correlations 
between each of the 4 pair lists of variables. 
A correlation matrix of all 27 variables was prepared and labeled 
the multiobjective-multimethod matrix. This matrix was examined for 
evidence of convergent and discriminant validity of the objectives 
according to the 4 criteria established by Campbell and Fiske (1959). 
Initially, the first 2 criteria are applied to the 3 heteroobjective-
heteromethod blocks (correlation matrices of self-ratings With indices, 
counselor ratings with indices, and self-ratings With counselor ratings) 
of the multiobjective-multimethod matrix individually to determine if 
the pairs of methods are interchangeable for measuring each of the 
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objectives. Then all 4 criteria are applied to the entire matrix. The 
first criteria is that a monoobjective-heteromethod correlation value 
(a value resulting from the correlation of 2 different methods but of 
the same objective e.g. self- and counselor ratings of objective 1) 
should be significantly different from zero and significantly large 
enough to warrant further investigation. The second criteria is that 
a monoobjective-heteromethod value for any given objective should be 
higher than the correlations obtained between that objective and any 
other variable having neither objective nor method in common. Thirdly, 
a variable should correlate higher With an independent effort to measure 
the same objective than With measures designed to get at different 
traits which happen to employ the same method. Fourthly, the last 
criteria is that the same pattern of trait interrelationship be shown 
throughout the matrix. 
An additional examination of discriminant validity was provided 
by a factor analysis or the 27 variables. 
Thi·s chapter has in&lueed a deecription ·af the· 'Sampl-e population 1 
the instruments, methods and procedures followed in obtaining and pro-
cessing the data. Chapter rl Will present and evaluate the results 
generated by data analysis. 
CHAPTER rl 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter reports: the findings obtained through the adminis-
tration to a stratified random sample of 100 high school senior boys from 
3 tracks or ability levels of the Senior Self-Rating of Accomplishment of 
Guidance Program Objectives; the findings obtained through the adminis-
tration to 9 high school counselors of the Counselor Rating of Individual 
Student's Accomplishment of Guidance Program Objectives; and the computed 
indices of accomplishment for each of the 9 guidance program objectives 
(see Chapter III, pages 51 through 62 for details on the method of com-
putation for each objective). This chapter will contain the following 
sections: Self-Ratings, Counselor Ratings, and Indices of Accomplishment 
of the Guidance Program Objectives, Differences Between the Self-Ratings 
and CoWlselor Ratings, Investigation of the Null Hypotheses Using Canoni-
cal Correlations, Relationship Between the Self-Ratings and Indices of 
Accomplishment, Relationship Between the Counselor Ratings and Indices 
of Accomplishnient, 'Relati"Onsh:tp··Betw-een ·t>he Self•Ra'tings and Coun-selor 
Ratings, Summary of Evidence of Convergent and Discriminant Validity in 
the Multiobjective-Multimethod Matrix, and Further Examination of Di.s-
criminant Validity Using a Factor Analysis. 
Self-Ratings, Counselor Ratings and Indices of Accomplishment 
.or the Guidance Program Objectives 
The overall profiles of the different methods of assessing· the 
objectives are presented on the next ) pages. A brief description of 
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TABLE 6 
SEIF -RATINGS 
Objective Brief Description Possible Actual 
Number of Objective Ranie Ranse Mean S.D. 
1 Accuracy of Self- 1- 4 1- 4 ).05 0.66 
Assessment 
2 Appropriateness 1- 4 1- 4 ).04 o.a; 
of Course Selec-
tions 
Achievement Com- 1- 4 1- 4 2.52 0.75 
mensurate With 
Ability 
4 Willingness to 1- 4 1- 4 2.)9 0.90 
Self-Disclose 
5 Intrapersonal 1- 4 1- 4 J.ll 0.71 
Self-Concept 
6 Interpersonal 1- 4 1- 4 ).16 0.71 
Self-Concept 
7 Knowledge of 1- 4 1- 4 2.)5 0.70 
Careers 
8 Ability to Relate 1- 4 1- 4 2.90 0.7) 
Self to Careers 
9 Decision Maldng 1- 4 1- 4 2.58 0.74 
Ability 
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TABLE 7 
COUNSELOR RATnlGS 
Objective Brief Description Possible Actual 
Number of Objective Rane;e Range Mean S.D. 
l Accuracy of Self- l- 4 l- 4 3.04 0.79 
Assessment 
2 Appropriateness l- 4 l- 4 3.25 0.67 
of Course Selec-
tions 
3 Achievement Com- l- 4 l- 4 2.82 0.88 
mensurate With 
Ability 
Willingness To l- 4 l- 4 3.16 0.81 
Self-Disclose 
5 Intrapersonal l- 4 l- 4 2.84 0.76 
Self-Concept 
6 Interpersonal 1- 4 1- 4 2.98 0.62 
Self-concept 
7 Knowledge of l- 4 l- 4 2.43 0.91 
Careers 
8 Ability to Relate 1- 4 l- 4 2.80 0.83 
Self to Careers 
9 Decision Making l- 4 l- 4 2.37 0.93 
Ability 
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TABLE 8 
INDICES OF ACCOMPUSHMENT 
Objective Brief Description Possible Actual 
Number of Objective RanSje RanSje Mean S.D. 
1 Accuracy of Self- 0 - 100 .51.6-89.7 76 • .5 7.7 
Assessment 
2 Appropriateness 1- 4 1- 4 2.89 1. 0.5 
of Course Selec-
tions 
Achievement Com- (-3 )-(+3) -l.J-(+1.2) 0.04 4.9 
mensurate With 
Ability 
4 Willingness to 1- 4 1- 4 2.16 0.63 
Self D1 sclose 
.5 Intrapersonal 1-99 40-8.5 64.3 8.23 
Self-Concept 
6 Interpersonal 1-99 .50-8.5 64.3 ? . .53 
Self-CQncept 
7 Knowledge of 1-99 1-99 .59.8 2.5.62 
Careers 
8 Ability to Relate 0 - 1 .1?-.82 0 • .54 0.1.5 
Self to Careers 
9 Decision Making 1-99 ll-97 .5.5 • .5 21.84 
Ability 
each objective is included in each table. Tables 6, 7, and 8 show that 
each of the methods used seemed to achieve a Wide range of responses and 
at first glance appears to be able to differentiate accomplishment of one 
objective from another. In all cases higher numbers indicate higher 
achievement of the objectives. 
Differences Between the Self-Ratings 
and Counselor Ratings 
Since both self-ratings and colmselor ratings are on the same 
ordinal scale, it is useful to compare them. Tables 9 and 10 show that 
the mean values are significantly different for all the objectives except 
numbers 1, 7 and 8. The 2 measures also correlate significantly for 
these objectives. Both counselors and students tend to closely estimate 
the accuracy of the students' self-assessments, knowledge of careers, and 
ability to match themselves to careers. 
The remaining 6 objectives fall into 2 distinct groups. The first 
group is composed of objectives 2, 4, and 5. They have significantly 
different mean values and do not correlate significantly with each other. 
The mean counselor ratings are higher than the mean student ratings for 
objectives 2 and 4. It seems that counselors rate the appropriateness 
of the students' course selections and students' willingness to discuss 
personal concerns significantly but not consistently higher than the 
students do. On the other hand, counselors rate students• intraper-
sonal self-concepts (objective 5) significantly but not consistently 
lower than the students do. 
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The second group is composed of objectives 3, 6, and 9. They have 
significantly di:('ferent mean values but at the same time correlate signi-
ficantly with each other. It appears that counselors tend to consis-
tently rate students' achievement higher than the students do (objec-
tive 3) and that students consistently rate their interpersonal self-
concept (objective 6) and decision-making ability (objective 9) higher 
than the cotmselors do. 
Since each index of accomplishment, Table 8, is computed on its 
own unique scale, it is impossible to compare their values to the self 
and counselor ratings at this point in the discussion. Correlations 
were performed among each of the 3 methods and these results are re-
ported in the upcoming sections. 
Variable 
-Self-1 
Coun-1 
TABLE 9 
SElF-RATINGS AND COUNSELOR RATINGS 
!.-~ (d.f .=99) 
Mean S.D. Difference 
3.05 0.66 
0.01 
3.04 0.79 
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T 
Value1 Corre1ation2 
0.12 .346••• 
-~-----------~-------~~--------------------~-~-~--~--~ Self-2 
Coun-2 
0.83 
0.67 
-0.21 .036 
---------------------,------------,--------------------- .... ..,_ .. ____________________ ___ 
Self-3 2.52 
Coun-3 2.82 
0.75 
0.88 
-0.30 
-------------------------------...._..________ . -----..... -~---.. ~...__, 
Self-4 0.89 
-0.77 6.78*** .121 
Coun-4 0.81 
-~--------~----------------------------~---------------~----~~ Self-5 
Coun-5 
3.11 
2.84 
0.71 
0.76 
0.27 2.81** 
_____________________________...._ __ -___________________________ ___......._,.._._.._ 
Self-6 
CCil..n-6 
0.71 
o.62 
0.18 2.42• .377*** 
-----------~-------------------------------------~-~~------Self-7 
Coun-7 
Self-8 
Coun-8 
2.90 
2.80 
0.70 
0.90 
-0.08 0.88 .382••• 
0.10 1.15 .383*** 
-------------------------------------------------------- ·---------Self-9 
Coun-9 
2.5,8 
2.37 
0.74 
0.93 
0.21 2.04• .258** 
--------------------------~---------------------~~----- ----~-~~ ltwo-tailed test 
2one-tailed test * ** 
*** 
p ~ .05 
p ~ .01 
p < .001 
4.0 
).8 
).6 
).4 
TABLE 10 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SElF AND COUNSELOR RATINGS 
1 2* 3*** 4*** ** 6* 7 8 9* 
).2 
).Or----7----~--~+--r~~~~----~--~-----+----~ 
2.8 
2.6 
2.4 
2.2 
2.0~--~~~~----~----~--~-----L----~----~--__j 
Self' Rating_----- Counselor Rating ----------
1 = Accuracy of Self Assessment 
2 = Appropriateness of Course Selections 
J = Achievement Col!III'lens:u:rate With A'Pill ty 
4 = Willingness to Self-Disclose 
5 = Intrapersonal Self Concept 
6 = Interpersonal Self Concept 
7 = Knowledge of Careers 
8 = Ability to Relate Self to Careers 
9 = Decision Mald.ng Ability 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
*** P<•OOl 
?J 
Investigation of the Null Hypotheses 
Using Canonical Correlations 
A canonical correlation analysis is performed to derive a linear 
combination from 2 sets of variables in such a way that the correlation 
between the 2 linear combinations is maximized. Many such pairs, called 
canonical variates, of linear combinations may be derived. 
) 
The object 
of this procedure is to accotmt for a maximum amount of the relation-
ship between 2 sets of variables. Therefore, if significant canonicals , 
are found between 2 sets of variables, it can be concluded that a signi-
ficant relationship exists between them. 
Canonical correlations were performed to test the folloWing 
statistical null hypotheses: 
1. There are no significant canonical correlations between the 
self-ratings and indices of accomplishment. 
2. There are no significant canonical correlations between the 
cotmselor ratings and indices of accomplishment. 
) • There are no significant canonical correlations between the 
self-ratings and counselor ratings. 
4. Th~re are no significant canonical correlations between the 
combined self- and counselor ratings and the indices of accomplishment. 
All 4 null hypotheses were able to be rejected. Four significant 
canonical correlations were found between the self-ratings and the 
indices. Three were significant at the 0.001 level and 1 at level 
0.025. Two significant ,.canonical correlations w:er.e found between the 
counselor ratings and the indices. One was significant at the 0.001 
level and 1 at level 0.006. Three significant canonical correlations 
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~ere found between the self-ratings and the counselor ratings. Two were 
significant at the 0.001 level, 1 at level 0.047. Lastly, 4 significant 
canonical correlations were found between the combined self- and counse-
lor ratings and the indices. Three were significant at the 0.001 level 
and 1 at level 0. 002. A complete presentation of these results is found 
in Appendix N, p 140. 
Summarizing the above discussion to this point, results of the 
student self-ratings and counselor ratings were presented, compared and 
contrasted. The indices of accomplishment were also presented but not 
discussed yet in detail nor compared to the self and counselor ratings 
because they are computed on numerical scales which are quite distinct. 
Discussion of the indices has been saved for the upcoming sections. In 
addition, signifi<?ant canonical correlation·s were found between 4 sets 
of the 27 variables. 
The Multiobjective-Multimethod Matrix 
This section <Of :tl<le . .e.haptw .Q.i.scusse:.s t.he ao-r.Jt.elati..on. matrices 
shoWing the amount of shared variance among each of the 3 methods. 
The major questions of this study area can the simpler self-ratings 
and/or counselor ratings methods of assessing accomplishment of the 
guidance program objectives adequately substitute for and replace the 
much more expensive, cumbersome and time consuming computed indices of 
accomplishment? Are the self- and counselor ratings as valid indica-
tors of accomplishment of the guidance program objectives as the 
indices are? Validity will be represented by the degree of agreement 
between 2 attempts to measure the same objective through the different 
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methods. In ex~~~ng these correlation matrices, the discussion ~~ll 
be guided by the now classic study of Campbell and Fiske(l9S9). In 
their Pszchological Bulletin article, they set down requirements for 
establishing the validity of independent measures of the same trait 
(or in this study objective). When comparing 2 or more methods for 
measuring the same trait and trying to decide if these independent 
methods are really measuring the same trait, the following 2 criteria 
must be met. 
First, the entries in the validity diagonal (see Table llt the 
validity diagonal is the hypotenuse of the triangles made up of the 
monoobjective-heteromethod values) should be significantly different 
from 0 and sufficiently large enough to encourage further examination. 
The question that must be asked for purposes of this study iss How 
large is " sufficiently large enough to encourage further examination?" 
This is not unlike the question, "How high is up?" A correlation of .SO 
or higher seems to be an appropriate criterion when used for research 
purposes. Theref,ore; 'i:n· ~der '~e>r l··measwe to "'Substitute for ·another 
measure for purposes of assessing general overall program outcomes, they 
must correlate With each other .SO or higher. In addition, for 1 method 
to substitute for another in assessing accomplishment of a specific 
objective for a specific individual, they probably should correlate With 
each other .80 or higher. 
The second criterion is that the entries in the validity diagonal 
(hypotenuse) should be higher than the values lying in its column and 
row. That is, a validity value (a correlation between 2 independent 
attempts to measure the same objective) for an objective should be 
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higher th~ the correlations having neither objective nor method in com-
mon. 
Relationship Between Self-Ratings and 
Indices of Accomplishment 
Table 11 presents the correlations between the self-ratings and 
indices of accomplishment for all 9 objectives. 
Objective 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Indices 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE 11 
CORRELATIONS B:ETWEEN SElF-RATINGS AND 
INmCES OF ACCOMPUSHMBNT 
4 
Self Ratin~s 
3 5 6 7 
.29 .13 -.08 .02 -.10 
-.13 .19 .09 ,30 
.26 .16 .07 .32 
-.08 .04 .14 .13 
.43 .29 .13 .18 
.38 .18 .33 .10 
.30 .o6 .23 .o6 .02 
.17 -.05 -.01 -.02 -.02 .02 
.34 .12 .21 .22 .1 -.03 .34 
8 9 
.03 -.12 
.21 .16 
.26 .24 
.01 .24 
.41 .so 
.32 .33 
.26 
The values forming the hypotenuse or validity diagonal of Table 11 
show that 6 of the 9 entries are significantly different from 0 and 
sufficiently large enough to warrant further examination. These same 6, 
objectives 3 (.44), 4 (.37), 5 (.48), 6 (.59), 7 (.33), and 9 (.40) also 
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have values that are greater than those in their rows and columns With 
some exceptions. Objective 5 has 2 values slightly greater in its row; 
objective 7 has 1 value slightly greater in its column; and objective 9 
~as 1 value greater in its column. It should also be noted that overall 
there seems to be little evidence of method overlap, that is, method 
covariance. The correlation values outside the validity diagonal are 
for the most part relatively small averaging 0.15. It is important to 
look for evidence of method variance when examining these tables be-
cause high method covarianc~ tends to elevate the values in the validity 
diagonal. 
Two of the 6 validity diagonal entries, objective 5 (.48) and 
objective 6 (.59), are large enough to meet the criteria established 
by this investigator to allow for interchangeableness. It should also 
be noted that the values for objectives 3 and 9 approach the require-
ments. 
Relationship Between Counselor Ratings and 
Indices of Accomplishment 
Table 12 presents the correlations between the counselor ratings 
and indices of accomplishment for all 9 objectives. 
Objective 
1 
TABLE 12 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CCUNSEI.OR RATINGS AND 
INmCES OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 
Counselor Ratings 
4 5 b 2 7 8 9 
.21 -.16 -.21 .05 -.04 -.10 -.lJ 
2 -.OJ .19 .12 .J7 ,J7 ,Jl 
:3 .47 ,J8 ,)4 ,J9 .44 .:39 
4 
Indices 5 
6 
7 
,00 -.08 
• 06 ,02 -. 0:3 
.lJ -. 02 .lJ • 02 
,24 .21 .11 -.08 ,lJ 
-.o8 .as .o4 -.o8 
.2J .11 .17 
• 02 • 08 
.Jl 
8 .10 .0:3 .07 -.01 -.OJ -.02 
9 ,) ,J2 .20 .2 .06 
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The values forming the hypotenuse or validity diagonal of Table 12 
show that 5 of the 9 entries are signir1cantly different from 0 and 
sufficiently large enough to warrant further examination. They are 
objectives 2 (.:31), :3 (.72), 6 (.JO), 7 (.JO), and 9 (.J8). or these 
5 only 1, objective J, has a valldi ty diagonal value that is greater than 
those in its row and column. Objective 6 has only 1 value in its column 
greater than its validity diagonal value of .JO. 
The overall average of the values outside the validity diagonal is 
.1:3 indicating little method covariance, Upon closer examination, the 
reader should note that some fairly high values exist in rows 2, J and 
9 indicating some method covariance for these objectives. 
Cnly 1 of the validity diagonal entries, objective 3 (.72) is 
large enough to meet the criteria established by this author to allow 
for interchangeableness. 
Relationship Between Self-Ratings and 
Counselor Ratings 
Table 13 presents the correlations between the self-ratings and 
counselor ratings for all 9 objectives. 
Objective 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Counse-
lor Ra 5 
ings 
6 
7 
8 
TABLE 13 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SElF-RATINGS AND 
COUNSELOR RATINGS 
Self Ratinss 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
.10 .02 .14 .06 .J2 
.co .OJ .oo .16 
.19 -.02 -.07 .28 
.02 .02 .06 .14 
.16 .0?- .02 .29 
.15 .18 .18 -.04 
.39 .10 .10 .04 .lJ 
.J4 .16 .09 .08 .05 .02 
.JO .OJ .04 -.01 .08 .o .34 
8 9 
.23 .20 
.17 .01 
.18 .lJ 
.10 .ll 
.21 .18 
.JJ .16 
.J8 
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The values forming the validity diagonal of Table 13 show that 5 of 
the 9 entries are significantly different from 0 and sufficiently large 
enough to warrant further examination. They are objectives 1 ( .35), 3 
(.50), 6 (.38), 7 (.38), and 8 (.38). Of these 5 only 3, objectives 
3, 6, and 8, have values in their validity diagonal that are greater 
than those in their rows and columns. Objectives 1 and 7 have only 1 
value each greater than their validity diagonal values. 
The overall average of the values outside the validity diagonal 
is .13, again indicating little method covariance. The reader should 
also note that what covariance does exist, seems to almost exclusively 
involve objectives 7 through 9. 
Only 1 of the validity diagonal entries, objective 3 (.50), is 
large enough to allow for interchangeableness. 
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Summarizing the previous 4 sections which analyzed the data in 
relation to the 4 null hypotheses, it was found that all 4 were able to 
be rejected. Through use of the canonical correlations, significant 
relationships were found among all 3 methods of measuring accomplish-
ment of the guidance program objectives. In addition these sections 
addre.ssed themselves to the main .question of this study, t}lat 1s, can 
the self ratings and/or counselor ratings be substituted for the indices 
in attempting to measure outcomes of the guidance program? Results 
show a mixed picture. Two criteria were spelled out that must be met 
before either a counselor rating or student self-rating would be allowed 
to replace an index. Results of this analysis show that self ratings 
could be used reasonably well to show general accomplishment of objec-
tives 5 and 6 and counselor ratings could be used for objective 3. 
None of the self or counselor ratings was found to be sufficiently 
correlated w1 th the indices to be used for judging individuals. 
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Evidence of Convergent and Discriminant Validity 
Table 14 presents the multiobjective-multimethod matrix. This 
matrix includes the J matrices presented earlier along Wi. th the addi-
tion of monomethod triangles. All validity diagonals have been clearly 
marked and the 2 different types of triangles have been outlined dif-
ferently to make it easier to distinguish them. The monomethod triangles 
have the solid line around them, and the heteroobjective-heteromethod 
triangles the broken line. This matrix is presented so that the objec-
tives can be examined for evidence of convergent and discriminant 
validity. Convergence means that evidence from different sources 
gathered in different ways all indicates the same or similar meaning of 
the trait or construct. In other words, different methods of measure-
ment should converge on the trait or construct. Discriminabili ty means 
that one can empirically differentiate the construct from other constructs 
that may be similar, and that one can point out what is unrelated to the 
construct. (Kerlinger, 1973 ). Validity is represented in the agreement 
between 2 attempts to measure the same trait through maximally different 
methods. 
Each of the objectives as formulated by the school's guidance de-
partment was intended to represent a unique construct separate from the 
others. However, it must likewise be remembered that the objectives 
were also thought to be related to each other even dependent on each 
other. The 9 objectives were logically subdivided into J conceptual 
area sa academic or educ:ational, personal or social, and car.eer or 
vocational. Within each of these subdivisions, there is supposed to be 
a building block relationship. In the acadanic area, it was theorized 
that before students could achieve according to their potential, they 
had to be aware of what that potential was so that they could select an 
appropriate program of studies. In the personal area it was theorized 
that students had to be aware of their personal concerns and be willing 
to talk to someone about them before they could maintain and develop a 
positive self concept and relate well with others. .And finally in the 
career area, it was theorized that before making decisions about short 
and long range plans, students had to first know something about the 
world of work and then be able to relate themselves to requirements and 
satisfactions involved with different jobs. This section and the next 
will.empirically examine these theoretical assumptions. 
The heteroobjective-heteromethod blocks (the 2 heteroobjective-
heteromethod triangles with their validity diagonal between them for the 
self-counselor, self-index, and counselor-index methods) have been 
examined previously. Among the monomethod triangles, ther'e is a 
noticeable and obvious concentration of many high values in the counselor 
triangle as compared to the other 2. The mean. v.alue .in the ~o'll1l.selor 
triangle is .61 compared to .25 for the self triangle and .16 for the 
index triangle. This shows the very strong presence of a counselor 
method factor which reduces the values of the 2 validity diagonals 
involving counselor ratings. The mean values of the 3 validity diagonals 
are1 self-counselor = .28, counselor-index = .25, and self-index = .)2. 
In examining this expanded matrix for eVidence of convergent and 
discriminant validity, 2 additional criteria or requirements must be 
looked for. In addition to haVing significantly large validity diagonal 
values that are higher than the values in their rows and columns in the 
TABLE 14 
MUL TIOBJECTIVE - MUL TIMETHOD MATRIX 
SELF RATINGS 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 
1 
2 27 
3 26 
4 10 
5 23 
6 29 25 
7 31 -04 
8 39 27 
9 46 23 
1 25' -04- 1 o- o2 14-o6 32 - 23 -2fJ 
2 3l-...04"' --t8 oo 03 oo 16 11 011 
3 ! 19 o) -....50"'00 -o2 -o7 28 18 131 
4 02 02 -oo -....12 '-Qp 06 14 10 11 
5 116 07 02 0~ ~5"l{l 29 21 181 
6 115 18 18 -D4 10 -.....38 '3..9 33 16, 
7 139 10 10 04 13 03'- ~8 '-2,8 38 
8 134 16 09 08 05 02 33 -.....38"' -311 
9 .QO _93 _Q4 ...01_0L OQ_ 3.1_ 28' ~(f 
1 ~--.1l-....o9 -29-13- o8 o2 1o- o3 -121 
2 ,29 -Jf-- ~8 13 19 09 30 ,21 161 
3 26 07' El_4 ---01 16 07 32 .. 26 24t 
4 418 o4 o8 -....3t JJ7 14 13 01 24 
5 l43 29 13 OS'- 48 ...... 50 18 41 5o1 
6 138 18 33 10 43' --59 -..24 32 33 I 
7 130 06 23 06 02 05'-..33'" 2_3 261 
8 117 --{)5 ·01 -D2 -Q2 02 OT --Q2"-'-Q21 
91J4_ 1~ ~ 32 .!? -Q3 _34_ 2Q '4~ 
COUNSELOR RATINGS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
63 
56 
06 
56 
37 
60 
61 
60 45 45 32 ~j_.J!Q_~,.:..74.;.__,;::.... 
~4- --.10-21 .. 16 -21- o5 -o4 ~o -13r 
36' -31"' 31 -o3 19 12 37 37 31 ( 
147 49' 1) ~5 38 34 39 44 391 
1 oo -08 -oo .. 05' ·:t 1 -o8 08 04 -oa, 
06 02 ...()3 02"- 09'- 20 23 11 17, 
113 -02 13 02 10" ~0 ,Q.!J 02 081 
f24 21 11 -o8 13 ·-09'-..30 ---24 31 
1 10 03 01 -o1 -o3 -o2 o4'- &\ ....041 ~5 _32_ ~ ~Q_ 1_7 _!)6 1~ ~4 ~ 
INDEX SCORES 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
~ 
MONOMETHOD TRIANGLE 
t- HETEROOBJECTIVE 
' : ', HETEROMETHOD 
I '' TRIANGLE 
·--- _,. 
01 
11 
16 
23 10 
12 --()5 15 
36 07 51 13 •. 
'--------------·- ··--- >--. 
TABLE 15 
VALIDITIES OF OBJECTivES AS JUDGED BY HETEROMETHOD AND MONOMETHOD COMPARISONS 
Obj Brief Description 
of Objective 
1 Accuracy of Self-
Assessment 
2 Appropriateness of 
Course Selections 
Self-Counselor 
Val. No. No. 
Higher Higher 
__ ---.;H;._-~1 M-lL_ 
.35 1 9 
.04 8 14 
0 
Achievement Commensur-
ate with Ability .so* 
4 \'/illingness To Self-
Disclose Concerns 
5 Intrapersonal Self 
Concept 
6 Interpersonal Self 
Concept 
7 Knm-1ledge of Careers 
a Ability to Relate 
Self To Careers 
9 Decision-~aking 
Ability 
.12 1 
.15 5 
.:;a* o 
.:;a 1 
.38 0 
.26 5 
11 
13 
2 
8 
9 
12 
Counselor-Index 
VaL No. No. 
Higher Higher 
---
.04 
* 
.72 
.06 
.09 
.:;o 
.30 
.04 
.3a 
H-M M-N 
10 
5 
0 
3 
9 
1 
3 
7 
2 
14 
7 
0 
10 
13 
5 
7 
15 
7 
Self-Index 
Val. No. No. 
.11 
.17 
* 
.44 
* .37 
-ie· 
.48 
.59 * 
.33* 
-.02 
.40 
Higher Higher 
H-N Jvl:::M_ 
a 
7 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
10 
6 
0 
0 
1 
1 
3 
15 
5 
]Note- Val.= value-r~alidity-diagor.lal;--lro:-lffigher H-M =number of values in netero-
1 method triangles exceeding the validity diagonal value; No. Higher f.l-Jvl = number of 
values in monomethod triangles exceeding the validity diagonal value. 
! *Indicates that the validity value in this heteromethod block is significantly greater 
than the heteroobjective-heteromethod and monomethod values at the .01 level. 
, 
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heteroobjective-heteromethod triangles, a variable (objective) should 
also correlate higher With an independent effort to measure it than With 
measures designed to differentiate other objectives which happen to 
employ the same method. So, the third criteria is that a validity 
diagonal should be higher than its values in the monomethod triangles 
as well as the heteroobjective-heteromethod triangles. 
To summarize the validation picture in relation to comparisons of 
validity values With other heteromethod and monomethod values in each 
block, Table 15 was prepared. For each objective and for each of the J 
heteromethod blocks and J monomethod triangles, it presents the value 
of the validity diagonal, the number out of 16 such heteroobjective 
values which exceed the validity diagonal in magnitude in the hetero-
method block, and the number out of 16 such monomethod values which 
exceed the validity diagonal in magnitude in' the monomethod triangles. 
In short, it summarizes the validity picture for criteria 2 and J. 
On the requirements that the validity diagonal exceed all others 
in both its heteromethod block and monomethod tri,.alQ;glee., none crf the 
objectives has a perfect record. Objective J has only J exceptions, 
however, in only 1 of the blocks (self-counselor). None of the objec-
tives meets the criteria in all J blocks. While objective J is the best 
as far as discriminant validity is concerned, it is not the only l that 
has far above chanoe validity defined as J or fewer exceptions which is 
equivalent to a degree of validity significant at the .01 level as 
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crudely estimated by a 1-tailed sign test.1 The asterisk in Table 15 
indicates that these are the only validity diagonal values that have .01 
significant validity in their respective blocks. Looking at each block 
separately, 2 of the objectives meet this level for the self-counselor 
block (3 and 6), 1 of the objectives for the counselor-index block (3), 
and 5 of the objectives for the self-index block (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). 
The fourth criterion for discriminabili ty is that the same pattern 
of objective interrelationship should be shown in all of the heteroobjec-
tive triangles, both monomethod as well as heteromethod. To test the 
matrix for evidence of this interrelationship, correlations were computed 
between the self and index monamethod triangles. Each entry in the 
triangle is thought to represent the size values of the given hetero-
objective coefficients in 2 different triangles. The similarity 
between the 2 monomethod triangles was only .22. Similarly, the 
heteroobjective block was deait With as though divided in half by the 
validity diagonal with the top diagonal values and below diagonal values 
representing the va.J.j.dity _of.- the .be:tero_o.bjectiv\e eorr,elation pattern. 
These 2 correlated -.10 showing no degree of confirmation. Finally, 
the intra-self triangle correlates With the 2 heteroobjective triangles 
.12 and .30 and the intra-index triangle matrix correlates With the 2 
heteroobjective triangles .79 and .27. In general, then, there is little 
evidence for discriminant validity in the interrelationship pattern. 
lTaking the. validity value as fixed (ignoring its sampling fluctuations), 
then whether or not the number of values in its row and column is less 
than would be expected by chance can be compared to the null hypothesis 
that half the values would be above it. This assumes that the relative 
position of the comparison values is independent of each of the others. 
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Summarizing the above discussion of the multiobjective-multimethod 
matrix requires a reconsideration of the 4 criteria established by 
Campbell and Fiske (1959) for convergent and discriminant validity. 
All the objectives have at least 1 validity diagonal value significantly 
different from 0 and large enough to encourage further examination 
(convergent validity). Objectives 1, 2, 8, and 9 fail to have at least 
1 validity diagonal value that is large enough to be greater than the 
values in its row and column in both the heteromethod and monomethod 
triangles than one would expect by ehanee. Objective 3 shows the 
strongest evidence of discriminant validity haVing all 3 validity diagonal 
values higher; objective 6 is next having 2 values higher; and objectives 
4, 5, and 7 have 1 value higher. The self-index block emerges as the 
one showing the greatest validity With 5 objectives meeting both criteria. 
Hence, on the first 3 requirements t~s matrix shows ample evi-
dence of validity for 5 of the objectives. It is only on the last re-
quirement that the same pattern of trait interrelationship be shown in 
all of the heteroobjective tri~gles of both the mon.ome.thod and hetero-
method blocks that there is poor evidence of discriminant validity. 
To further analyze the measures for evidence of discriminant 
validity, a factor analysis of the data using the principal factor 
method was computed with the varimax rotation criterion applied to each 
solution. Performing this has enabled this investigator to account for 
relationships among the 27 variables with a more cohesive set of dimen-
sions. Results and discussion of the factor analysis are presented in 
the next section. 
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Factor Analysis 
To help readers follow the ensuing discussion more easily, Table 
16 is presented summarizing the 27 variables that were intercorrelated 
and factor analyzed. The general purpose of the factor analysis was to 
identify the smallest set of dimensions that account for intercorrela-
tions among the various measures of the objectives. In addition another 
opportunity is afforded to examine the validity of the theoretical con-
structs on which the objectives are based. To the extent that the 3 
areas of objectives (academic, personal and career) are uncorrelated 
and truly represented by the objectives, the factor analysis should 
produce results along these lines. 
After the 27 measures were factor analyzed, the eigen values were 
examined using the scree test (Gorsuch, 1974). The scree test indicated 
that 4 factors was the appropriate mathematical solution accounting for 
51.8 per cent of the total variance. Inspection of the 4 factor solu-
tion, using the criterion of .50 for selection of an item, shows 
clusters that intuitively made sense for 18 of the 27 variables. The 
factor loadings over .30 for the 4 factors are specified in Table 17. 
As expected from the analysis of the multiobjective-multimethod 
matrix, 1 of the factors (Factor I) involves nearly all the counselor 
ratings. The other 3 factor groupings tend to support the 3 general 
areas or domains of the objectives. All the counselor ratings except 
for 2 clustered on Factor I. The 2 that did not (4 and 6) achieve a 
.50 loading on this factor approach it With .33 and .41. In addition, 
it should be noted that the practicum counselors' ratings of the 
i'ABIZ 1' 
:BRIZF D3FINITIOU OF TfARIABUS 
Self t = S~~dent self-r~ting of his academic strengths 
and wea.lalessea 
Coun = Counselor rating of student academic strengths 
and weaknesses 
Ind% t = Accuracy score com!)aring student self-ratings to 
teachers' ratings and scores on IT2D 
Self 2 = Student self-rating of appropriateness of his 
course selections 
Coun 2 • Counselor rating of a!lpropriateness of student 
course selections 
Indx 2 =outside experts' ratings ot appropriateness of 
Self 3 
Coun 
' !ncb:' 
Self 4 
Coun 4 
Ind.:t 4 
Self 5 
cowl 5 
Indx 5 
Self 6 
Coun 6 
Indx 6 
student course selections 
= Student self-rating ot extent to ~.,hich his grades 
match his abilities 
= Counselor rating ot extent to which students' 
grades match their abilities 
= Actual GPA - nredicted GPA oomnuted froo simnle regressi~n analysis be~~een I.Q. and GPA -
= Student sel:f'-rating ot his ~.,illingness to discuss 
personal concerns 
= Counselor rating ot student lli:L.lingness to dis-
~~ss nersonal concerns 
=Score-on ~~estionnaire delineating 50 personal 
concerns - · · - · · · 
=Student self-rating his ·overall self estee~·and 
sel:f'-confidence 
= Counselor rating ot student self esteem and self-
~onfidence 
2 Student scores on Personal Self Scale o:f' Tenne-
ssee Self Conce~t Scale (TSCS} 
= Stude~elf-rating of his satisf~ction with his 
interpersonal life 
= Counselor rating of s't-.1dent satisfa.ction ~11th 
their interpersonal life 
= Student scores on Family Self + Social Self scales 
of the TSCS 
Self 7 = Student self-rating of his kno~ledge of careers 
Coun 7 = Counselor rating of student knoi.,ledge of careers 
Indx 7 = Ne-att score ~f Occut~ation Characteristics Scale + 
Occu~ational Requirements Scale of ACD 
Sell 8 
Coun 8 
Indx 8 
Self 9 
Coun 9 
Indx 9 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Student self-rating of their ability t~ relat.e 
careers to self 
Counselor rating of student ability to relate 
ce,reers to self 
Mean of st~earaan rank order coefficient betwaen . 
student rar.kings of 12 occupations and rankings 
produced by SCI! and accuracy score comp~ring stu-
dent self-ratings of their abilities to !TED scores 
Student self-rating of his decision-making skills 
in relation to short and long range goals 
Counselor rating of student decision making skills 
in relation to s~~~ents• short & long ranse goals 
?·~ean of Career Planning !il.o~·rledge Scs.le ~ Career 
Planning Involvement Sc~le of the ACD 
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TABLE 17 
ROTATED FOUR-FACTOR SOLUTION 
Method-Objective Factors 
h2 §Eecification I II III IV 
Coun-9 .83 .72 
Coun-8 .82 .n 
Coun-7 .80 ( .31) .74 
Coun-5 -.so .72 
Coun-1 .?J .58 
I Coun-3 .65 .58 .76 
Coun-2 .64 .49 
Indx-3 • .56 .,51 .159 
Self-7 ( .37) ( .33) ( .3.5) .36 
Indx-2 (.36) .24 
Coun-4 ( .33) .14 
Indx-6 • 76 .62 
Self-6 • 7.5 • .58 
Indx-5 • 73 .• 60 
Self-.5 • .55 .34 
II Self-8 .53 .42 
Coun-6 ( .41) (. 45) (-.36) .51 
Self-1 ( .39) (. 35) .39 
Self-2 ( .32) .11 
Indx-7 .55 .39 
III Self-9 • .51 • .52 .58 
Indx-9 ( .40) • .51 .45 
Self-3 .64 .48 
rl Indx-1 • .52 .29. 
-----------------~------------------------------------------------------Self-4 .08 
Indx-4 .07 
Indx-8 .05 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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students' course selections along With the students' scores on the Per-
sonal Self scale of the TSCS tend to load on this factor .36 and .37. 
A final observation is that there is some overlap between this factor 
and Factor IV. Index 3 (a student's grade point average predicted from 
his I.Q.) loads ,51 on Factor I suggesting that the counselor ratings 
are related to how well the students are achieving in line With their 
potential as measured by an I.Q. test. 
Factor II consists entirely of student self report measures of 
some aspect of their own development and/or knowl~ge. The trend that 
is emerging in analyzing this solution is one of method factors. That 
is, measures tend to cluster or load on factors according to the simi-
larity of the methodology employed as well as similarity of actual con-
struct, Factor II consists of scores from the TSCS and the student self-
ratings of their own self esteem, relationships With others, ability to 
relate themselves to career opportunities, and decision making ability. 
Since the TSCS is a self report measure, all the measures that load on 
this factor are very similar. It should .be"n.o,ted al..so that ) additional 
self ratings for objectives 1, 2, and 7 also tend to load on this factor 
reinforcing the interpretation of method factors. 
Factor III is composed of 3 loadings all of which are related to 
some aspect of the students' career development. Indices for objectives 
7 and 9 are scores on the ACD and self 9 is the students• perceptions of 
his own decision making ability. The counselors' ratings and student 
self ratings of knowledge of careers also tend to load on this factor 
.31 and .35. 
Factor IV is loaded With measures that relate to how well a 
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student achieves academically in relation to his potential. It consists 
of all 3 methods for measuring accomplishment of objective 3 plus the 
accuracy of the students' self assessment (index 1). This would seem 
to indicate a relationship between the accuracy of the students' self 
assessment and his actual academic performance. In addition, 2 of the 
4 significant loadings on the factor overlap With Factor I indicating 
that there is a relationship between them. 
Nine of the variables failed to reach the .SO criterion for item 
selection, but only 3 of the variables failed to even approach .so. 
Self 4 and Index 4 correlate ,37 With each other but hardly at all With 
anything else and hence have no significant loadings on any of the 4 
factors. Willingness to self disclose personal concerns appears then 
to be a separate factor in and of itself. Likewise, a reexamination 
of the multiobjective-multimethod matrix reveals that Index 8 correlates 
c 
very little With any of the other measures and hence it too has a very 
low loading on any of the factors. 
of .SO_do still merit secondary consideration. A students' self rating 
of the accuracy of his self assessment of his own academic strengths and 
weaknesses (self 1) tends to be related to his overall level of self 
esteem (Factor II) as well as his level of career development (Factor 
lli). There is a tendency for counselors to rate students high on career 
development if they perceive him to be shy and Withdrawn, perhaps seeing 
these students as mor"e goal oriented and less social (coun 6, -.36 With 
Factor III and .4S With Factor II). A final observation is that a stu-
dent's estimate of his knowledge of careers (self 7) tends to be 
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related to his overall self esteem as well as his actual career develop-
ment (Factors II and III). Self 7 is also the only sal£ rating that 
loads on the counselor halo factor (Factor I). 
A final observation of the factor solution was made, If it is 
meaningful to think of a general construct called 11 achievement of the 
objectives," then the first factor on t!le unrotated matrix would renect 
this because most of the variables should load positively on it. All 
27 variables do load positively on this first factor indicating that 
this is a meaningful construct, Four of the variables, however, do so 
very minimally (index 1, self 4, index 4, and index 8), These variables 
seem unrelated to all the rest. We have seen that self 4 and index 4 
appear to be a factor of their own and that index 1 loads on Factor IV 
of the rotated factor matrix, Index 8 again stands alone, having no 
relationship to any of the other variables, 
To summarize the results, the factor analysis shows that such an 
analysis of the 27 variables produces 4 factors incorporating 18 of the 
variables. They ·are ccun'Se~r ·halo ef'..fect, self -esteem, e8r'eer d.evelop-
ment and academic achievement. Six of the remaining 9 measures show a 
strong tendency to load across the first 3 factors and the remaining 3 
variables show no tendency to load on any of the factors. Factors I and 
IV appear to be strongly related suggesting that a counselor's percep-
tions of a student are a function of that student's academic perform-
ance, 
In addition to construct similarity all 4 factors have great and 
overlapping similarity of method. Factor I is composed almost entirely 
of counselor ratings. Factor II is composed essentially of personal 
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self report measure$ or attitudes. Factor III is mostly made up of a 
multiple choice cognitive test scores, and Factor IV of comparisons of 
actual GPA With potential. Even though the methodology employed in 
measuring objective 3 may initially appear to be very independent, 
further reflection reveals that it is not. The fact that the self 
ratings and counselor ratings tend to have relatively high intra-
correlations accounts for the poor evidence of discriminant validity. 
In other words the self-ratings and counselor ratings tend to correlate 
more highly Within themselves than they do across the objectives. 
It is not surprising in light of the strong presence of the 
method factors that more of the student self-ratings correlate with the 
indices than do the counselor ratings. ~his is because many of the 
indices use a self report methodology. 
CHAPTER V 
ST.Tl-!MARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECCMH:ENDATIONS 
Evaluation of educational programs is a subject that continues to 
receive significant emphasis in the literature. Several studies have 
demonstrated the value of the systems approach to organizing and evalu-
ating educational programs in general and guidance programs in particu-
lar. A forrt1al systems approach begins with a needs assessment of the 
students, and the results are then used to w.ri te broad g~nera.l goals. 
From the list of goals, specific behavioral objectives are written. 
At the same time the objectives are written, strat~gies for measuring 
them are agreed upon as well as criteria for accomplishment. From the 
objectives a program is designed, implemented, evaluated and then the 
program is either revised or new objectives are written. In either case 
the system is self-renewing. 
A critical stage of implementation of a systems approach is decid-
ing how to measure whether or not students have actually accomplished 
the objectives. Decisions about whether or not to continue a program 
or what aspects need modification is completely dependent on the quality 
of the data that is generated from the evaluation methods and instruments 
employed. It is therefore of critical importance that the methods and 
instruments that are used actually generate results or data in which 
all affected by the program can have confidence. In other words, they 
should demonstrate evidence of validity. 
The question of validity aside for a moment, practitioners are 
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also pressed for both time and money. Evaluation strategies that are 
employed in schools, then, in addition to being valid should also 
optimally be easy and inexpensive to administer and summarize. The 
focus of this research was to examine similarities and differences 
among J different ways of measuring the extent to which a large group 
of high school seniors knew, could do, or had done what was defined in 
that school's guidance program objectives. 
Objectives 
Academic Area 
1. Each student Will assess his academic strengths and weaknesses 
including his abilities, study habits, classroom attending behaViors, 
skill development, and motivation. 
2. Each student Will execute a course of studies relative to his assess-
ment of his abilities, interests, values, and goals. 
J. Each student Will make plans to improve his academic performance if 
necessary. 
Personal~ 
4. Each student will identify his personal concerns. 
5. Each student Will form a positive self concept. 
6. Each student will form satisfying interpersonal relationships With 
peers, family, teachers, and others. 
Career~ 
?. Each student will gather information from a variety of sources. 
8. Each student will evaluate the career information in relation to his 
abilities, interests, and values. 
9. Each student Will develop and implement decision maldng skills to 
formulate short and long range career plans. 
Three l1ethods of Heasuring Objectives 
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One method was to have students themselves make a sel! evaluation 
of their ~in growth and development in relation to the objectives. Each 
of the objectives was rephrased into a question and students rated them-
selves on a 4 point scale as to how well they thought they knew, could do, 
or have done what is being asked. This first method, then,' is student 
self-ratings. A second method was to have the students' counselors rate 
them on a 4 point scale as to how well they thought they had accomplished 
the objectives. In filling out the rating scales, the counselors re-
ferred to all available guidance records in the school. The third 
method employed was by far the most time consUl!ling and expensive, but 
also presumably the most objective. Students were administered a self-
concept inventory, career development inventory, vocational interest 
test, and 4 locally qesigned questionnaires. The results were tabulated 
and a numerical score or index of accomplishment was computed for each 
objective for each student. 
Subjects 
A stratified random sample from J tracks or ability levels of high 
school senior boys from a large local Catholic boys' high school com-
pleted the entire battery of locally designed and normed instruments. 
There were 100 students in the sample. Also the school' s 9 full time 
counselors completed a rating scale for each of the students in the 
sample from their caseload. Each co~~selor had approximately a dozen 
students in the sample. 
Instruments 
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Four normed instruments were administered to the students: the ~ 
~ 2! Educational Development (ITED), the Te~~essee ~-Concept Scale 
(TSCS), the Assessment of Career Development (ACD), and the strong-Camp-
~ Interest Inventory. In addition to these normed instruments adminis-
tered to the students, several others were filled out by the students, 
counselors, teachers, and 2 counseling practicum students. They are: 
the Senior Self-Rating of Accomplishment of Guidance Program Objectives, 
the Counselor Rating of IndiVidual Student Accomplishment of Guidance 
Program Objectives, the Academic Strengths and Weaknesses Checklist; 
Self-Rating Form and Observer Form, the Rating of Adequacy of Student 
Course Program Scale, and the Occupations Ranking Scale, and Question-
naire on Willingness to Discuss Personal Concerns. 
Research Design 
In homeroom the entire senior class (N = 534) took the Senior 
Self Rating Scale. The next day the counselors filled out the Counselor 
Rating Scale referring to the students' guidance records, During the 
folloWing week a random sample of 100 seniors were sent letters to 
report to an unused classroom over a 4 day period in groups of 25 each. 
These seniors took the Academic Strengths and Weaknesses Checklist, 
Questionnaire on Willingness to Discuss Personal Concerns, Occupations 
Ranking Scale, the TSCS, ACD, and SCII. The data generated by these 
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instruments was converted into l index number or score for each objective 
for each student. 
Indices of Accomplishment for Each Objective 
Objective 1: accuracy score reflecting the difference between a student's 
self estimates and both his teachers' ratings and scores on 
the ITED* 
Objective 2~ counseling practicum students' rating of appropriateness of 
course selections 
Objective J~ actual GPA - predicted GPA computed from a simple regression 
analysis between I.Q. and GPA 
Objective ~ average score on questionnaire of 50 personal concerns in-
dicating Willingness to discuss 
Objective 5: score on Personal Self Scale of TSCS 
Objective 6~ scores on the Fa..Tilily Self and, Social Self scales of the TSCS 
Objective 7~ scores on the Occupational Characteristics and Requirements 
.Scal~s of the ACD 
Objective 8~ combination of Spearman rank order coefficient of 12 occu-
pations and rankings produced by SCII and accuracy score 
comparing self-ratings to ITED scores 
Objective 9: scores on Career Planning Knowledge Scale and Career Plann-
ing Involvement Scale of ACD 
Assumptions and Hypotheses 
The investigator assumed that there would be significant 
*All seniors take the ITED in May for curriculum assessment purposes. 
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relationships between the 3 methods of measuring accomplishment of the 
objectives and that at least some of the methods would be interchange-
able, that is, that the simple self-ratings and counselor ratings could 
be substituted for the more cumbersome indices. The folloWing null 
hypotheses were tested: 
1. Is there a significant relationship between the student self-
ratings and the indices of accomplishment? 
2. Is there a significant relationship between the counselor 
ratings and the indices of accomplishment? 
3. Is there a significant relationship between the self ratings 
and counselor ratings? 
4. Is there a significant relationship between the combined self 
and counselor ra~ings and the indices? 
Data Analysis 
The 4 standardized measures were computer scored by their re-
spective publishers·., Ml other inl!lotruments wer-e. scored by hand. 
Finally each index for each student was calculated. The student self-
ratings, counselor ratings, and computed index for each objective for 
each student (27 variables for each student) were keypunched on IEM 
cards and processed at the Loyola Data Processing Center. The Statisti-
cal Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was utilized for frequencies, 
means and standard deviations, canonical correlations and factor 
analysis. 
Results 
Initial examination of the raw data revealed that each of the 3 
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methods achieved a Wide range of responses and appears to be able to 
differentiate accomplishment of the objectives. Comparisons between the 
self and counselor ratings showed that the counselors seem to exaggerate 
the Willingness of _the students to self disclose personal concerns. In 
addition the counselors tended to rate the students higher than the 
students rated themselves on the Wisdom of their course selections and 
their achievement matching their potential. Students rated.their intra-
and interpersonal self-concepts, ability to match themselves to careerst 
and decision making ability higher than the counselors. The 2 groups 
were very similar in their estimate of the accuracy of the self assess-
ment and knowledge of careers. 
Four canonical correlations were performed between subsets of the 
data relating: self-ratings With the indices, counselor ratings with the 
/ 
indices, self-ratings with counselor ratings, and the combined self and 
counselor ratings With the indices. Significant canonical correlations 
were found in all cases, 4 for the first set at the .001 and .05 levels, 
2 for the second set at the .001 and .01 levels, J for the third set at 
·"' 
the .001 and .05 levels, and 4 for the last set at the .001 and .002 
levels. All 4 null hypotheses were therefore rejected. 
When the product moment correlation tables were examined indivi-
dually, several significant relationships were also found. There were 
6 significant relationships between the self-ratings and indices: .44 
for objective J, .)7 for objective 4, .48 for objective 5, .59 for 
objective 6, .JJ for objective 7, and .40 for objective 9. Five signi-
ficant relationships were found between the counselor ratings and indices: 
.Jl for objective 2, .?2 for objective J, .JO for objectives 6 and 7, and 
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.38 for objective 9. And finally, 5 significant relationships were found 
between the self-ratings and the counselor ratings: .35 for objective 1, 
.SO for objective 3, and .38 for objectives 6, 7, and 8. 
Two criteria were established for substituting either self-ratings 
or counselor ratings for the indices of accomplishment. If the measure 
is to be used for an indication of accomplishment of an objective for 
an entire group, then it must correlate .SO or higher. If the measure 
is to be used for an indication of accomplishment of an objective for an 
individual, then it must correlate .80 or higher. Applying these two 
criteria showed that self-ratings could be used reasonably well to show 
group accomplishment of objectives S and 6 (intra- and interpersonal 
self-concept), and counselor ratings could be used for objective 3 
(achievement in line with potential). Neither method could be used to 
measure individuals. 
The correlation matrix for all 27 variables (the multiobjective-
multimethod matrix) was examined for evidence of convergent and discrimi-
nant validity for all :t.'b.e objectives in r,elation to 4 .cri t~ria .estab-
lished by Campbell and Fiske (19S9). There is considerable evidence of 
convergent validity for all the objectives. Objective 3 (achievement in 
line with potential) showed the strongest evidence of discriminant 
validity and objectives 4, 5, 6, and 7 showed evidence of discriminant 
validity for Campbell and Fiske's second and third criteria. However, 
this was offset by the lack of a pattern of trait or objective inter-
relationship across the 3 different methods of measuring the objectives. 
To help clarify and account for the complex interrelationships 
among the 27 variables, a factor analysis of the variables using the 
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principal factors method was computed with the varimax rotation criterion 
applied to the solution. Using the scree test (Gorsuch 1974), 4 factors 
emerged incorporating 18 of the 27 variables. They were labeleda !-
counselor halo effect, II - self esteem, III - career development, and 
IV - academic achievement. Six of the remaining 9 measures showed a 
strong tendency to load across the first 3 factors and the remaining 
3 showed no tendency to load on any of the factors. Two of these un-
loaded variables correlated highly With each other and seem to consti-
tute an independent factor, willingnescs t·o se:l.:f""disclose personal con-
cerns. Also factors I and IV appear to be strongly related suggesting 
that a counselor's perceptions of a student are a function of that 
student's academic performance. In addition to construct similarity, 
all 4 factors had great and overlapping similarity of method. This 
accounts for the poor evidence of discriminant validity. 
Conclusions 
Ip thi.;:s sec"t:i.on e.~ch objective iil,ll be .d,i scus . aed individually With 
the 3 methods of measuring it being analyzed, compared, and contrasted. 
This is followed by general conclusions about the methods and study as 
a whole. An important question that must be asked and answered for 
each of these objectives is, "Is the index of accomplisrnnent a valid 
measure of the objective?" In other words, it is important to know 
what the content validity of the index is, Content validity is defined 
by Kerlinger (1974, p 457) to be "the representativeness or sampling 
adequacy of the content -the substance, the matter, the topics - of a 
measuring instrument," 
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Objective 1: Accuracy of Self-Assessment 
For the first objective the question of content validity is related 
to the reliability and validity of the observer form of the Academic 
Strengths and vleaknesses Checklist, and neither has been determined, 
although averaging the ratings over J teachers should have minimized 
individual biases and increased the reliability of these ratings. 
Assuming content validity, then neither the students' self-ratings nor 
the counselors' ratings are able to adequately measure accomplishment 
of this objective. It is interesting to note that there is a .01 differ-
ence between the mean ratings of the students and counselors and that 
they correlate with each other significantly (.J5), yet neither corre-
lates significantly with the index. This convergence of the self- and 
counselor ratings is offset, however, by the high number of monamethod 
triangle values (9) that are higher, indicating no evidence of discrimi-
nant validity for this objective. The factor loadings and high number 
of monomethod values that are higher in each of the J heteroobjective-
heteromethod blocks,.sbawo that ,the s-tudents' and col.lnseJ.G>rs' ratings are 
more related to the students' overall level of self-esteem and the 
counselors' overall impression of the students, than they are to the 
students' actual ratings or estimates of his own classroom attending 
behaViors, study habits, and abilities as defined by the students' 
teachers and a standardized achievement test •. In short, then, of the 
J methods only the index or some alternate form of it must be used to 
measure accomplishment of this objective. 
Objective 2: Appropriateness of Course Selections 
This objective, like the first one, showed evidence of convergence 
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in only 1 of the heteroobjective-heteromethod blocks (counselor-index) 
and no evidence of discriminability. Because there is an extremely high 
degree of method overlap* between the counselor rating and index methods 
of measuring this objective, it is not surprising that these 2 would 
tend to converge (.31). The counselors, however, rated the adequacy of 
the students' course selections significantly higher (3.25) than the 
practicum students (2.89) and significantly higher than the students 
themselves (3.04). This suggests the possibility that the counselors 
are really rating an aspect of their own competency as academic advisors, 
and therefore, are not able to remain objective. This conclusion is, 
of course, very tentative and needs more investigation. Secondly, it is 
possible that students are not rating the adequacy of their course 
selections as much as they are rating their feelings of satisfaction 
With these courses and their teachers. If this is in fact the case, 
then high correlations With the counselors' and practicum students' 
ratings of the adequacy of student selections (not the courses or 
index or some alternate form of it must be used to measure accomplish-
ment of this objective. 
Objective J; Achievement Commensurate with Ability 
This is the only objective of the 9 that showed evidence of both 
convergent and discriminant validity in all 3 heteroobjective-hetero-
method blocks. It should be noted, howev~r, that there is considerable 
*Both methods use exactly the same method of having either the counselor 
or practicum students revieWing the students' guidance file and then 
rating the adequacy of their course selections on a 4-point scale. 
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method overlap present, All J methods employ essentially the same 
strategy of comparing the students' grades to their ability. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that the counselor ratings correlate very highly 
(.72) with the index because the counselors have access to the I.Q. test 
scores of the students. Counselors appear to be as efficient as the 
regression analysis at comparing GPA to I.Q. and then indicating whether 
or not a student is achieving as expected. The students also are fairly 
aware of what their _academic potential is and able to rate the extent to 
which they are liv'ing up tt> it. This conf'trms the findings of Baird 
(1976). The students' self-ratings (2.52) of the extent to which they 
are achieving according to their potential are significantly below the 
counselors' ratings (2,82) suggesting that the students may have an 
exaggerated concept of their own potential. 
This trait or objective emerged as a factor in the factor analysis 
(factor IV) and was found to be related to both how a counselor viewed a 
student as well as to the accuracy of his self-ratings of his academic 
strengths .and weakne.s.s's (in<iex 1) • T!:U s is n.ot sw:-pri sing in .light of 
the above discussion. In short, of the J methods, the counselor ratings 
seems to be the preferable measure of accomplishment of this objective, 
especially when the time and effort involved in computing the index is 
considered. 
Objective 4; 1-lillingness to Self-Disclose 
Results for this objective are quite interesting. The counselors 
significantly ad ·:5tr-mg1y 'everestimate the willingness of the students 
to discuss their personal problems and concerns. This fact suggests 
that the counselors may have significant ego-involvement in rating their 
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assigned students on this objective. Further investigation of this 
statement is warranted. The self-ratings and index show evidence of 
convergence and discrimination essentially because they both utilize a 
self-report methodology. Asking the students 1 question about their 
general willingness to self-disclose personal concerns to school per-
sonnel is nearly as efficient as asking them ;o. Administering the 
Questionnaire on Willingness to Discuss Personal Concerns is the pre-
ferred method for measuring this objective, since the self-ratings fall 
short of the minimum criterion (.50) established for interchangeableness. 
A final observation about this objective is that there is apparently no 
relationship between Willingness to discuss personal concerns and self-
concept as was postulated by the guidance department. 
Objectives 5 and 6: Intrapersonal and Interpersonal Self Concept 
Like the previous objective and the next one, these showed eviden.ce 
of both convergent and discriminant validity in the self-index block. 
However, unlike the next objective, the method overlap is considerable. 
What seems important is that students' intra- and interpersonal self-
concepts can be efficiently measured by asking them just 2 questions as 
opposed to the 100 in the TSCS which has demonstrated both content and 
construct validity (Fitts 19?2c). For both intra- and interpersonal 
self concept, the counselors seem to rate the students lower (2.84 vs. 
3.ll and 2.98 vs. 3.16). Why this is so is not clear. The counselors' 
estimate of a student's self concept seems to be rela.ted to his overall 
impT&ssion of the ,student wh.i:eh, -as stated before, is a function of how 
well a student is achieving according to his potential. Counselors 
seem better able to rate a student's interpersonal self concept probably 
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because it is more readily observable. In short, of the 3 methods, self-
ratings can be used to measure accomplishment of these objectives. 
Objective 7: Knowledse of Careers 
Convergence was present in all 3 heteroobjective-heteromethod 
blocks, but discriminability was found in only the self-index block. The 
counselors' ratings of the students' knowledge of careers seems more 
related to their overall impression of them than to their actual know-
ledge of the world of work. Since the content validity for this objec-
tive is assumed to be quite sound, the significant correlation between 
it and the students' self-ratings is impressive. The seniors seem fairly 
able as a group to estimate their knowledge of the world of work yet not 
so well that these ratings could substitute for the ACD scales. In 
short, the index ~ust be used to measure accomplishment of this objective. 
QPjective 8: Ability to Relate Self to Careers 
The index for this objective had the lowest correlations of all 
with both the self-rating.s .and coun.selor ra:t;.ings. In fact, this index 
correlated significantly with nothing else at all except index 1 With 
which it shares method overlap since the students' self-ratings of their 
abilities is part of both indices. This index also failed to load (even 
remotely) on any of the factors in the factor analysis on both the un-
rotated and rotated factor matrix. It can be concluded therefore that 
it is a measure unique to itself. Asld.ng students to rank order a list 
of 12 occupations according to their compatibility with their abilities, 
interests and values may be too much to expect high school students to 
be able to do well. The occupations scales of the SVIB are composed 
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almost exclusively of semi-professional and professional occupations and 
therefore may be too remote for adolescents to be able to compare them-
selves to efficiently. In short, since the content and construct validity 
of this index seems very weak, no clear statement can be made about the 
measures of this objective. 
Objective 9; pecision-Making Ability 
Like objective 7 convergence was present in all J blocks, but un-
like objective 7 discriminability was fotmd in none. Again the cotm-
selors' ratings seem more related to their overall impression of the 
student than to his actual decision-making skills as measured by the ACD. 
The students' self-ratings appear to be strongly related both to their 
actual decision-making skills as measured by the ACD and their overall 
level of self esteem since their self-ratings load significantly on both 
factors TI and TII. Even though the seniors seem fairly able as a group 
to estimate their decision-making skills, the correlation is not high 
enough to warrant substituting these self-ratings for the ACD scales 
used in the index. In short, the index must be used to measure accomplish-
ment of this objective. 
General Conclusions 
1. The counselor rating scale (Counselor Rating of Individual Student 
Accomplishment of Guidance Program Objectives) is subject to signifi-
cant and considerable rater bias, and this rater bias can significantly 
affect the predictive validity of the scale for individual raters. 
The counselors tend to rate students along 1 dimension, and there-
fore do not discriminate differential levels of accomplishment of the 
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guidance program objectives across the ) domains of the objectives. 
When one considers the length of contact that the counselors have W1 th 
their students (in most cases ) or 4 years) and the comprehensiveness 
of the information contained in the students' guidance files, this 
conclusion is startling and has great implications for counselor 
educators. 
2. The high school seniors as a group are better able to rate their own 
accomplishment of selected objectives of the guidance program than 
are their assigned counselors. Five objectives had student self-
ratings that correlated significantly W1 th the indices as compared 
to only 1 objective for counselor ratings. 
). Similarity of method utilized to measure accomplishment of an objec-
tive produces higher correlations than dissimilar methods which 
cloud any conclusions about the construct validity of an objective. 
4. The factor analysis showed that diViding the guidance program objec-
tives into an acadanic domain, personal-interpersonal domain, and 
career dO!Il&in , seems logical and eonaonant W1 th reality. 
Recommendations 
1. Establish the test-retest reliability of all locally designed instru-
ments used in this study and include them in all future analyses of 
the multitrait-multimethod matrices. 
2. Investigate the relationship between counselors' self-ratings of 
their own professional competencies and their ratings of their 
students' willingness to self-disclose personal concerns and the 
adequacy of the students• course selections. A similar recommenda-
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tion is to investigate the relationship between actual levels of the 
counselors' competencies and their ability to accurately rate stu-
dents' accomplishment or the guidance program objectives as defined 
by the indices of accomplishment. 
). Conduct a study to determine if instructing counselors to avoid halo 
error ratings of student accomplishment of guidance program objec-
tives would significantly improve sueh ratings. (Borman 1975). 
4. Investigate the relationship between counselor rating accuracy and 
s:imilari ty of counselors and students (Kagan 1967; Fensterheim and 
Tresselt 1953; McLaughlin 1970). 
5. Redesign an index of accomplishment for objective 8& Each student 
will evaluate career information in relation to his abilities, 
interests, and values. 
6. Replicate the study with indices that use behaVioral measures. 
7. Study the relationship between student accomplishment or the objec-
tives as determined by the indices and their ability to rate them-
.selves accurately. 
8. Replicate this study at different educational levels in different 
settings. 
9. As a follow-up study investigate to determine the relationship 
between index scores and future adjustment or lit'e satisfaction. 
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GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT Gordon Teennical High !ichool 
Name 
----------------------------------
Oate ------ Counselor 
SENIOR SEL.F·RATING OF ACCOMPLISHMENT OF GUIDANCE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
This quttStionnaire is NOT a test. therefore. there are nc rigtot or wrong Jnswers. There are only answan \hat are true for you! By 
filling thts out honestly and thoughtfully you can heir;~ the Guidance Oer;~artment determine what the strengths and weaknesses of the 
guidance r;~togram are. Besides telling us the areas in which you >till ne&d to develor;~ and grow, it will also tell you. 
Below are listed all ntne objectives or ga.ls of the guidance program of Gordon Tech. Pte- read each objective carefully and reflect 
on it for a moment. Folll'lwing each objective is a question. P!easa answer each question as best you can without skippif"lg any. Circle 
OlliE num~r for your answer. If you don't understand a questiof"l, r;~lease ask me to e>tl)lain it to you. Your answen. are confidential 
and will no• be seen by anyone ucar;~t you and the cou11selun. Thank you in advance tor your full cooperation! 
OBJECTIVE No.1: 
Circle one number of the best answer for you after each question. 
Each student will assasa his academic smng'lhs and weak,_ including study habits, cia- atteftdint 
behaviors, basic skill d"'elopm.nt, and motivation. 
1. How w :II do you fnl ~ ou ur·derstand your own ;· ;;a..lemic strengths and weaktMS: ~1 
4 
Very well 
3 2 
I should learn more about them Needs much irnpro•'lment 
OBJECTIVE No.2: Each student will e>tacute a course of studi.s relative to his as~t of hie abilities, interests, ~alua, and 
goals. 
2. Since 'nt¥ing Gordon Tech, now well do '(OU feel your r.hoice or selecti.,n of courses matches your abilities, intereus, values 
and goals? 
4 
Very well 
OBJECTIVE No.3: 
3 2 
0 K or adequately Not as well as I would like 
Each student will make plans to impfO'Ie his academic performarn:e if .-saty. 
3. Rata how well you iedl your grades at Gordon Tech reflect vour true abilities and I)Oiential. 
4 
E>tcellent 
3 
... ~ 
OBJECTIVES No, 4: Each student will iclendfy his!)-· concerns. 
' 
Fair 
4. Would you ever talk with soma adult here at SChool about a personal problem or concem? 
4 
Yes, dlfinittly 
OBJECTIVE No. 5: 
3 
Probably 
Each stud.nt will form a positive tllf-concapt. 
2 
Maybe 
·Poorly 
Poor 
No.-
5. How well have you learned to like and ll)l)reciate yourself as a unique individu<tl with a solid sense ot wlf·confldence? 
4 
Verv-n 
OBJECTIVE No.6: 
3 2 
0 K or adequately Not as well as I wo•Jid like rJeeds much imr;~tovement 
Each stuoMit will form satisfying interl)ersonal relationships wi'lh peen, family, teachers, and otheB. 
6. How satisfied are you with the w•y you get along with your family and other people? 
4 3 2 
Very satisfied Basically satisfied Somewhat dissatisfieo Verv dissatisfiO!d 
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OBJECTIVE No. 7: Exh student will ~ther career in lo,.,ation from a nriaty of sources. 
7. How much do you think ·1ou know 3bout caraer opportunities and requirements in comparison to Other seniors? 
4 3 2 
A lot more than others More than others About as rm:.cn as others Less. than others 
OBJECTIVE No. 8: Exit student will enluare the can. information in relation to his abilities. intMests. and valu.., 
8. How well are you able to relate what you l<now about carett opportunities and requirements to your abilities, interesu and 
values? 
3 2 4 
Very wall OK or adequately Not as well as I would like 
OBJECTIVE No.9: Each student will dwelop and impl-t decision-making skills to formulate short and long range C.llt plans. 
9. Rata your understanding of the dacision·making. process. and your ability to usa tl'lis knowledge in making short and long 
range cllteer plans. 
3 2 4 
Excellent Above av.,age Average Below average 
-----------------------------------------------------~------1. Wh01t- ¥CUI' i;nmediate plans after gnduation? (Chect: only onel 
I plan to work full time. Spec:if't job tide-------------------------------
I plan to enter the Armed Sertices. !r3ndl _________ _. ____________________ _ 
I plan to atune! a 2 year college. 
Name _____________________ __, _____ ___ 
___ I plan to arcend a 4 year college. 
Name ____________________________________ _ 
.Ace opted 
Pendint 
NO!IIIOiied City 
Accepted 
Plftding 
Not apolied City 
___ I plat\ to attend a business. trade. or techniQI school. 
Accepted 
Pendi"'J 
Name Not applied City 
_________ Major------
________ ...:M.tjor _____ _ 
_________ Major _____ _ 
OUou: Speci~ -----------------------------------------------------
I am undecided about wnac I am going to do for the first year aft.w I graduace. 
3. List ltte full name of any Sdlolarshi!H or Awards you have won !his year -including !he Fedenl or State granu. 
APPENDrX E 
COUNSELOR RATING OF INmviDUAL STUDENT'S ACCOMPUSHMENT 
OF GUIDANCE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
GuRDoJN !EX:ilNlCAL tt IGrt SClluuL 
GUIOA:lC" U<>:>A,rnn::IT 
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Student's N&~e·------------------------------~~----~Date ______ Counselur ______________ _ 
Directions: Please review and study this student's guidance file thoroughly. Tnen 
answer each of ~e following nine questions. Please do not skip any 
question. If you are not sure of an answer, make the ''best educated guess" 
that you can. Thank you for your cooperation. 
Circle only one nuo~er after each question. 
1. How ~o.-ell do you feel t.'l.is studcmt undarstands n.i.s OW'Il academic strenghts and 
weaknesses? 
4 
Very !Jell 
3 2 1 
OK. or Adaqua~ely lie need-. to learn more about th.em needs ClUCi\ impro'W::Ient 
2. Since entering Gordon Tec11, how '.~ell do you feel h.is ~or selection of course• 
matches nis abilities, interests, va~ues and goals? 
4 
Very Well 
l 
~ or Adequately· 
2 
Not as well as it should 
1 
Poorly 
l. Rate hnw well you feP.l this studen':'~.s grades at Cordon ::~ch renect his tnte 
abilitie~ end potential? 
3 
Good 
2 
Fair 
l 
&»uor 
4. Would he ever talk with you or some oth.er adult here at school about a personal 
problea or c:onc:ern? 
5. 
6. 
4 
Yes, Definitely 
How well h.aa he 
a solid sense of 
4 
l 
ttobably 
learned to 1 Uce and 
self-confidence? 
3 
Vet:y Well Ok or Mequately ~t.t 
How sat is fiecl is he with the way he 
2 l . 
Maybe No, Never 
appreciate uimself as a unique individual with 
2 1 
as vall as he ueecls t• Nee4s r:auch iaproveme11t 
ge-c;,s along with his taaily and other paople? 
4 
Very Satistiecl 
3 
Basically Satisfied 
2 1 
So~ewaat Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied 
7. How ~:~uch do you think he lcnows about career opportunities and requirements in cas-
pariaon to other seniors? 
4 3 z 
A lot more than others Mora than others AbGU t as ~:~uc:h as others 1 Less tlun others 
8. Hew wall is this student al>le t~ rebte \Jtlat he !<:now" about career •?P•rtuniti&s and 
requireaents to ni3 abilities, inter~scs, and values1 
4 
Very llel~ 
3 2 1 
OK or .\oiequ~tely No~t as \Jell 'IS !\e nee<l.s to ~leeds :such. ira?rove..e.'\t 
9. ~ate his unue~~t•'\4ing •f the decision-4aki~g ~races~ and ni.s ability t~ usa tb.is 
kn .. wledge in ~a:.Cing sh.art and l .. ng r.:~n~e career ;>lan..l7 
4 
Sx:ellent 
2 
Average 
1 
3el- .\verage 
APPENmX C 
LEl'TER TO STUDENTS 
Dear Senior, 
GORDON TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL 
GUIDANCE DEPARTM:ENT 
April 30, 1976 
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You have been selected !! random to help the Guidance Department 
evaluate the impact of the guidance program on you - the students. 
Next please report to room 605 With two 12 
day date 
pencils at 8: 00 a.m. All of your teachers have been notified and you 
are excused from classes periods one through five. If you Will miss 
your lunch period, other arrangements Will be made. Thank you in 
advance for your full cooperation to help us serve you better. 
Sincerely, 
The Guidance Department 
APPENmX D 
mRECTIONS READ TO STUDENTS 
GORDON TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL 
GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT 
Directions Read to the student sample before administration of the 
battery of questionnaires. 
1. You were selected at random to help us evaluate the impact or the 
guidance program on the students. 
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2. All of your answers today are completely confidential and in no way, 
shape or form will be recorded on any school record or given out 't;o 
anyone at anytime. However, the results Will be kept by Mr. Watts 
under lock and key until the end or the summer, and if you want 
your results interpreted to you, he Will be available over the 
summer to explain them to you but only if you request it. All 
results Will be burned at the end of the summer. 
J. What is needed from you this morning is your whole-hearted coopera-
tion. Please answer each questionnaire as honestly and accurately 
as you are able. 
4. We should easily finish before noon. When all of you have finished 
the last questionnaire, you Will be dismissed either to the cafe-
teria or to leave the building if you have no more classes. 
5. Any questions? 
APPENmX E 
ACAIE{[C STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES CEECKLISTs 
SELF RATING FORM 
GO<WON rc.CHNICAL liiGli .:ie:IOOL 
GU IDAI·X::S O£::l'A.'11NS:;r 
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:taoe. ___________________________________________ Date. ________ Coun3elor ________________ __ 
ACAOO:HC Sl?.E~C'JlHS AN:> !/8Alele3SEZ CHECKLI.ST 
~elf-~ating-Fo~ 
Directions: Check how you feel you .12, eac:h of the folloiJing. 
1. Pay attention L~ classes 
2. Take notes in classes 
3. tolr'ittan homework 
4. Turn ass i:;n;uan ts in on ti:e 
s. Prapa.l:'e for classes 
6. Pa.l:'ticipate in discussions in class 
'· 
Ask good questions in class 
a. Prepare for tests 
':1. Motivate ~yself to aet\ieve 
Part II - Co~:~ous voursel f .J:2. ~ 
zour !!!. ~~ countrz. 
10. tm.derstand and remember what I 
read 
11. !:lcpress ~:~y though.ts clearly and 
correctly in writing 
12. understand and apply ~atb.matical 
p~idc:iples; use nW2bers 
13. Ondersta\d ~d aoply scienfific: 
pri.'lc:ip les 
14. Use sources ottlar than t~oooics 
for learning 
4 
very 
well 
Top 
lOi. 
.. 
I 
l 
3 
OK or 
adequate 
Above 
Average 
2 1 
I need to I do this 
1::!?2-0VS POO!U.Y 
I 
Average 
---
. 
, 
Below 
A; :veraga 
TOD 10'- - 90th percentile or 'better, ~ Average - 61st to 89th peroentiles, 
A-verage - 30th to 60th percentiles, and ~ Average - below 30th percentile 
APPENDIX F 
ACADEMIC STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES CHECKLISTs 
OBSERVER FORM 
GO?.Do:~ nx:H:HCAL ltlGa 3Ci.IOOL 
GU ID:\: C & DSi' .\KI!-I.S:IT 
Na~:ua ______________________ Date ____ ... Ta.acb.er.-·.-_. ______ _ 
12:3 
Directions: Please help the guidance depar~ent evaluate hou well students are 
acc~plish.Lng our objectives by filling this checklist out thou~htfuliy. 
Cheek h.'lw well you fael the above named stl·da:-1: ~each. o..f the foll?wing. 
Ple~sa try~ to skip any lf possible. 
4 2 1 
very OK or needs to 
well adequate ~DrOve ~oorly· 
""::-tf'"G.~-~ ... ~":";:,p:;:~::::: •. - .... m, .. -_1· ;:a ... ;a::;;:~~ ... • 
1~ Pay attention in class I 
'-"' 
2. ·rake notes in class ,.. 
.3. Do written hoaework 
3 
4. !Urn Assignments in 011 ti.11e if 
s. Prepare for classes s 
6, Partir.ipate in clasr discussions 
' 1. Ask goocl ques~ions in class ., 
s. Prepare for tests ~ 
9. Mot lvate hil:lself to ach.ieve 9 
APPnmrx G 
IOWA TEST OF EDUCATIONAL DEVEWPMmT 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE IOWA TEST OF EDUCATIONAL DEVEWPMENT 
The ITED is intended to proVide measures of educational develop-
ment that are appropriate for all high school students, regardless of 
the specific curriculum they are following. The test content was 
dictated more by an evaluation of the general needs of the high school 
graduate than by the specific material introduced in various advanced 
courses. 
Reading 
The Reading test is composed of two subtests& Comprehension and 
Vocabulary. A total Reading score is compiled from these and provides 
a measure of a student's overall reading ability. 
•Language ~ 
The Language Arts test also is composed of two subtests1 Language 
Usage and Spelling. The total Language Arts score provides a measure of 
the student's ability to use the English language correctly. 
Mathematics 
This test provides a meaSllre of the student's ability to solve 
problems drawn from two broad mathematical areas. The first is the area 
of practical, realistic situations calling for the application of useful 
mathematical concepts. The problems in the second area require the stu-
dent to demonstrate an understanding o! number systems and other advanced 
mathematical ideas. 
Social Studies 
This test is made up of two parts; the questions based on the two 
social studies passages in the Reading comprehension subtest and the 
Social Studies Background test. · 
The Social studies score is thus a measure of the student's ability 
to read and interpret social studies material and to understand present-
day social institutions, the major factors that affect our economy, and 
world developments of historical importance. 
Science 
Like the Social Studies test, the Science test is composed of two 
parts; the two science passages in the Reading Comprehension subtest and 
the Science Background test. The score provides a measure of the stu-
dent's ability to read science material and to understand important facts, 
principles, applications, and generalizations drawn !rom the biological, 
physical, and earth sciences. 
Use of Sources . 
--This test provides a measure o! the student's f8llliliarity with, and 
his ability to use, important library references and other sources of 
information. The student is required to select the best source o! 
information for a specific purpose and to interpret the guides by which 
library materials are referenced. 
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GOl.'.DON T ECtt!l ICAI. H !Gil SC'J.OOl. 
:fma ef Student. _________________ Date. ____ _ 
Listed nere is the cooplete progra::a of studies that the above n~ed student followtcl. \ooU(le 
he was in ni~h school. If he attended a different school it will be noted. Please do not 
include what he took ~t a different high school in your ratings. Study thia pro~r~ and 
c~?are it carefully to all the information that is available in the student's guidance 
file. n-.en 111ake your final rating. 
Fresbclan Year 19_-_ Soph~ore Yaar 19 ___ - ___ 
School attended if not Go~ou: _________ __ School attended if not Gordon; ______________ __ 
Course title: TRACtt· GUO& GUO& Course title 
.Junior Year 19_-_ Saior Year 19 -
--
School atundeci if not Gordon: _____ _ Sehool attu\deol if not Gordon: ______ _ 
C"urse title Course Titl• 
--------------
Bow well do you feel 
values anci goals? 
this student's pro&ra of studies has met 1lis abilities, interests. 
4 3 
Very Jlell ·OK.or A4equataly 
2 
Not as well as it should 
l 
!oody 
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Student Nace. ______________________________________________ __ Date ________________ _ 
!he statecents on this questionnaire concern aatters that have ~othered te~~a~ers across 
the country. You will recognize soce of then ~s things that have bothered or troubled 
you in the i?&st. Sol!\& aay even be probleMs tor you now, and SOC\& oay not con~ern you.;~ 
Read each stat~ent on this questionnaire carefully. Lca,ine for ~ a~~ent thnt it really 
is a i?robl~ for you right now. Then indicate whether or not you think you would ever 
really discuss this ~roblem with your counselor or any other adult here at Gordon. 
Circle ~ n~ber after each question. 
1." if you didn't see aucl1 of a future for your-
self? 
2. if you were having trouble controlling your 
teoper? 
3a if you we~:e worried abo11t little things often? 
4. if you were too nervous? 
s. if you were bothered by questions related 
to sex? 
6.if you daydrea=ed too muc~7 
1. if you felt guilty about things you had done? 
a. i£ your feelings were easily hurt? 
9. If you often felt lonesome? 
to. if you avoided tuing responsibUity? 
11. If you lelt that 1~u ~ereA't as sma~t ~£ 
others? 
12. if you wera afraid of failure or h~.~~ailiation? 
13. if you wanted to get rid of an W\deaireabla 
babi.t? 
14. if you wottied about testa in schooU 
13. if you didn't have tilaa for tliings you really 
wanted to do? 
lG. if you were afr.aid'to speak up in class or 
of mali::ing a aistue? 
17. if you were worried about your health? 
18. if you wanted people to like you better? 
19. if you wanted to talk with peopla more easily? 
~es No 
Definitely ?robably ~ayb~ Never 
3 2 1 
4 2 l 
4 3 2 l 
4 3 2. l 
4 2 1 
4 3 l 
4 2 1 
4 l 
1 
4 2 1 
4 3 1 
4 3 2 l 
4 .s 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 l 
4 3 2 l 
4 2 l 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 l 
~ ~ ~ !.2, your counselor o~ ~oe~e 
~~~~~. 
20. if you didn't ~o~ now to act to~ard 
~aople you don't like? 
21. if you ~anted to r1ake nel4 friends but 
didn't know how? 
22. if you wanted to develop aore self-confi~cnce? 
23. i~ you ~anted to lea~ to be rlore di~l~atic 
or tactful with people 1 
24. if you didn't kno~ ho~ to drop a ~erson you 
no lon~er wanted as a friend? 
25. if you didn't know how to act on forcal 
occasions? 
26. if you wanted others to stop pushin~ you 
around and picking on you? 
27. if you wanted to st"o:;» gett in~ into so 
~any fi~hts?'c 
28. if you wanted to learn to be a better 
listener? 
29. if you wanted to lea~ to be more accepting 
of others' opinions? 
30. if you wanted to date 111ore·. but didn't lcnow 
how to go about it? 
31. if you felt others were avoiding you? 
32. if you didn't know wh•t to do on a date? 
33. if you wanted to learn how to p~pare your-
self for carriaGe and facily life? 
34. if you wanted to know how much of your true 
feelings you should tell your friend3? 3'· if you wanted to learn how to work better 
with others? 
36. if you ~anted to become more of a leader? 
37. if yoo.1 were trro..ng .:o break a.way f.coaa a 
cr.owd .you nave been haneinlC ··wi>th? 
38. if you felt many people ~ad the wrong idea 
about you? 
39. if you thougb.t you had a drinking or drug 
probleai? 
40. if you ~'re having trouble deciding what 
is il:tportant in life? 
41. if you •'re searching for something to 
beli.eve in? 
42. if you were having trouble setting standards 
of "right and wrong"? 
43. if you needed help to underseand your religion 
better? 
44. if you were having trouble getting along wit~ 
a teacher? 
45. if you were having trouble getting along with 
your parent\s) or gaurdian(s)? 
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Yes r:o 
Definitely Prol:l;lbly t·l"ybe :lever 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3· 
3 
3 
.3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
46. if you were having trouble getting along 
IJith a 'brother or sister? 
47. if you were having trouble getting ~long 
with your girlfriend? 
48. if you needed r.1ore correct infortn;J.tion about 
sex? 
49. if you felt you were not attractive to girls? 
SO. if you often felt 14ft out of things other 
guys do'! 
Yes 
Oafi.nitely 
4 
4 
4 
/4 
4 
Pro'bOlbly 
3 
l 
l 
3 
3 
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rto 
NAybe ~ever 
2 1 
2 1 
2 1 
2 1 
2 1 
APPENmX J 
TENNESSEE SElF CONCEPT SCALE 
~.\TURf: AND :,t!:ANING OF' SCORt:S 
.• 
tndtvid:.oals who expect to use c:.ly the Counsl!linq i'or:n may wish tore<1d llnly ti':.~ first P<irtoC the 
Collc·.·l!nq section. However, these who w.Jnt :oJ use :he Cllnlc.ll and R~sP.a:ch Form shc,.ld read the 
t!ntire section because <1!1 sc:ores In the Counsolinq Form .lppear .1lso In the Cl!nical and RI!Se•Hch 
Form, 
I. ~cu.,sell"'l Form 1 A. The Self Criticism Score !SC). This scalo~ Is comO)OS"ld of 10 I\<;:71S • T!vu;e are all mi!dly de-
rc-;atury state~'!nts that r."!OSt peopiP. .3d::Ht .1$ l::eing true for them. ln-:l!·lldu.lh ·r1ho deny most 
of these statements most often are being defensl'le and malc.inq a deli!::eratot e!fort to ,.ruent a 
fa•;or.lble oictt:re of themsel•1es. High score& c;enerally Indicate a normal, healthy openness 
o1nd C.lpolci:y Cor self-criticism. Extreme\y_ hiqh sc:orell (<leove tt.e 99th percentile) it:dlcste 
thdt theo individllal may be l.lcbnq In defenses anu may in fact l:e pathoiC>qlcally undafenc!ed, 
L.:.w ~core' !nd1c.1te defensi•1eness, and suqqest th<lt t:te i'osit!v'!! Scores are probe! bi:' arttf1-
clally e'e'"·lted by t!tis ce!ensivaness. 
B. !!•e ~osi:lve Scores (l'!. T!lese scores derive directly from the pher.or.utnclo.:;ical classiftea!IOD 
scheme already r,cntioned. In the original a.l.)iys!s cf the item pool the statements. seerned to 
be corweytt:q three ;:r~mary mess<1.qes: (I) This Iii 'Nhat I A£!!., (Z) Thill Is how ! ls!ll ilb"u' r:,y-
zelf, and (3) !his i:> what I .sig. On the basis of these three typn of ~:at~tments the three 
horizontal cateqor!es were formed. They otppur on :heScor~t Sheet as Row 1, Rcw ~. anci Row 3 
otnd are hereaftar referTed to by those label3. !he Row Sc;cores rhus comprise three S\lb-Scores 
wh'.ch. when added, conscitute the !otal Positive or Total l' Seor&. !hue scores represent an 
irternal frame ,,, reference within wh'~r thrt inrlivldu&ll• descrll>ln? ~hr.self. 
r:.rther study of theorl;indl Items lnd!cata-.:! that thai' also •:arioK! considerably ln :erms t~f a; 
:r.ore extarnal frame of referenclt, tven wtt:~in ths Sarna rc:w c:ateqory t!'le 3latfttr.ants mi7h1. ~ary 
widely in content, FoJr exam ole, '~ith Row l (the Wh,;tj !\J!l ccsteqory} :he stataments ra!ar t<:o 
wh.!t {am physically, morally, socially, etc. There!ore, t!le >'lOOl o( items was sor.ec! aqain 
o1ccordinq to the"" new vertlcalca~eqories, w;1ich aret..,e fiv~ Cclu:11nScor<!s of theScoreS'heet, 
T~<~l' th., whole set of Ltems is dl•r!ded two ways, · vertL;ally i.,to columns (external !rame r)f 
refarenr.:e) and horlzuntally !nto rows (i.~ternal !rame of reference) with •~cil item and each Cl!t!l 
contrlbutlnq to two dilierenc scores. 
l. 'l'ot}~· !hiS is the most i:npor:ant sinqle scorlt O!l \he Counsalin'J Form. It reflects 
th,. overall level ot sell esteem. Persons with hl!lh scores tend to !ilc.e themsalves, fesl 
that they are persor1s of value &r.d worth, have c<:or;!ldence ln •·.t.amselve;, al'ld ctCt 'lc.:ord-
tnql/. Feo;:>le wLth low scor11s are ::!oubtful sbout t!leir own·worth; see t!lemselv~s as \lnde-
sirable; often feel anxious, C:epressed, .3nd unh.sppy; and have little faith or conffder.c.t !a. 
•hem selves, 
If the Self Criticism (SC) Score !s lo•", h•gh P Scor.,s become sus;;~ect a.nd a:e proba-biy 
th., r&s.:lt of defensive distortion. tJttre;~ely hiqh scoces (~eneraJly above th'!t 9'3th l'ltr-
C:flnLllel 'lre doaviant and are IISUilll:' round only in s:.tchdistur~ed people a!l parano1d s'hbct-
phranlcs who .ss a c;re~lip 'snow :nany extreme scoret, both hiqla and ltlw~ 
On tl'!~ COIHt3&l!nq rrn'111 t!Mll'oJSitl•Je sc~res are simply de!!ll\IMt~ ·~ p S"or«.$. while , .. n 
the Score Sheet of. tl.l.e C and a· rotm they are re(ar~~ t.o as i' + N Scctl'aS :n .·"r<l« to cl.ul,ly 
the Ccmf'\ltal1ons · i.iwoi•Jed, · 
t. Row j P Score- fdentity. These are the •what I ill!!" !tall's, Here the lndlvldtul Is deosctib-
\nq his b.ssic identity- what he Is 4S he sees himself, 
l. 'looN 2 P Scgre • Self Salf~{·lctlon. T~fs score comas !rom those ltl!•lls where the i:'!Ci!vi<:ual 
describes how lie feels abo<.t the selt he ~err.eiv&s. [n c;eneral this scorere!leo:ts thlt-I!OV-.l 
-:If self satisfaction or self accapt11nce. An n.:llvidual •ttay ha"e very itiQh scores :.Jn P.cw 1 
and !;ow 3 ~et still s"o:e low on Ro•.,% because of v~ry l!iqh stilnc!Ards and expcctador.'S Cor 
nims.elf •. 01' vice versa; he may have a low opinion ol himself as indlc.a!ed by the Row 1 and 
RO'.., 3 Scores yet st!U have a hiczh Se!t Satisfa.::ion Sc:ore on Rcw 2. Th• f\tb-,ct'tres are 
L ':'!lue ita:ns !'lave bettn ·taken from the !.·Scale ot the Minnes<:~ca Multi!)hasic Per~or:aiHy !nven-
:or,.. (1951), C"pyri;ht.19~3. tl'le Uni~ersity of Mir.nesota. Put:.lished t•y ~he ?3ychc.\(l<#iC4l Corpor.t-
tl,;n. lle,rOC:uced hy special arTanqe_ments. 
there!o•e b••st lnterp~eted In compurison wl!h each other and with the Total P Scot'!, 
4, F.ow J P Scote- !!ehavlor. This score comes !rom those Hems that say "this Is 'Nhat l do, 
or this Is the way l ~· • Thus this score measures the ll'ldlvldual"s perception of his ~n 
behavior or tho way he (unctions. 
5. Cch:mn A- P!w•lcal Sf! if. Here the lrvilvldual ls presentlnq h!s view of his body, his state 
llf healtlt, his physical appearance, slc!lls, and sexuality. 
~. <":o!•Jran r.- Mg!al-&:htcal Self. This score describes the seH from a motill-et:~lcal frame 
ol reference---moral wcr~h, rlllat1on3hlp to Cod, feelings of l:elnCJ a "t;ood" or "bad" person, 
and satlsfac:tlon with 0o1e's religion or lack of lt. 
7. Column C - Persona! s .. u. t'l\ls score reflects the individual's sense of personal worth, his 
feel!.~ of udequ<icy a5 a-person and his evaluation of his personal!ty apart !:'3m his t.ooiyor 
his relations hi;'.£ to ot.!:ten. 
:J. Cohunn 0- F'311Hly Seif, L'his sc;ore reflects one's feellnqs of adequacy, worth, and vo:lae 
as a famllt m!unb<or. It refers to the ~ndlvldual's perception of self In refere!'\ce to his 
closest and most lm:nedlate circle of auoclates. 
~ • .f=ol~;:itn t- 3oc;t~l Sl!'lf. This Is another "sell as perceived in relation to oth'!rs" category 
b••t pl!rtalnll tl3 ·och .. r:~" in a :nore qeneral way. It reflects the person's sense of adequacy 
·lnd worth In his socJ.allnteracUon with other people in general. 
C.lli . .Z~rlc .. bH!ty S;.orot~ (V). The V scores .-rovide a simple measure of the 3mount of varlabtll-
ty, or or.cotls!stency, fror1 one area -:~t self l)"tr<:eptton ~o another. Hlqh scores mean that the 
~ubject 1!: 'l>lito •nu!able t;·, thi~ :~r~p&ct while lo•"' scores loldl.;ate low variability w;11ch may 
,.,.,.n av;:rcach ri·;ldlty !! extremely low (~elow the Hrst percentile). 
1. 1~.Y· This re:;resents thl!l total amount of variability Cor the enUre record. Hlqh scores 
me<ta thcl( thJJ ;:ancn'$ self connapt Ill so variable from one area to another as to reflect 
U:tle ·~ntty or ln:e<;r~atlon. !'Jqh scUting persorts tend to compartmentalize Cl'lrt.aln <lr&as of 
:le:.! and view thesot are.ss quite ,,p~rt from the remainder of self. Wellinteqrate<l people 
qenually scO!'e below c!:,-, mean on these scores but above the first percentile. 
2. Coho.:r.·• Total y. '!hi:i score measures and summarizes the irariations within the columns. 
l, ~ow T•ltal V. Thjs St'ore Is the ~u:n ol the va:iatlons across the rows. 
0. 'ih.; ~\~trtiluth>n ~a iQ.l. 'rl-.is 3Cort ts a sur.~mary score of the way one diStributes his an-
swers aem~s the !i ,,_. ilvuili"e!e cl':.o!'t:I!IS In r•spondlnq to the items of the Scale. It Is also 
in:e~r;.>:et~:i iss a meas•~re ot :itili :.nether aspect of self perception: certainty a !:out the·way 
one 3't<l:S ~"ll!:elf. !iiyh sccre.o ln.iicate that the subject Is very definl:e and certain in what 
he sa)·• about h!mseti whUelow scores mean just the opposite, Low scores are found also at 
ti.:r.us witn ;eoj:'ltl who ara beln;T ce!enslve and guarded, They hedge and avo1d really com-
mlttln\1 '.heMs.,ives by emplo:'!:!<;j "3" rf!!ponsas on the Answer Sheet. 
Zx:rorne ~o:-oro;s on this V:lriable are undesirable In either direction ;:nd are :nost often ob-
!.ll:,"ri f~o'n dUtu'rbe<i p~ple. For example. schizophrenic patients often use • S • and • t• an-
swer:s almost •:<elusively, thus crcatlnq very hlqh 0 Scores, Other disturbltd patients at'!! ex-
t:~~ely ••nr.er!:ai:-1 ar.J ncncomrr.l~t.•tl In their self descri>tlrons with a predom•nanc;e r;.C "2", "3" 
~nd "4" ri<s!)O•tses :.nd 'lery io"' C S.cores. 
t;.-.Jll.tt.D~e ~..t· !:>is secre Is s!mply a '!Ieasure of t.'te Ume, to the nearest mlnuta, that the 
subiac: r~uires to complete the Scala. The a.uthor has only recently r.tade any study of this 
vartabl•, and .:.t t!ools point !ittle Is known as to .its meant.~q or siqniflcance. It correlates 
s'qnlfi'!'antly v.lth only orte of ~he many ot.i<!lr scores of the Sc;lle (Net Conflict sub- score !or 
r..::h•nut C whsre r,. .32, slqniflc:snt at the .OS level). !'her-.fors, any validity It may prove 
!O luv.t wit!! other criteria should add to thf> tota.'. validity of the Scale. 
!'!le -:bta do Indicate that, erov!ded the lndlv!d'.lal.h!! suf!lc:lent education, !ntelllgence, 
~ lll~l.!:!ll ~!ul+h tg !.andle .5.lU! ~ the majority of subjects complete the Scale in leu 
tllan 20 r.unut•s• The$0 qual~!lcatlcns ars quitel::tportant; If they are not :net. the Time Score 
obvlo;~sly has l!ttle meaulnq. [t has been found that psychiatric Ol"tients in <;eneral t~lte 
loJn<;er than nort-pat16nts. Th!s Is paruc .. lady true of those who are overly com;.<Jislve, para-
noid IY depressed. 
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APPENmX K 
ASSESSMENT OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
ASSESSMENT OF CAREER IEVELOPMENT CONTENT otJTUNE 
I OCCUPATIONAL AWARENESS (162 items) 
A. Occupational ~owledg~a Knowledge or a broad range of occupations 
distributed across all levels of education/training. Test items 
cover more than 200 occupations selected from each or six compre-
hensive occupational clusters. 
1. Occupational Characteristics (54 items) 
a. Duties (25 items) 
b. Psychosocial aspectsa Working conditions, work schedules, 
job values associated with occupations (14 items) 
c. Relation of Occupations to the data/ideas/people/things 
dimensions ( 9 items) 
d. Worker Attributes associated with specific occupations: 
abilities, interests, skills, etc. (15 items) 
2. Occupational Preparation Requirements (18 items) 
Amount and type of training/ education usually associated with 
various occupations (e.g., apprenticeships, 4-year colleges, 
vocational-technical schools, on-the- job training, commu.'li ty 
colleges, and occupations related to high school courses). 
B. ~loratory Occupational Experience~ Involvement in experiences 
related to actiVities typical of occupations in each of the six 
occupational clusters. (90 items) 
1. Formal Experience~ School extracurricular activities, part-
. time ·jabs, communi 'ty clubs, l"eligious .and 'Service groups etc. 
2, Informal Experiencest Peer group actiVities, hobbies, pasttimes, 
etc, 
II SELF AWAimJESS ( 2 0 items) 
A. Preferred Job Characteristics (7 items) 
1. Job Vaiuesa Students select their most and least important job 
values from a group of six, (3 items) 
2. Working Condition PreferenceS~ Students select preference for 
each of four bipolar pairs of working conditions, (4 items) 
B. Career Plans (4 items) 
1. Educational Plans (1 item) 
2, Occupational Pre:f'erencesa Students indicate which job families 
(from list of 25) correspond to their 1st and 2nd occupational 
preferences. (2 items) 
3. Certainty of Occupational Preferences (1 item) 
C. Perceived Needs !.2!_ Help With Career Planning: Students react to 
11 Help Wanted check list" containing nine types of help schools 
frequently provide. (9 items) 
III CAREER PLANNING AND DECISION MAKL~G (78 items) 
A. Career Planning Knowledge: A sampling of !acts, concepts, and 
understandings useful in career planning as suggested by career 
development theory and guidance practice. (40 items) 
1. Knowledge of Basic Career Development Principles ( 9 items) 
a. continuous nature of career development and decision 
making ( 3 items) 
b. impact of work on one's life (3 items) 
c. multipotentiality of people !or occupations (3 items) 
2. Knowledge of Reality Factors (10 items) 
a. post-high school education and training: types of programs, 
college not the only option, types of financial aide, etc. (5 items) 
b. labor market functioning trends1 large number of women in 
labor force, blue collar to white collar trend, proportion 
of jobs requiring college, etc. (5 items) 
. 
3. Knowledge of the Career Planning Process (21 items) 
a. when to start: importance of early planning (3 items) 
b. how to proceed (18 items) 
(1) sources of help and information: people, agencies, 
printed and A*V material, etc. 
(2} career exploration: importance of self/career exploration, 
opportunities for exploration etc. 
(3) career decision making: role of goals, values, options, 
utilities, likelihoods, etc. 
B. Career Planning Involvement: Inventory of student involvement in 
exploratory and planning experiences available in the school and 
community both on a formal and informal basis. (38 items) 
1. Seeking Information (ll items) 
a. reading, viewing,·and consulting references (4 items) 
b. talld.ng and discussing (7 items) 
2. Doing and Experiencing (ll items) 
a. Workers and work-setting (2 items) 
b. engaging in self/career exploratory activities (6 items) 
(1) hobbies and clubs, school or community activities 
(2) school courses 
(3) part-time work experiences 
c. practicing employment seeking skillsa role played a job 
interview, wrote a resume etc, (3 items) 
3. Focusing Information and Experience Resources on specific 
occupational preferences ( 7 items) 
4, Making Career Plans (9 items) 
135 
a. planning activities: planned course work to fit goals, 
worked out a plan to finance post-high school activities etc, 
(3 items) 
b, self-evaluation of career planninga knowledge of steps 
involved in carrying out career plans, consideration given to 
psychosocial factors, etc, (6 items) 
rl REACTIONS TO CAREER GUIDANCE EXPERIENCES& Student's perception of help 
received from various aspects of school career guidance program (e.g, 
information resources, guidance groups, teacher-initiated activities 
involving subject related occupations). (7 items) 
APPENmX L 
OCCUPATIONS RANKING SCALE 
STU DC:NT NAI·!E --------------~~-------------
Go::ov.N TEI::iUllCAL illGH SCHOOL 
OCCUPA~IOlTS :W;l?~l~TG SCAU 
Oi~ections: Rank ord~r the following twelve\12) occupations according to now suita~la 
they are to your interests and values, th~t is, how well they match 
you. or conversely how well you ~atch th~. A ratin~ of one(l) Qe~s 
136 
that of the t1.:elve(l2J occupations listed, you feel tnis one t:tatc:h.es your 
interests and values the best, a rating of two\2) m.eans that you feel this 
one m.atches your interests and values second best etc. 
______ Accountant 
______ Recreation Leader 
--~Lawyer 
------~Photographer 
___ .::ik.illed CraftS!:la!l 
______ .Oepartcumt Store Manager 
------~Medical Technician 
__ ...-Police Officer 
------~Advertizing Executive 
____ R.ealtor 
___ ...;3anker 
APPENmX M 
STRONG-CAMPBELL INTEREST INVENTORY 
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the .... , dit~iu.U... n...._ •'-'larides ....t tlill.tflltC'I .,.., u• 
.... ,.. lrPCI ue ••eful M ioklpflllal ,_... ow• tcvfet. 
lla4UJ11Q r-, bn·P11G4nw• 
CotA·t'JiiftO,., .. a. ( J Aa111na 
lHUtlf ... INNO ,'"- ...J $oc;u.L 
f't'w P"l"• are "pw-e"' I~'MI. ~CWU~• b&,h .. 0111 theiiW _. 
...... Qlt •• '"" e&het: •• Jolalt IC'M'fil "'•" ......... Dl ...... "'"'"· 
wldeh ..... ttwr tltaft IOfiM! ~lldt.UUn •i&lll .. ut. .C U.c~t: 
... llwk carHr plaaNn11. ptdt fC'C'll'lr JhouW .... fer u em.,.. 
KoMIMIU~tt that cub aaoullwM .. """'· 
the~ •;:,:':.* :::i.: ::!,:','&!:.me~~!::.~ ::".J 
likfolr lat C'.llaHt tertlfnrtable iA ... , ef N\"C'f ..... .,. .... CII\'U ... 
... ..... u.a~ .... , prop&r, e•peda»r ,..,,.. ~. •&oNe 1a lhla 
........,., •ltncdr btu""' dw-r hawa'l hatl lhe •PI••ualtr .. W.. 
_,_ wllh • ..n.tr ., ..... ,.llooool adl.tllcl. 
1Niatlclftk•i'ltl«•k• 
'INN Mtllct .,. ...., • ., .._,. lnltnMdial• lwt•wa aN Cawt.S 
Ocnpat•el 'llw.-n Jtke Ckaipaa...l Scclft. Each II COA· 
nr~Wi& wltlt OM tpedlc arr• el •ettrity, aa .,,,. lhat Mi,:bl pat• 
Uall, chalac:&edu • c. .... ,_. Tbr~~~t aN .. lhr ,.,... li'"'-' 1M 
~ .............. OCC:IIp&U... The 13 "'"'' ., ......... ... 
• Ute ,...,.._ &. Peltt'' cenr•,...tln• to lhe Jlr ..... h of U...k 
................. a. ...... c.. ........ 'lhet..n. 
f'er eult. t«l, IN kvet .t ,..,.. tCOn *"''' ...., toa.UW.U, 
,.... utwe.c-d .. ....._ .... IN ac~A·Mic-t .. tNt .... ., U, t.. ,. .. 
........ reu nt~shlcAtir an~wtlftl ........ ~ .... •-" ~~ .... )faA:-
.._ .......... £tJII'f'l .... l ltHf~t .... qe, I'Wflhrlw, .-J ., • fV Ma 
...... (", ••• ,.... ....... , .... ...,._ leGit ...... tuttUC ,,.. ..... 
INC ..:ale .... r- wil ,..-.w, h4\'l' • t.Jalan tt. .. &¥C"f4t:l' ~ 
M 1M EaTt~ENI!. II r• C'Uftlillftldr aruw.-..tcd. "'Ditlil•"' .. ~tae .. 
....._ ro.a "·ut a..~ .. • low w.r• .. U.. l'wa.ea Sf'IIAIUMC. wale 
UMil JHebablr • ...,. ICOI• •• tt.c £ .. T11cw.a. 
\Yftcet..r tOIW ....,., b C'Ntltlerfd hit:h OJ low dept'nds "" how 
lldwr pc"tplc- ••twH. 0.. \tww KWs. dw •nra • .- aclt.tll ltOII'I 
...,_. seo Jl ro"' Ke~c- f• • •*w• teale tJ NWtaAtWir IW,:::a.t• 
du." 1"-t_ tat aa..... a.. tltta rw tw. • ., •1....-. IAOflt cenlltlf'M 
..-••~••ntt• ,_ that .W ol tl(1h;ty lha.. llw .,..,,.~ ......_ ...,., • 
....t ,_ .._. ....... "'*' ~"'' awe tl uthilr • •• ~Mpoftut 
ffiNI .t reur lwt~n•IL The oppotUto 11 .,._.. .., low woret. 
~~with'''' o&kt~talrt.,...... ... .,, '" tiwa1Mtth ........ ric:'dr 
Cac a_...,, .-..1......., "S•• Score"! aod f'aphkan, lao • 
..... "'""""" M h Jtklal .... rl11.& ttl tic .......,.. .. IC'4MI't). 
Thr dllt'lfM'C ...... "' ... "' .... "'•' .. thrN Ut'AI ..... ,, ........ 
•ho .u,.,a..·.,l •••rl•lfaU,; lN .. .., .... n ktdkate 1M •..wt. $tl 
fe'ICt•t of lrmdt KtNH, th. 1l~•drd ban lht Mk~Jk te 'Witc'aS 
.. .... tt IC'Ciff'l. 'nt ................. "-"• to\'\'f ........... .. 
,..""'"'"' lftMC'I; .... IN····""' ..... .md4lt klhc 1\'Cf•lf· 
\'" mlttht W &l\at ,..,., K'IN"""" ..._.. ol ~ lade lnlrt•d St•"• •PJ'C'Ill •• \te &.cAuttdrnl w.U. "*" • lhe con•ll*'dhtl ~pat&nut Staats. lW• na lt•fll'l'.._,._ -'111ht. lot e•~ • 
tcer• ititk ..._ the Al4ltt«•tu1Cl IC'"a .. ud .. .,., .. dw lin•••· 
M4·nr.uw •nil. Scw-rt of aWl e-t •If' not en.,.: dwr ..,. In lad 
1 1111#t11l Lnli•c. Whal dwr ......... ., .. II INa •II:Nu• ,,... 
ha ........ w..., .... tloc .. loj,ct -· ..... -- , .. ,. 
•a&lwmM1c:l),,.... ...... •·h~ ....... ia ... .a.palioa ....... 
••tkhAI} Wffl' kw N IMM ;..kr .-~~ .. ~"• a..a )-.& •Otlt,l 
"""'"hlr .... .;... dw o~<,......,,lllc o1 thew -kiAt -w. 
1N(kcupat&.u1Scalt• 
\'-..r s-:or• .. • _.,.,.. Oc:nat-......, Sl'aM .a... how- ..a.. 
,_., h"cft'tll arC' to lho lAI•R'tb ., '"'* Ca that Ot:Wratk»A •. If 
te't ~.fOfmltt .. laAtf' lri\H aad ti6Jiil!rt- •• lt.tr tlo, ,..., _.... 
wtll " ...,.. ... d )·a.. ..... w ....... •Rtor .......... ht that ""' 
cur•Uo" " • dcK•lr rdaltd ...,, U ,...., ...... Mel cl&•ia«"• '" 
_....,, .. , ... ...._ el..,. t~ • IN Mt\tf'IIU... r.., tnHe 
will llo low , ... 1"" wovld Nl liWor M MW1 "' !hal ..... al 
wMk. lltmrmiM'f do•l lhe ll'alrl lw ,_... JC"a-._, ...,.,rt\ &II 
th. ·sn ;:,...· tvt .... with abe ... CWJ••~• .. ,..._.._ 
.,. MN't """" 10 be .............. ,_,.. ......... ~rt ... ,..., 
Oakrt If& ... .w\Mo, 
r--·f•cachacaleb'"""""'-··lr .... alao ....... l 
... ........... w .......... ., .. ec"aa ... l. N"Mf' ..... ,. ....... .. 
...... ..._.... b,lt1Nie tlmliltt ~c.-.-'"-·,.- ... .,..,.. ..• 
·r lil:lllr, .. a. art1t1a ...,. •bo.l se • ttw .unn ·-.· walr, 
... 10 forth. If )'OU 1CMW iMp .. I pMtlnalat w.s.-ur 4\ flf 
,__, ....... , ..... ., Wem~te'- .......................... - .... . 
.cnap&IM.. n.e ......... , . ..., '""· ......... ,...,._ ......... .. 
pu "-'·"· ... , 11111.- tMI ._ ....,.,.. u•"• ,...... ...,,., "'' ltn~t• ,....... 
,.,n "'"• ..,.,, <t1 ,...,.,. .. f(fll'i;M,r ,.. ,.,.., "",...,,.., .. ,..,: .,. d ... 
:::L-!, a. !'.;:::l T!:h!.:~--:.~;!:,~!'U' ::,~r-.:;: 
ea ..y el dw (kn.pal""'-1 k-aln " hi llw • aw••lf'" ,. .. ,,..__ 
b..lwn:• ., ....... - .... IM\C ""• ........ Ill liN .................. . 
,ntn.f 4. Sccwn &a. tMa , • .,, .. ,. dwtd•e .t 1tltW ".~ ... "' 
:.-::·::::.,.=r:.: =·:.:.. •:!!,';' .r:.'a :.-;,~~ 
Wtk •Hr•U... 
11w Ocalpat&enal Sc-ala .til., lrOM &tw ....,_, wah .t .. •• 
=~r .. !-:.a. .. ~-::..:':.::~a;:.~~:: !;".!: 
MOdna&clr ltlah oa dtrit ttalr, rVfll .., ..... .._., •Pf'f' .-ilia tlwil 
,..,.,, Fe •• .,.,p&e,l....,n. a.tW.. •.d pil.t*ttt• tl&tl.b."' , .... 
~~.= :::==~·" J:' .::~ :~..::l.!:!;:~!i 
.. , tce~c tUrlr W,h-••·••r-.. ta..w •caiN """• II,._ .,..., 
Ilk .,na.lluoc, 0111, oc -· a.t • hlalw ....,.._.., ,.,_ 
reltd. .. •JtHftlltM .. lilaet ...., dlslll!a. 
~ ....... c-..... 
Sc!k:':. t: :::~ .:::::.j.'~ t::: .:nat:.=:r.:-:;~ 
.... lc ...... dutkn COli ......... ..... " ............. c-.... - ... 
~kl•al ThcMn. \V4th&. •-d. dii .. C'f. WNpalioftt .,.P',."" 
~ftc ....,. ., •• "--lu IAictftb uc kal...t Ndto t.y ttdto. Attd 
lattat~tc ... le workm Ia -.IIC'nl .. t'" IOnWaiNn Nw .,...,...., 
,_.. ....... ..atlcftal ,.... ,._It ol &r...le ... en .. thr ,.,.,. 
t~en~paU... dw ~·· """"' I• 1"-' eccvpalioll ( •• .. .....t ·r J 
.. , .. -'""• .. th ................... ""plftp. 
""" Ia tho lclt ... each o.....,._, Scale ........ tho .-u. 
... OM telluwe e..t~n~ tadkallttf tht Wnr...S,..,.....,.. tLN«If'f• 
&ide ol tbal acaapetioL Tlw• •tlll.rlp ,._ ........ &rntaiiMI Uw Itt· 
ktell ,.u .. nu '-..t ....... IN .,..., • ., M lh.t Otnaret•. a.-& 
le focut 41A OU"Upa&ktu tNt ~~tiP.! W ... .,..u,.. 1o ~- II tot&t 
..... ...... - rw.- d...wt.,., ••••• , .................... " .. .. 
.J Otatpat&e....l Snln .... , ..... , ........ , ............ .. 
ta.e .... I.U..n '- I•Mt .lf •• • .., •""'· If ,......., ..__,.. ,...,_,,. 
:c,:.'-~.~:t~=.:::..w..::· :::;:: 
...... """"·' __ ... _ ...,._ ..... _ 
ua.aY.wS.W. 
,._, ..., .. , nra br ................... wap: InC. 1e twt, ,..._. 
... Senland how~~ W." ..wl....._.cr II hiM tht ..... ""' .. ,..-~!; 
·= ::!a!~.~::!.:if.rr:~.:tj,•;.! =t~ 
,....., ......... """• ....... ~ ..... ""'' .. "" ......... , 
, .. .,... ............... lhat ~" ........ , ..... ""··· ........ _ , .... . 
ef lldC'~ .... 1M ft'svlta .a..w .a..1 )'fN IM~o'f ..&r • ,.... ...... ,. 
..._, ... Ia- 4ail, •••reiN., ...aw..tinl •\Jlh ~ .. 
· e::. :::::-.:t:d!".~" ~i:'i" .t:::-,.:w 
.. ffitllft U • C&lftf MtiHtt\'1'1 h) 1\')ift. h lftcnoa• )""'" f'ft• tw•.: :.:·.'!&::'u':· !t'!!,t!.!::' .._ ~·N• 14 •• 
, ................ ICWY4 ............... "' '"""' ....... . aMif't'CM~p~tio ... hlr..,._Waot~d ... cttrl 
.. ......... iculu IICIC\Ipa ..... ..,. ........ ,._. k'9W It '-'«t... II lr4tl 
liiOt •• •• tuir •tfl Ia the _...w of • .., .. I....., ..,.. ~~'•tllf L..a-
dtflh .e tprdatun. atld .,.,c"'-'· IMkM. •••• .W... ,.. .. ,If, 
:'ct.:..':' ... -: -:-:.:a:.:· =·.c:. -::!;::!; ':~:: 
........... ..,....., """ ........ 4.,., 1«-#J .... """ ...... ..... 
-~ ......................... ,.. .......................... l .. , 
to ...... ...._ Tallt. ~r- -•lor, who to .......... ""'""' 
le ...... f"· about ,.,..,. tnulb ... tw. lnl aM etlwr tf'tta. -.1 
.._, ,._, fvtta•• ,a. ... '" .-w ~ ..._, .. -..... •• 
--11Mtio ... ,lo~1 .... o.....,old<ri.iooltloal 
•1U 1• • lot ... ,. )'fan!; wN~YI' • ..,.. tlrdtloA ""''' ... 
-"*· ,_ .._,. ,.,., the ..... .-..... ....... "' ......... ,....... 
• ., ... .-.the .............. ,.. ... ~ y.., ...... , 
............. '"'7.._.., ... . 
Commcnll (or lhc c .. u .... l,.."" 
lnlerprclinc lhc SVIII-SCII 
!':...... "':i'~hcc.:..c;a.!.'f~:'-~·~;'.:,!, :..:~ .. t .:i 
dtl••f•om 1t.. c11r1lc• SVID thicllt iu tw. wa,.r 1ft IN ad.tUktn 
Ill th. C..W.tl Om•r•t-.1 Tt...mo, and M tM nwfli•l af 
~~Nn't aN wtMncn'• (nt~~M hlle • N"•"' IM&ANRI"nt. 
n. 5CIJ «Q he ..... d wUh aA)"ttnc- •·ha .....krstut~t• de ""' 
t•b•tt.ry ........ kll llf"ln•, &h.t "· ...... prgple ever lll. n ...... 
""'".,. l.as Wen .. *a fet Ill'"'-' twnit'dl at eadr •• the cl•hth 
11,.., .. C•.- 1.4). t...t.W...•~th pnali1.;cl• 1tad~tnh .r t'., •ad. 
"'Arc& 11w1r anrcnt w.a"•"· &tw:r ... , ... •"'•r•tefy ptr.dlct 
'""',. '"'"'~' • carren. AI tllla 111e. u .. IAWfl\lnry ai•!ld ht 
"'" malnlr as a '-.::htcle fat dl~•"- J at.. worl•l A( wcwll. IJ' 
••• 17. dlll!lnkc 1MUf'rfU ttMCrtf' that tranaln fakly ...We, af'd 
Lr ••• 15, rnotl pcftpko't lhlrtt'lll are wdl f'.Jlahll~d. 
The (Mftfi1c rrln:b the .,.tlr.rttt ol a•u•cn ..,..t.; 10 lhe .. ,,. 
lorJ, ,.at•nr. IMI c .. be tdaae• atal14ktU, .. d .. IMnt'lll .. 
nwn lltMI t~m~~~e• In parttn.lar •a'(Jall .... INe IN retuk• •'"-'W 
be ~t«n only AI pnr.rnl.-nfktlnlll ef wl.crc the m.hvkhtal CUI 
lnclcuupeU011al sathf.cliM. The IteM htlp • CO\tftSCI..r «• l(lwe 
b to ht-lp •tudt.nls rc•ltae lhc .... .,..ana: el lbe •"'"•II pcttknd 
ftt ta...lf k"Off'l. f,SMt »blllr.ftb lt'nd to 4tw.H' ..... Mq dw t.r-• 
liMe el Me., two hiP f• ..... IC'ftft!.S tNt "'''• for, .. .,_., 
rrtt..-.nl, he .m•tt-adt..J, The< c•plwh aknttW be N '-«·lrtwt 
*""loJ'fiWnl rathet INN..,. .... ~ h""""ll•kl .ltd"-'- St. 
tknbMic• MCd help '•CindinJ: ....,. .. t..l~ abnttt tiM- aft'al 
\t'hPrc the}' ~earnl ...,h, and dac:1 Nll..l'r need a. bo renlt•kd 
&hat lhi' It 1 lf'st ol &mer~ ul aplitut&tt.. 
Lrll~r ecbU... oliN "''""......,. •~•~ -..ni•aflllt, wlllt tnUrJe 
:.~~=~ -:.r:r~~l'=e.:::::;· .. :,~ .;;:;:; 
thb C'IKI, \ht ...... cow.tal• ••• r~pa...W, ta.. ff'ldlq level .C 
the b011lkt ••• lowtored, lftnle ..._nn.-cr era•paUnftt wne -.W. 
td Ia da. ffdlt, Mtlalt!w ttnpopular "f:CMpaU.s were dt~l. 
f.t1'111 lad WOIIW'A0 C"IC'h thntr. In the JMM ftCCMpA(~, , .. 
VNMwhal d .. t-retu ff'JfNIRHI lft the IAwMfWY. A1 ttl. IIAfiRIIor 
. lht B••ic lftlrrHt Sr. a ... I ek ..... •tlf.W, theN: d61f'ffiW'all ,,. MM1 
r::;.;a.~ :.!::::::c...·d! =~=i~~~.:t!!ih~ ':~: 
To haVf' I~ lhf. VMICMU fel·llnll!d dUI'erciiC'~ In lhc ..,.. .... 
.... ..,.~ Oc-a.pattn...l ~ .......... '••"• .... 01~· tiJOIAc•nt 
tuar. U•tll ,....·elnttfii'JIJ net lttnJI't'tSilfr.r ••hlr lroen •on•rn'~, 
lfiNitlll' r.c•kt wjJI f'I'O'·Idc 11101e lht'lni.,t~l rnukt. AtMI bccAMt• 
filUM' n«t~pallonJ C'HIWtto .. M "'"""" ...... by .. w It'll-.. , ....... 
H, .. f~~t~ eu,..rlr, or "tecrt'lary•-Ornrpal&a.al kales """ Nil 
)'d IM'f'a dev4"lnawd for IMih .,.,., I• aU c.-a. 1\cSC"~tch Ia IHM ... , 
wa, 1-atd •ft'UIK"fllna tltc'tr. ilbt~arlticl uf she real WCNhl wltl. 
lhr p111(10Jtl oiiAtC'«.t IAVI!!Q&Gfkot. 
Oa the nven~ ,kle ef 1M altflk-1 .... -., ctl the proM. h a 
h-'1.: ~·rt•n•tkwt ttl lbc thtu ., ....... cl.111 .I 1taleto wid• 
~ Nip .. tlwow cntnmcmla, ,...,, ••••k• an ..-kn&a..t dtetr 
own Kftfft. The C"OUnselat c .. Mlp. 1••, br c&JiiaW..11 t&.e '-r 
lrch~~oiral det•ll•; lll!!fftllld. by ••pWn.l"' .,.,. •PPI••at ~. 
knd,.t t...1we~n M:llfn el tUitreiM t1pes; ..t lhlnl. 1tr .... ...... 
Jhtdeftb ......... thh ,,., ......... wt&h ................ ..... 
.,. their •pllhtdct and «Pt•~•. 
'tllt. GtMral Ocnpll ... allNMCa 
'l"hete ••• lfw,,.,, •JCJiiJc.d twWt " the •hick•"• can J 
1lwt pr.aa,, .,. baled • J. L UnHand'• ..... Jhtl,_• V..ea,.,_., 
Clwktt: A TltHfY a/ C•reert (Prealke·U•U. t9Jlt llb MW 
b an ran:Uenl 101uce few ft~l'dlel Wm..tkltl •"-' tW:,. lhcfl\ct 
•nd tM wn«ld of wot •• 
UollaiiNI't c:Wel JHt••be b thai f'.Ch ol "' t'U .W dnmbc-.1 a.. 
trrnu PI relallve ...... , .. , t• onr: ntlfiOf• of ala tdc_..afll ~· 
u. ... ai-Wcrett ptr10n•IUy ,,.,..,,and that uct. ,,,_ IC't-k• .... • 
dillcrrnt •bwt of OC"niJiadoa.& coavlrnt,........ 'fhut, Pf'.J""'AIMr 
l)'fN" do •• ..uch •• Jolt •t'l••llc,....Rl• an utabllslli .... ....,u.., 
lt>hOI ol a clwa Dt"curatN. Aklwauah lhlt .._...,._ e. evn-
•lmrllkd,.lt eflrtt • tiM'ful~tmttur~--onc l ... t c:cmfa, .. l• C'llt' 
pitk•f •~~tch rttull...,_,or ~naly'l"'. the dl8'r•eftffs lwtwt"c• 
t::t..h~ ":.=:!....,"::.::: =C'~~.::.-:~ J!r7. 
,..,..._ Ill tmphicat ltudit1 ankd out ..,_ lht )'c&tt .,.... .... 
Strona Mwen1udc1. 
'11., tb ""''""' 1M' k:aks .-:.dt ~"011&11i• J•r •tt·"''• ,.-•. ,.,.,, , ...... 
Uwriy fttr "'Ldtc" f~l"'"'r' 1nd oM a:ati\ C'~ f,,, ''l)j,,J.\,.·' ~~·'i'""H't. 
J;Qfn" ... , .. ~n r•t.l•lt•l'"l lor KM"iHit I ~·lw-Jal ._."tdtt of' (.nco 
~ (.11M' • .,." ..... lftO ..... """'· ........... ~ ........ "'" ..... '* 
a AWan ul J4 ., ... a •la~wa., •.• &r,·"'t"- J ••· •• • t.At~• f• C'ftll'o 
11\."flk•• ft1IMfG taW KnfN ... M•tKf.rd ,..f'ti.-ll. , ..... MMAM'tit at ......... , 
tvW.Irtl nut untkr ~~ 5cw .. ," I• lwwel '"' lb~ (f'lltlrhwtl ""'"' 
Mrnp&r. 1\cc'attlf' .... ~ .,.,, ~lr• tc'nt .. ,......WIUit tliffcou•ndr "" 
'""" K ...... prl••tr.l .._ ... .,, .... ~ """"tf'...._ -...... k • IUCU 
IPM'C,. aud to fcmh--.rc> abft.l!tttttlk-tt; tbf'JIC' tftiiMIIC'nb 1ft' ha,~ 
fNt ~-ri~Mt 'J'fth ~~ rJ 1114" l•ltlf" ~· lA lht Jli'C\UU ....... 
tnt...t (Ahdlot this,..,.,_ liMI tn,«l .... PMttll"'• IRiltc:~UcotiN 
the atlf••TI thi'C'I •• lq ,_nr C~'t't, dw1rfnrco, t~W'A an&l "''"''t'K wUh 
d~e IMnC' II!Mt'k'l"'al •t'fMr •·dllte r-11nMord ,llll'rtC"td awil.trd 0.\m• 
~1111. \Vilhlft C'IICh !let, dtr fllh"I&'IIC'ti\'C' (' ........ I C11fi~I'OIId 
14 ll• ftlllaw&A• J'lf'I'C'tntile t•nlt'l& 
Vr•Yhlah 
Jllch 
).toclr•atelrkl•" 
AW:ra,. 
Mnr:&etalel!'-• , .... 
, ... ,, ... 
!Hilt ., .. l.,t.~ 
·~lh;~d 
., .. d,~ll .. lk 
31\1-Aitib 
l(.th .. anti, 
.,,,,_•stt. 
Gai.AtMIWlA"· 
The "• dtt'AM"l tu lw art*"•,..' hll lhC' fctn~1 nl a ht-11a~C!ft, 1111 
~·n nn tltc aludrnl'a nrpp al 1t.r rrM~. ta "~a ••••r d\81 
thtiMC"I faUina: •rat 10 uc:h """'' ( ta...t Ia, fiR .. l.,.cral rftiiH:n) 
are 1M Mit" Jlmitar Itt ~at:h ... ..,..,, .net thn'ft ditn"lfr II(IQU lhl 
...... ,... from C'A.:h •llf'r are 1ht niNt .lbtill\&t... Thcotc" 1itnilo~rl• 
llrl Aftd &Uir~rt•nt·n .. , ..... ,., .. ,., ... 1)11<'' aft ''"''"' in ltolnprt'l• 
lnl tl10 a&uckr.t's Kftfrl. In a••Un' .. '• '""" •'l"'cll PI tlw Cc-rM'r .. 
T'-"IM lnft'l ilhnt.W hr. ...,.,1 M llllva~tiAJrr: II lht '"-.. • 1a.1re 
l~tt acora 11e • llw k-' ... • M .,.l,.u-d tl .... ....-s. s." as )fll'· 
"''ll'IC41'"• •rwl Aauattc:, lhr .... lcorn If C'fttllklntl 111M' wtU Ire 
:r.i!:.' !'r.: .:.~:~r;~~.;;.·~~' r.':: .. :::u:: .. r: 
l"'llr•• .r t'kAft, •ltlrrC'alt.11.-d Lh:ha ~~HI "'wa aniiAitC IN- ~" 
llwme ....... , Is ••• ,.nlku~~o·e eban a ht nr •tt•hlfrrcnli..tf'd 
,. ...... "' U'Ciffl. 
ntc C"oC'tWfal ~'*'' .......... ~~ "wtt t. N-lp Ia.,. lhodrltl S.kn· 
Ul, a .....,.,Ill '"tt'- fll lt-. ''"'"~'~'"""'" "·arid f•w llfhttC' lnlc• 
""" •hMIJ'. 1'1..! 1\f• • thin thra.M"t wlortfl dMo "'""•"' t ... trntnl 
t.IJIM'll shnu&.J I~ tantrd, 1111'1111 tlrrtt (In cnultuM"t»n -.·llh rco•oth• na 
diC' ll11sk' hrlrrt'ti .st.ar1) ~ ....... , ...... ·lila tic -'"'''1'-lhma k'tnl 
In d•~ INtt.•pal~l 5uln tn'Unn tkt ,., .. .., llu,ndr •• the 
,...,. llwH"WWI. <""'""•MU•"" ttl hl.,ofr ~ ...... • ,-.uc:ul.r On-ua•· 
tkHta& 5c:.Arl •ntf M tlrcotr trl•k"d <'otllf'ral n.....w a.-.t J._lc 
IAk'frat M•k• Arf parlin•&.rl, u·tw'llt ,.... .. .,. 
Tire rlrv"rlllt~ nf thr t'dfl't .... l)'l"'' fm tlwo tl• lllt'IIM't, JhTn 
ttr~ lh. ~hW..nt'" COl'' of dw rw'"'· t .. ,.., 1..-rt~ n,.of .. Uy '"""'"' 
to '"..,I llftln"Mahft. t'fMihftlllinft• ,,.. till' JIPI'I'IlfiiArt' f11 ••• 
liPnl. Sli~ l'f'Ciplt ........ M't'll._llr ••·wnt ti>C'.,. char ad( dtll• 
dans, p41'1k"larlr ln • '""'1"': ... .._.,l(' "'"'unrl'nl. lh•l wlt:\1 ........ , 
le h•t'tM:A II 11,,.1 a pt'fVIA lf·rrdn.: hll&h an • l"'llkulM donne tnh 
,.a~llirtl br fwini lhoe• tt..k'IJIW'•l arMI tt"ntl• la ..,.. t'"'''" "'""' 
:: .~'::· .f.;:..a:~r;~~~·;:.::M; ::'::, ':4"~: 
acrlrUotu. 
TN Da.Rinkrttt Sc•k• 
TI-e- Da~~olc II\IHelt lt.S..• au• t...PAC"Hnut ... ,. u.,., "~',. 
canaln•cltd lrJ chrllt'thra ~lbcor M~"•• wt&h hlch IHit'tetWrcola• 
lbu. Bre-au-. lbr &ltNI cnnlconl k r&.IM'Iy fnnt•rd .,.. ••nl.Y the 
Iinck kt{lfc imh«~.lrd "r the • .-.a,. twunC', die RaiM. 1n: rr .. lh'C'lr 
ea•J I• llfttlrUti\IMI. "'l..A•" .,..,toft.,., Ill dw~ ltt'Mlt a1r Knttd 
~tlvely. "Pitlt._c. .. '".....,.., rwt:;~lh•r•ly: tbr•a lhfo ktTI nl-cun-t 
II ...,..,..,hat •~lrold1to tht prtn'nll«'~"-' .. IJar.e" aad "'llt~hlle"' ft. 
lpntt\411 &I"C'a. l'~plr. wlw\ ·b·r IRI>Itf "U•e• I'C''fii'IIW't, lly 50 
fJCf«•l • _..C' .. will t..YC ... ._, •MMe ~h llhlll'l llf'•e th ... 
~ ~~:. ~ ~t::· .... r~:!,r::o;t: ~.:;; !;.~::.:.:: 
Uve INk•'=•·"' wtt;f ttt "'•·h•l In kliC'IJMI'th•J lllf'te tc•k' (TI.eH 
arft.-•h •rrlr •''• t• lilt' <'""uc:•ir.• On·ur•t......_l l"lotnw•.) 
The »•• IMit'll" .. ~.lr, ltu'C' t'N'ft -•"'«' .. tltt • IP'•et.t 
IMitple nflk\0 '""Q .... 'WOII ... ftO lfll" t .... d .. tttef ~aoutdr .,,., \>N'11 
antlf'tlf'd a ...,..,....,.,....C' MWAM rd so ,.,wt 11antl111nt •lr.,talklq nl 
•• ._ uth aralfo. "''""'• fnt (1,., ..... ow-.·, '"" hto~lk•lr.l "'t tf•o 
hrrriJN'Jtdrd M th( IC,.a,.,: the lllt1141C'Itl ... 1tvr• ll·co IIIIUII fflf lliiCO, 
IN: optn t-r llrc- tMWtn IN woaw~ lht d.tc\ plfllt.n N 1N lNot 
tltlinn ILe IMhWk ''"" .r 11_. '"'''riC'. lfm" ltiC' a~d, In the 1Jih 
Jl(lftAtlkl tfw \ldu. ~•IC'IWIIMC l4tC't1 n-..fllllll liiC' tf'tlb IQ .... 9MI!i 
JWtC'rfHdr~ .,..I t'-e vcrUro1l hi" bt•tk•lrl tl.c- .. lf'Aft, 
Tlw llade J,..•flt Stale-s t..,.,. Lrl"h llllll4tltl'd 1ft clttalrrt C'ftlft'• 
I(J":ACII•a lo thrk trl..ttnndtit•• .,. lt•co t!t'flf'fal O..r"t'.aiPAal 
"JlsCmt"J. VIY.Ur tk•• h a ••••hll corubkMJ "' lhe J141ltrnt o4 
II <otl'l I'll 1l1r I" •• •l'a\c IHW'•, fl'nr f'l ......... , • IM'rH!ft -.bo IC'CUC'I 
l.-fl!b M dw lh..,.untt: dwme ..,.i.ll ha'-e "' k•'l ""- ldKI. IC'81rt 
1ft tt.r OOIIP'P'tlllnlJI! C'l.r•kr .t hatlc tRit"'rd St-•a.... 
w.,"'"" "' "'""""'""'' •"•n-tlr 1rialnl "' • P,"C''l K'"" ~ 
--·· mini• t.l,:l..-.- ....... "'""' :-.. .. ~ ,. ....... '""'' ... ....... , 
tlral A, •hnrM •~~orr•t" """"'f.· ""the- S"'u.s .... if'. sclrnli•tt 
....... r,...,.. d"' $t:ut:rr.r.r. ,..., .... '"'"'' .a-..1 fttt fill dtt A•• ,._.~k. 
aNI .,. fwth. 1'1..••. ~nN.-1 .. ,., r,.. 1hmtld IW" "'"'~'"' l.i11h: 
1N1 tiwl" lrw ~11lr1 1lrowilnll Jt•..,tanUII k'\ dtlf'f'I'IK"n. k"'INI'I ae 
pPHd.• a~'C' lhfolf'k"••" ..,, mraa Me hlct.. 
5cswn 11n &lw h••&c: t .. t .. ,r,_ ,.cakt dn nn& ch..RJr ..,m, •·i\h 
•• , lh0t1ch ll.t'IC' h • trn•~IM')' f• flf(\ff'l 10 ChTp "'f'"'llnl 
Jli-ghdr, ""'""""' :a."' ,. 1-'••h nn llw ••'fl•cr, hrt•·,...a 1hc kf'R· 
&t:l!' ~ . .,.,, Mttl ..,luhhcrN&. One> ~~Miell """""'""' lt11 &hb p.'\U~m ,.f 
:~=~~~,-~~ •;,~:'~:h";;':I.:.•~.\.J:. ~=~•l:nz-;._~;':~ K::l 
,.1"-'Y•,.w Aetn'm¥.1 lead to d«r .. ue .U,:httr •·«<it ••r. 
The- Occup•IMtnal5tAlll'fl 
F.a"h 0(ntr:teiltfl.t Scak •·•• .,.,..,Jure-d hr lr"'"• aort-)no 
lurp1Mir "'"'I....,.Y'd n\eA or "'ftfl'l"" i d.-,"'·•..:hna on t\tro ~ealr) lR 
llt~t ""''ttaliftrl, tlwn '""1•11.-a th. ;tt"'' d,,.. ttw,- &Ah•·.,rtd olif .. 
lt••·ntlr lrcotn tlw- II'IM"r;~l lltN('oC !\1tJf' kf.nu then brtanW' thr. 
:::~ ~!~:: 1;.' ;~e;r~·~· ~=~ 7'-t~!::.d"':.~:~ 
"*'""'to sa. •he Jlolnd.rd dt-\iltliMo .. JP, T.mt,. shldcont J('tlriftC 
SO "'' a -'•'tA H'a&t h•t ff'(lt'""'lcd Itt dww C"Laraclnvtk UC"Au 
kt tl~e '•me w•r the aW'fat,c ... cmhn of that PC'I'Mp.tlnft ........ . 
A f.l~trlrnt """'"• 1ft lhc "awrat:c" r•nt:~t--h..t"'f'NI :16 ......... -
lwrs re•aM!ftl1ftlta thrw IIC'..U lhco wav rra•"'"·'n·ai"Mfal&~. Sinc-e 
IC'mtl t.1 11th "'"'" ah" ttl lilt&.! wah.,. In I"MIIn.: d\r Jh"l"nl"• 
Mlrrt•b, llw)' ... ,. not "'"''"-'Mattd M '"-' pr..S ... piP& IIIII ( el• 
IC'ff'C'Mtl A«"a tt('('(IMtUMiah-1 •~ a\t.-~Ul po1ilkr"t-(IM fer 
IC'I\ot"l h01q dIn 3:l. lk 01:"" ff'f IC.If't front p I• ... ~. 
F.-I. af dtto I'C't"lf1No1•n•t "-• he-ra Jlh't'll • f'Oiif. l)'JW' tl'ltt'• 
llXtrwlir.• ID llt hfJrlr f"oC' ... -ral Thco'"C' ,....,..,_; tl.r t'f'dco ~'JW'I alf' 
~.:!: ~~ ... 1~0::::~::."~(\~ ·;;:. ~.:=~~~;; 
11M! O«upaUrt1Ntl5c•ltt .. Nro,.. lhr~· t..\,. t.lcl• H't'lff'l .,,u.,Uy C'OI~ 
lt•tlftiNI to dw-ir hitth ll('nrf'' .,. d• ("oC'ftt'l.t ilw-flW'L 
'nw OrntatM..._I $nil's AH> ......... na.r''"'"' ""'" """" N 1M 
04ht'r tw• •,-pr• f'f IC'alr•: llw!' .... t .. tlr ml"fr UN~•: dwr .... Lode> 
tlc-•n• •·Uh • "ittrr , . .,.,.~)' f'l C"MMIf'ttl~ ..... tlwy • ...,,. ,..ww ·oa.. 
lib" tt"•ptnttl ""'"'wlr Cr... t'UI•"t*. Jl tN IAC'udlt'n ol M ....,. 
tutlltlnn dhli\r 111 IC'IItit•• Mlhfll•ntiatl1 .. w.- dt~U~ •he P"AH•I 
......... , .............. )i~lilil'" .............. tlrd '"""'"' 'lll'dl ... 
"'"i«l.t~d ,..,..,, ... ~ •. Tlrt'·· • ·"'~ (' •• KfiH' ~ .. 1M\ .. Oto-
hpllfcrnat Stat.. h,- •hlti"Jt: "'""''" ol "'"'"""'• •·itl• .,.,. Mf'tn· 
........ tltatMf"t"''-·"'"·rl••l•)•.ttarh._tiiC'ir"'LA,., ... 
"''he~ .... Mak• •• oflllld nnt ..,. lrt'R •• llf~ awe·•~ 
!7!.-~a::!~',':;h :!::~: !::.icr.t:•.;·~~.!i..':'L· !':.::~ 
... ""J'Mkl*' dlAt IIC' aont .,, the pr..C.Ifo. ANltlw •tWtknl ~rid I"" 
f'II&IC'C',allr Clttl.,_.,, to htf,., 1M . that •t U'oiC'.A hlt:h. on 1Jw. 
f Allf.lt,a leak, lhrrrfMa 1·,1 lwo 1 ... f_.w,; '••I 1adn ihM 
'1 hA"" ••'"'"'"'' 11.,. a..VC"ntnq· fH "'"ch thf' "'•Y farmr11 ct-.• 
,.....,."""' ... A OttliptllkMIII ~.k b •• ·r ere •rn" a..dl~ 
eMil-. tlrr IIC'l el th.!o ••mrk wnfl,. ri\lalolhl• tht' tf:41it. A~h 
JlltMI'iiC', klllkl AJ(' ·-e- , .• IN, ,.., • ._. .................... otht-r·IC'~ 
K"lt..l, t'"tl)'ftQC' h K'fllttl PA 1M ~e.tra. In tnJurt' ta..t ~nallhllltat 
w ...... ..-lnn h ... ,k •"a"..l.lc to f'WIJ'unc. llut ealy IN ltftfrt 
,..,. dw latftC"·te• JC'.-,, whKa.. ..,. ... •*• attc1tt ......... plettN 
,-. .. ,. 
TIM Atl-'niakalh·e lnde••• 
n .... lntklf'l &rt' chub •• tn~~b C'l"""'" that ......... ,., ........ 
Wb """"'lrtrd ., .. t prG<r'!IIC'd C'ftfffi'Ctt,-. Thco Ant~. To•u. Rr.-
•"*llr'!l. ••·• hnw rnM)' 111n~•·n ....,\, d .. C'Ontputcor Na tud 
from liiiC ••s" ... ' •1-Ht: linn• aht1t •'f' Jl$ lk'MI, the I('Grt: lA thb 
MHih Jhol,a..t lw 31:\"' clmco lflil. Uplfl aoitC'.mJnabe 01*\UW 
wlliNM•l •',rn&Gcaullr alfKIIrrtlf '"e 1Mn1l1. 
nw IW'C'CIJMI tutlr•. '"''"':qtl'lr.)IIT AM..nsq:a ......... IN mtflrJ,u 
ftf ,.,., fl"'lll'fl~"t ,:1"''" I; k ..,..,~11lrtl"" lL.a ""'"''' t'\'«''l.""'t" 
k'Pit'f Ulfl or laiJlM"r t~•r; if 11 ... llmff' h bc-lon•· 111'10, liar' I"''V>f't 
.._, I»~Hhd II• \IIW'UiUtUI'Ifl~' .. , ... , ntuotl>C'I llf 111[1' ll"'l""ltl'i (•fw• 
"'fiahtint: trrltttittl'lr """)' W'com l"'ut6na at '"•· b..l lla•·rt"ll• If,• 
C'ntii\W~W lt..•t•h• hi ittno•lf' fldl kat!,,, ......... h k M'll:ati\'t'), lJN• 
aJlr I ""JAU¥C' ICQII' .... li(-1111'1 IOAW Cftnlr11 ..... , lMC:i. a' .-ldpltfoa 
I r.umbrt nt• Iter In'""'' 1hl'd, Of t•Nfom "'"""'•· 
'Tht t~rm.mlna I<Mk'fJ tl~~~tw l!o.t &>tut:ntaatc: ol "U\e'" j LP), 
•IIIHIIJIC'ft!ftl"" (II'). "..,I"'UI•li\e" CDr) ref:pon•r• "'"* lo thr 
watiiHtJ J«l..._, rtf abe tn•'l'nl..,·. Thew Jlf"IC'II'Ita.l:'rs (iliA llf' quilt!' 
tl'rful !11 tkkt.hr• atm&•krM•-fot' l':tolUftJILo, If • t«liton Wa.l kit 
bla,. on tlw '"uwr• ••~• IN l~~~'•fl"fll••"' IN 11 wtH I'<' ._..n. 
llt. pe~tUIIIl~• c•• Po 1 .. u•rNl hll ldf'nUiriaa ....... ..a ,.., 
't"'•n..- lliltll'l:l•~ Hrc:..ute \ltl!: (;.., ... ,.J'l'~""'' a111l "·""' \nt.-lr\1 
2k•k• arco sn.r"' l"""i.H•·rly lot "Lib"' '"'l""'"'' at .. l IW'J.&It' rly 
(,,.. '1)1tlt'-r" II"''&"U.V>I, ... tw., 1hr I'«"'C'rni•Jf' PI "IJiif'"'., •1-,.'-
lil;c• ,..,.,..~ "''"'""' pn~ti!· f~NA ,._, ....... •J~Irt ..1 ,.., ..... 
3l-1\•l.1- --~- .. Wt·&-.1. tilt' ... ,.,., "' H'WifC'I "" ,._.,. ......... .. 
&... •dn•ktl. lk.t ,.lla.n.•J'h d ... 'C' ,...,,. ..... c" •11' ... ,.f,d Itt .. ._~r,. 
ltAntlint: """ Jh••knl'• ""'"'"', 11t)lfo, dwr "-•ld ..... ~"' ""''· 
lulr'l'llt'lrtl; "'lilt' aw'Att~ l"f'ld"N f'\ltrll_. aorrn-t~l~.:.-.. tTl tUN 
ha•l" a .. ...,....,. paltt111.,. tlw ~a.-. Tht .-..IM'T ~ l),.. 
"""""• •l"""'" f• ralff'ftllf' lnt·14lln.a flnW!Iit1 i• ,....,k.,..t.tldr. 
n.c- '""''btrttcMtt of ..... ,.. f'I"'""~•Jr~ •• • anwnt ..,....., ., 
IM'a and ..,,IDIMI'Q Mt Jliw. a.. the JII~~Wil 
lNStwel•lkttka 
Tb.. AOR (ACANI>IIr. Ottt&fii'YitotllR"C) k'-'k a">..t.tln. U.-m• tla&t · 
·~.,inUa~~ol" IM.·IWI'f'lll 1111Mirnh ••hn do •TillA M'.totrtlliC' wlhnt::l 
1nd lh••!W' •-M do not, "'"' u. 111rh. ('1ft 1.., no"'hktf'tl aft "'().. .... 
a•rahonal Sf-ale" fm "r:ntk_. thu&rnl," S'"tlrr~h Cl*ill•linr •tilt 
• ll.A. fiM\. tilorr.al •••• coa ... ~~t A\'I'IA(f' .~tt SCJ. :0.1./u •• , .. tl 
55· Md).a all'ltul Go. ).t,.,t ltudrnb &alit al•oul' •• • ..,mh '"' lld1 
~·Lt '"1'' drctr .. ~""no( nl\ru; ta.ttt,llw ~NrC't "f f,...,hn.,..A 
•lwauld IIC' judwl 'o•:llh llut In lltk\d. T..,_ krtn rftnlr'••f It lwnd~· 
orirmnllo"-..1 KkiK'f' •ml tlw ub ("ri~rl.t"11t"•"'"'"lr) •nd 
'"••IN•J and 1•I••(O~t ac:lt,·itM-t ( •tlllll,tnl llf'lf.\li•Tit }. 
OA dw IE CI:..TIIO,.,.,.,tns•F.:naou:A•V.,II "C'ak, l.h::h IR"f., 
(fiG ..... •""'"' J lMiic-ak' u •••• ,t',,lon •n•l tc.". ---· ••• "'"' .... ~ 
..,.._.,_ nbnunion. l}.r lltn' C'Clftlrnl b t'IIOII('C'rnrt.l ,,,_, .-Mh,.lr 
with. •vrlrilnc wich I'I'Olllr in Mtd•l Hnin', f'tluc:•U!JIIal, ""1"-."'" 
nwnl • ., h.t.UWu lll'llinrt. 
Srnrcoa lor main s.A' tiber~ about II• .,.,.. •• ll("rrlft f• 
fnllako•, on boll\ ol JMH t<'akt. ' 
....,,io.tl'ncic'• lkt ... «• Snle1 
'thrtc> .,, thlf'C' main Ill""" of ......,,.. • IW llfJJr • •hll """ •<I 
llw ••,.'-• col tlwo C"CCItll""b •·ill M to 11ral.htn nul Mbun•lr,.laiKI· 
fat• al""'' dwlr ~hRl'rcorw:n. 
The- ........ 1!- ,.,.. of k'OI" l'.:ll\ l~~t '"'""' IIM'tl"'"''""l ley t!WP( 
.an analan· 10 dnrrjpliottu,. rbt.,;.,·al lnuld. TI•t- C"o~t""'•l fKf'll• 
,at.:altdn.l l'hrmra Me o"rt•ntr.l •UJ, alnh-1 C'alt .. •rlf'•. aud ACII', 
J.imi&ar to tucfl ll''f'lall dro"'·'i&'"'"lt •• •st.,. U lo~M -. .. 1 .. ,.Ala,.,· "' 
·ur b tmaH ....,, •·N)',• Tftr lladc Jn&rtetl Sr•&,.. "'" """"'llll'i:' 
wtlh tprci5c .U.tl,..tf't an.l.,.. tlt•tllat 111 tt.llrnw"'' t~wh •• .. ,...,. 
:;::~,•&:;.ru~r~•=-• ~;-t.:'! ~:~ ... ~:.~ 
flthrr .,,..., ... l'l'f'pk, mti Aft' altA~•""' lo t.klt-·ah .,,.,.h •• 
"Sbt ••• ll't htilct ol • ••·Mmtwf" .., ·n .. Jn..ol.• ltb • mo. L..,. • 
n.. •.• ~a. IJ.c. '"' .... ., ..... co1 .,.n "'"'"• , .. ,,... ~·rr• .., 
ln'IC't. '• J.C'IAC'I.l &lwad ... C'Ptl~t.if'nc')' NUl d~t-.ch all til Jl., It\, 
One> kind ,.f C"nJJ .. ,&on llfi't"' whcon a... ln\h' '"' • ''""'"" L•K" 
lltlrrrM Ho~lc--JHC'h •• An fit ,\e:..w:ua.n,..:-4• lut.:lr a~t~l th' 
tnate an 11.. tC'I.drol Ckl"'lr•&korr.l ~·•k--A•t•n tw ••• ,..,., .. _" 
lo-·. lltU ha)'t'f'ld bo--caii'C' tlor C'ln'ltratlocr.l ~.a.-. .,., "'"'"' 
caeurlu .. C'OI\Irn& dr•n ..... ··~it' ....... , .. k•""•= ,,.,.~, nonl.lill 
.., of &he' "''"''""'"'. dilt'tC'ntt• kt"'"'" .. .,. ........ "' ..... I' ..... 
npAUnct• .... IJM'flt"-1" ,,. .... ,,.a. 1'\wo F••"t:" 'C.a...1 ... ""'"'rlr. 
n...ialN. I ... IM, "''""'""' ftK'C'hanit't.IKihiUn •• •tU •' •C~ir•tt.. 
hrft', ""lal~ ikmt lnutl,ift,: tC"jrC'I"* f1f fO('I.al wnicor. atthlir. 
.......... ...,. .... run•dh. T• &MIC' ..,., ... ...,. ""''' , .............. r .. ,,..,.,. 
an ..... ,.. .. ..... .,~ .... "'"' ......... , .barco tkir ••rtntlh·•·l 
krlnnt-. 
l"""'d'kadn kl.~ thb I'M t... """"'"' ""'"""'"'•· A ,,, .. t..nt 
WlMII lptf'•I~Anl &II •&...-fC"nl ~i~I«'Ml '"''"'f'Ytl a lti&:h ... 0\ft' 
.... "'- Ar.IIUCn .. n·•& lbtic s~ ......... .,.. ........... .n ..... t'AIIJoll'. 
,..,ko JJ •'"''"' lt'f'corti, .. toad~·""'' cd 1'-t .. ,.,wltnnmrnf" 
fll M Ot'hpatlaa: that ''· '""'' "' l'C , .... ,,.... .... ,d, r,...oo•c " • 
~.,..,., •• , ........ nt~~rc ll.lft tki~J~It· lillnJ acJic,•k••"'· Farmillll 
~q,...a ... ..., • •·ir"' lilco. ••ktnc •·ttl• """t.a...' ,,.,.) anlmah •• ..t 
r.flfi 110 AIIK'h """ J'l'flrlro. t1 b P.H-k-·.!lr dm••n4lnc: ~ntl ,,., 
IMfiJ' .. .,.IC'llfdttall)l"f''• II Na htdr app-al. 011-r• '""...,.d•lrn· 
rlrt-hrt-a·......_ ... , • .\111' •'"' Alln•t, )l•u••,.."'•IC':II aM ).but•· 
•••TICtAH .......... " ... ' ,\.;tt\TnQ ·nd A .... , OtriCI'~·· ... • 
to ,....u, lovlllul .ru.,......._ 
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APPENmX N 
CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
CANONICAL CORRELATION: RELATING SELF RATINGS 
Eigenvalue 
0.57667 
0.44103 
0.31926 
0.24646 
WITH IN mCES OF ACCOMPUSHMENT 
Canonical 
Correlation 
0.75939 
0.66410 
0.56503 
0.49645 
Wilks 
Lambda 
0.08826 
0.20848 
0.37298 
0.54790 
Chi-Square 
219.68925 
141.89544 
89.25501 
54.45055 
D.F. 
81 
64 
49 
36 
COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL V ARI.ABLES OF THE FIRST SET 
SEIF 1 
SEIF 2 
SEIF 3 
SElF 4 
SEIF 5 
SEIF 6 
SEIF 7 
SEIF 8 
SELF 9 
CANVAR 1 
-0.29317 
-0.09308 
-0.32778 
0.10513 
-0.32071 
-0.35051 
-0.07175 
-0.06550 
-0.11711 
CANVAR 2 
0.32569 
0.02192 
0.42721 
-0.43488 
0.02846 
-0.10412 
0.27098 
0.19000 
-0.99347 
C.ANVA.~ 3 
0.14272 
-0.01844 
-0.63081 
-0.58707 
0.31711 
0.30117 
-0.34561 
0.28851 
-0.18365 
COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES OF THE SECOND SEl' 
INDEX 1 
INDEX 2 
INDEX3 
INDEX4 
INDEX 5 
INDEX 6 
INDEX 7· 
INIEX 8 
INDEX 9 
CANVAR 1 
-0.02048 
-0.21091 
-0.27981 
0.01581 
-0.38132 
-0.50652 
-0.04273 
0.06683 
-0.02584 
CANVAR 2 
0.35327 
0.40478 
0.17488 
-0.61334 
-0.75057 
0.49955 
0.27537 
-0.02898 
-0.43470 
CANVAR 3 
-0.33381 
0.08813 
-0.24627 
-0.44185 
0.63310 
-0.13997 
-0.20508 
0.22340 
-0.46660 
140 
Sign£' 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.025 
C.ANV.AR 4 
0.46425 
0.20416 
-0.25755 
-0.30542 
0.07997 
-0.87400 
0.12152 
0.25612 
0.2083.5 
CANVAR 4 
-0.07004 
0.24236 
0.07089 
-0.38144 
0.57953 
-0.91051 
o.o6153 
0.03708 
0.50793 
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CANONICAL CORRELATIONS ~ COUNSELOR RATINGS 
AND THE INmCES OF ACCOMPLISEMENT 
Canonical Wilks 
I Eigenvalue Correlation Lambda Chi-Square D.F. Signf 
1 0.63112 o. 79443 0.12916 185.22726 81 o.ooo 
2 0.32539 0.57043 0.35014 94.97341 64 o.o06 
COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES OF THE FIRST SET 
CANVAR 1 CANVAR 2 
COONS 1 -0.08723 -0.01293 
COONS 2 -0.18183 -0.24835 
COONS 3 -0.86918 0.43421 
COONS 4 
-0.15670 0.05746 
COONS 5 0.11810 0.09654 
COONS 6 -0.21774 0.34432 
COONS 7 0.20595 -0.74513 
COONS 8 -0.03582 -0.20467 
COONS 9 0.04638 -0.21360 
COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES OF THE SECOND SET 
CANVAR 1 CANVAR 2 
INDEX 1 -0.18953 0.19344 
INDEX 2 -0.07949 -0.36191 
INDEX 3 -0.85138 0.05769 
INDEX 4 0.06775 -0.13080 
INDEX 5 0.30824 -0.61526 
INDEX6 -0.2.5936 0.76448 
INDEX 7 0.22909 -0.34679 
INIEX 8 0.08242 -0.01651 
INDEX 9 -0.20634 -0.36397 
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CANONICAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SEIF RATINGS 
AND COUNSELOR RATINGS 
I Eigenvalue Correlation Lambda Chi-Square D.F. Sign! 
1 0.43815 0.66193 0.17835 156.02476 81 o.ooo 
2 0.33693 0.58<)K) 0.3171+2 103.85039 64 0.001 
3 0.30511+ 0.55239 0.47872 66.o6627 49 0.01+7 
COEFFICIENTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES OF THE FIRsr SEl' 
C.ANVAR 1 C.ANVAR 2 CANVAR 3 
SElF 1 0.1871+3 0.49711+ 0.30ts!r7 
SEIF 2 -0.075ol O.l5ts83 -0.13138 
SElF 3 -0.00408 0.02036 O. OJ20t:S 
SElF 4 
-0.0053o -0.10102 0.25293 
SEIF 5 0.09950 -0.1~35 0.35676 
SELF 6 0.257.39 -0.29877 -0.86549 
SELF 7 0.13139 0.35~3 -0.23ts68 
SElF 8 -0.031~ 0.37134 -0.1+4902 
SELF 9 0.18074 0.17294 0.38932 
COEFFICIPNTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES OF THE SECOND SEl' 
CANVAR 1 CANVAR 2 CANVAR 3 
COUNS 1 0.56~3 0.11901 O.Jlj.506 
COONS 2 -0.13908 0.02878 -0.19478 
COUNS3 -1.191+21 0.00880 0.09516 
COUNSI+ 0.33662 -o. o12~+~+ O.ll290 
COUNS 5 0.11+874 -0.52329 0.01909 
COUNS6 -0.0129~ 0.37737 -0.89990 
COONS 7 0.34211" 0.71751 0.9268.5 
COUNS8 -0.03'112 0._54608 -0.32181 
COUNS 9 0.01554 -0.17895 -0.592'79 
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JNICAL CO&lUI.ATIONS BE.TWEm COMBINED SELF AND COUNSELOR 
RATINGS AND THE INmCES OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 
Canonical Wilks 
Eigenvalue Correlation Lambda Chi-Square D.F. Signf 
1 0.70001 0.83667 0,01527 359.o1281 162 o.ooo 
2 0.54049 0.73518 0.05092 25o.0679.5 136 o.ooo 
3 0.47947 o.o9244 0,11081 189.19580 112' o.ooo 
4 0.40982 o,oi+Ol7 0.212~8 133.04495 90 0,002 
COEFFICIPNTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES OF THE FIRST SiT 
CANVAR 1 CANVAR 2 CANVAR 3 CANVAR 4 
SELF 1 0.15999 -0.09674 -0.48041 -0.28057 
SEIF 2 0.02156 0.09840 0.05648 -0.20726 
SEIF 3 0,20875 -0.05018 -0.00858 -o. 09526 
SEIF 4 -0.02838 0.17510 0.36908 0,44248 
SEI.F 5 0.28725 0.11822 -0.26056 0.02657 
SELF 6 0.07920 0,38041 -0.39401 0.29825 
SEI.F 7 -0.01894 -0.15353 0.06680 -0.37050 
SELF 8 -0.03022 0,00186 -0.25686 -0.20813 
SEIF 9 0.05829 0.56840 0,56840 0,16739 
COONS 1 0.051:35 -0.06720 0.07113 0.0640:3 
COUNS 2 0.11935 0.01721 0.42749 -0.17666 
COUNS 3 0.61013 -0.45487 -0.07401 0,45116 
COONS 4 0.13559 0,02592 0,23473 0,28844 
COUNS 5 -0.12274 -0.16772 -0.10805 -0.35771 
COONS 6 0,21477 -0,05056 -O •. l.J52l 0.44947 
COONS7 -0.12313 0.54583 0,14201 0,20891 
COONS 8 0,01764 -0.16408 o-.1012:3 0.0:3830 
COONS 9 0.03587 -0.04953 -0,01139 -0.65143 
COEFFICIPNTS FOR CANONICAL V.ARUBLES OF THE SECOND SET 
CANVAR 1 CANV.AR 2 CANV.AR :3 CANVA.R 4 
INDEX1 0,14362 -0.17593 -0.11385 0,22068 
INDEX 2 0.15469 -0.03862 -0.15354 -0.39914 
INJEX:3 0.72760 -0.3104:3 0,22295 0.12311 
INDEX4 -0,05804 0,40404 0,478:39 0.49405 
INDEX5 -0.01453 0.93763 0,08031 -0.20014 
INDEX 6 0,38707 -0.17912 -0.77671 0,32159 
INDEX 7 -0.18325 -0.02408 -0.06899 -0.66420 
INDEX 8 -0.09154 -0.02699 -0.09468 -0,00244 
INDEX9 0.19938 0,20307. 0.62567 0.04832 
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